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THE

These Lectures will be delivered on Monday Eyenines ot each week in the large hall (Mechanics’
Building), corner of Congress and Casco streets, and
being FREE the public are cordially invited to attend.

Lectures and subjects will be announced weekly.
LEWIS B. SMITH,
j
SAMI'EL R LEATITT, |
Lecture
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Thursday Evening,

Entertainments!

Thursday, Evening,
THE

Jan.

4th,’77.

—

lilKRS SISTERS CONCERT CO.,
will give the great Moral Musical Drauia, entitled

“OutOf Bondage.”
FIFTH

ENTERTAINMENT

Thursday Evening,

Jan. ISth.

GRAND INSTRUMENTAL
AND VOCAL CONCERT
—

BY THE

Assisted by
LOUISE HcQUESTEN,
Vocalist.

CHANDLER, Conductor.

Assisted by the best Vocal and Instrumental Talent
the

BA! STATE ENGLISH OPERA CO,
consisting
of

Mrs. Anna Granger Dow, Soprano.
Mrs. Jeuny Twitcbell Uempion,Contralto.
Mr. Chas R. Hayden Touor.
Mr. Fritz 8cbmeiser Baritone.
Mr. Stanley Fetch, Basso.
Miss Lizzie Natali, Soprano.

ciiy.

SEVENTH ENTERTAINMENT

Wednesday evening, Feb. 14th,

The

Eighth Entertainment

will be

consisting of the following aitists:
MRS. II. E. II. CARTER,
tile distinguished Soprano,
MISSJANNA C, HOLBIiOOK,
the pleasing Contralto,
MR. A. C. COLLINS,
the eminent Tenor,

a

few days.

Course tickets, $2.00 each, for sale at the usual
Reserved Seats for the Course, $1.50 each.
The Reserved Seat tickets will be for sale at Wm.
E. Thornes’, under Music Hall, after Nov. 1st.
Members* tickets, $1.00. Each member entitled to
two. Can be procured of the Treasurer, T. J. Little.

Subject—<4Tlic Aristocracy

^SiTJSIO
New Sheet Music, Books.

Middle Street,

New Lecture.

Subject to be

FOB

k.

Folios,

Portland.

O

Rood Organs, cheap lor cash or installViolins, Guitars, Music Boxes, Accordions,
Flutes, Banjos. Piccolos, Harmonicas, Clarinets,

—

ting,
without fitting, together with designing and cutting
ol Tii minings, will be in Poitlanil the coming week,
and will also have the liiiirni PnriMtan Fa-biouM
lor cloaks and dresses.
Linings cut free ou Wednesday, to illustrate the system.

499 14 Congrrs* Sirfcl, Room 7.

oc31_

dlw

For Coinfort, Elegauce and Durability,

Ladies’ Fine Shoes, Ten Widths.

m'j c* ■

■.» ■

one-half

announced.

LOW.

One

150 Federal —tree*,
CELTEBAIED CLAIBVOliAHT
tor Health, Business and Friends, Writing and
Mugnelic Medium
Test Circle Thursday evening Admission,.iOcts.

...

....

GREAT
238

WE

THAT

HAVE

or

Money

LOW

This stock is new and selected with great care, and
will be sold lov;. Purchasers will find it to their advantage to give me a call when they desire anything
in the Housekeeping line.

parlor" suits,

$16.00

6 50 to 12.oO
2.5© to 12.00

Ottoman Frames
FOR WORSTED WORK.

Brackets, Foot Rests, Blacking Boxes, &c.

are now

E.
130

most of which
choice styles;
Woolens, which we are prepared tooflerat greatly
reduced "rices from last season.
We si all from this date offer special inducement
to customers that pay cash.
Portland. Sept. 23,1876._sept23d2m

Lamson’s

Store Shades I

ARTISTIC

Photographs

House and Store Window Shades manufactured,
lettered, made and put up to order.

to

PIKE,
IQ
420 Congress St. under Cougress Hall.
}

430 Rctut inhf r Ibe Number 430.
cod2w*
oct31

$40 por
made by energetic salesmen with our
goods. Call at 42$ Exchange Street, between
6 and 10 A. M.,or enclose SI.00 foi sample, directions,
&c., to liox 1932 Portland. Maine.
ju20deodtt

CtAN

(Uf

trouble to show goods.

LORD,

Exchange Street,
_(12m

WINSLOW’S

SYRUP

i<e

&

sep6

We have put up and sold this article for years, and
CAN SAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it,
what we have never been able to say ot aDy other
medicine-NEVER HAS IT FAILED, IN A SINGLE INSTANCE. TO EFFECT A CURE, when

Never did we know an instance of disone who used it. On the contrary,
all
delighted with its operations, and speak in
commendation of its magical effects
terms of
We speak in this matter
and medical virtues.
’•WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after years of experience
AND PLEDGE OUR REPUTATION FOR THE
FULFILMENT OF WHAT WE HERE DECLARE.
In almost every instance where the infant is sufferfrnm noil) o»..l nvlidnallitll
rflllAf Will hp fftlliv!
in fifteen or twenty minutes after the syrup is adused.

highest

Adams,

STREET.
f

au

JOHN

Regulate the Boivels,

upon

are

ibe

128

Sure to

satisfaction by any

eodtf

Gas

greatly facilitates the process ot teething, by softening the gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay
all pain and spasmodic action, and is

timely

ME.

EXCHANGE

Teething,

it, mothers, it will give rest to you
selves, and
and
Health
to Your Infants.
Relief

Railroad and Steamboat Tickets via all
the different Routes

22

Fixtures!
Exchange St.

ministered.
This valuable preparation has beeu used with
NEVER FAILING SUCCESS in
Thousands of Cases.

Itnotoniy relieves the child from pain, but in
vigorates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity
anti gives tone and energy to the whole system. It
will almost instantly relieve

Grilling

of the

Bowels, and Wind

Colic.

We believe it is the rest and surest remedy in
the world, in all cases of DYSENTERY AND
DIARRHOEA IN CHILDREN, whether it arises
We would
from teething, or from any other cause.
say to every mother who has a child suffering from
any of the
foregoing complaints—do not let
your prejudices, nor the prejudices of
others, stand between your suffering child and the
relict that will be SURE—yes, ABSOLUTELY
SURE— to follow the use of this medicine, if timelv
used. Full directions for using will accompany each

bottle.
Be

sure

and

call tor

“Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup,”
Having the fac-simile ol “CURTIS & PERKINS’’
the outside wrapper.
Sold by Druggists throughout the world
d6m
aug26

on

KINSMAN.
(33m

and your old
Milk Hat in Exchange
will secure the latest Dunlap Styles
of Milk Hat at

NEW TOW BOAT IN HARBOR.
Staunch ami Powerful Tow Uoat AID hat
eouie to this port for business; liberal arrangements for towing, especially long irip*, can b.
made by calling on

THE

CHAS. SAW1EK, Agent,

MFRRY’S THE HATTER,
237 Middle Sf., Sif?a of Hie Cold Hat,.

oct 28

A.

WHEELER,

NEW .YORK,

For Presidential Electors.
At

Large.—WILLIAM W. THOMAS.

NATHAN A. FARWELL.
First Listrict-SYLVESTER LITTLEFIELD.
Second
I. WARREN MERRILL.
Third
BENJAMIN D. METCALF.
Fourth
J. W. PORTER.
SETH L. MILLIKEN.
Fifth

<ltf

Muster of the Reformers,
The solemn hour of election is at hand
and the “reformers” are mustering their
it 10 a

yuy tuey

uauuut ue asstJiuoieu

spacious field,

so that their personnel can be made apparent to the physical
eye. But they are visible to the mind’s eye,
and here is a briet catalogue of some of
their most eager and mettlesome forces composing, indeed, the Tilden tenth legion.
First comes the “solid South,” the reorganized Confederate army. Every hand
that carried a rebel musket or brandished
a rebel sword now carries and brandishes
with the old-time ferocity and arrogance a
Tilden vote. It is the design to try Gettysburg and Appomattox over again and to ob
tain a reversal of the judgments there rendered if possible.
Then comes the greenback column led by
Hendricks. These reformers would reform
the state by administering the heroic remedy
of national bankruptcy. Their Gen. Butler
by some mistake or cunning scheme for our
mortification trains with us, but he is doing
them more good and the Bepublicans more
harm a hundred times than if he, too, like
another Gen. Butler we wot of, were propagating reform among the freedmen at the
head of a band of reform cutthroats and
murderers.
The reformers with scarlet decoration,
armed with shillalehs, make up the Popish
legion. Educational reform is what they are
bent on. They feel that the country is being ruined by secular education. The school
house must be purified by the infusion of a
good deal of their religion. The public money which is so lavishly spent in making
heretics and infidels must, a part of it at
least, be diverted to the sacred purpose of inculcating the dogmas of papal infallibility,
the real presence and the sound doctrines of
the Pope’s encyclicals. In no part oi the
reform ranks is discipline better preserved
than here, for the officers speak in the name
of God.
This noisy brigade, with red noses, yells
and curses, is the “solid” rum interest. Legal and social reform is what these gallant
troops will have, aud they will take no denial.
They are against sumptuary laws. They
feel in their inmost souls that such laws are
undemocratic. The pale and menacing specter of Thomas Jefferson haunts them on account of these laws, and they hear the bones
xiuut^n
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his grave and rattliDg most dismally every
time a reform rumseller pays his fine or re-

unwelcome seclusion of a jail.
They are to a man for Tilden and Reform.
Those alert and exceedingly garrulous gentlemen belong to what is known as^the “Orpheus C. Kerr’’ division. These are very
practical men indeed. Mere speculative reform little interests them. They desire to
take right hold and do the work themselves,
they are willing to leave their business and, if
necessary their cherished wives andlovelychildren for that purpose. The matter of salaries
will first engage their attention in case of success. Not that they are too large particularly.—
some of them oh the contrary, are clearly too
small. But they are paid to the wrong persons.
They cau hardly wait to reform this
crying evil. If permitted they would begin
to-morrow to set things right, and entirely
reconstruct the civil service by putting all
the good places into the right hands—their
own.

Depend

Btreet,

Hollins, Loring

187«.

I’ll—TER— anil (lATD-BlIil.M printed

Satisfactory.

a

of our own importation, and very
also a good stock of fine Domestic

244 middle St.

no

MR STEPHEN MARSH, late ot the Arm
of Messrs. Walter Corey & Co., has associated himself with tins establishment and would be pleased to
see bis friends at any time.

HKS.

All 2
not

OHIO.

tires to the

$5.00
$6.50 and LOO
$8.00 to 18.00

West, Boston,
Sew i'ork, Philadel168 and 170 Middle Street, phia ajid retnrn, and
ful
have just op sued, and
receiving
all points on Maine
line of
Central R. R., at reEnglish, German and French
duced prices,

we

Satine,

PORTLAND.

CLOTHIERS,

Middle

Mew Woolens I

SETS,

HAIR CLOTH WORK OF ALL KINDS,

For Children

when

PRICE

to

dlw*

PAINTED

MIRRORS,

BUT

Refunded

PORTLAND,

nol

St.

Exchange

Beautiful Easy Chairs in

TlSK & CO.,

JLV

Holidays 1

AT
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LOW.

to

are
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OVERCOATS 1

Price
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Order for

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

$2.00
3 50
4.00 to 6.50

DC W.

WA Y

G. D. B.

AS.ROBERTS, M. B. COOLIDGE,
11 E. FURBISH,
R?'NItCr££2S£EE£
BEN
J. BARNES, .JE..
GEO. L. SWETX,
CBORGESS,
oct21
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Now indie time

larga stock of

Black Walnut & Ash Setts,

DEPARTMENT.

REEFERS,

Garments Exchanged

CH

Portrait

a

F-araitnre.

SOOTHING

Members’ tickets can be procured at Stockbridge’s
Music Store, on and after Wednesday, Nov. 8th.
1 he sale of Reserved Seats will commence at the
same place on
Saturday, Nov. lltb, at 9 o’clock.
1
0 30 o’clock. Evening Entertain_°PeQ
ment*or?
at 7.45. Afternoon Entertainment at 2.30.

FOIE

hand

Furnishing

Attentive Salesmen and

“

...

AND

Barnabee,’'

PREtlllJW

on

4, B, C, D, E,

Strangers should bear iu rniHd that the front of our store is

prices

MISS GRACE STANLEY,

“

....

ULSTERS,

an-

LEAVITT & DAVIS,
ISO. 1 Etiit STREET

We have succeeded in obtaining a reduction in the
of Newark Hoot- of 75 cenm and
$1.00 per pair, ami at the same time an improvement in the manufacture, so that we are now
selling better Loots for less money than formerly.
*tl. «. PAIjRUSR.
oc31dtt

“

“

A Good Snit for
A Belter 8uit lor
Go to Meeting Suits

viiAiivuE.n'j?

—

WARRANTED.

House

to ‘‘Fat Tom.”

excelled by any Tailor’s

CHILDREN’S

OF

on some one

enlarge, as the thousands in use
are daily testifying their merit

We also keep constantly

oc30

hour previous to each lecture.

specialty. Sold by

Prices Reduced!

tii In Office.

AND

OF

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

luivco.

Magee Dining Room Heater

BOYS’ SUITS, AGES FROM 9 TO 15, ALL PRICES.

the Dollar.”

Purchasers of Course fickets will be entitled to
two tickets to each of the Children’s Entertainments.

riKST

at

SUITS, prices

CONVINCED.

BE

AND

■

Higginson,

LECTCBE COMMITTEE:

ol

novl

BUYING

The

Every man who hates the
Government will vote for Tilden.

AND

suit custom tailors charge to make and trim.

Fine Dress 8uiis (3 to 9)
.....
Overcoats from

“

Tickets to the regular course of eight entertainments $1.30.
Members’ tickets $1 00 (each member entitled to
two.)
Reserved Seats $1.00 extra for Evening entertainments only. Evening I itliHs 30 Cent*.

*

Amt clan* article.
We make them in Portable, Brick and Terra
Cotta. The latter style is very handsome and
unique, and in the production ot which Mr. John
the Magee Company’s Goods)
Magee (the inAentor
devoted four years of unceasing labor.
As all of Mr. Magee’s productions have been imitated upon more or less bv other stove manufacturers, he has, for the protection of this

130

Styles

specialty iu Pants, keeping all sizes from ‘.‘Slim Jim”
We can lit men that “girt” 48 inches.

“

“

which occasion the renowned Humorist, H. C.
DAKIVAMEK, and others will appear.

BUY
J. C, Bennett & Barnard’* superior grade

jjj.ltl

a

“

on

“An Afternoon with
on

Great French System ol Dress Cut-

a

Different

Children’s Garihaldi SXiiis (3 to 9)
*•
Jacket and Vest suits (3 to 9)

entitled

String
Retail

A TEACH EE

French Last

a

BEFORE

—

The Second

entirely new Furnace in the market this year.
Our sales of Furnace* are increasing every year,
thus showing that the community really desire a

IS

Ittti (toinmercinl ulreei.
dlf

Portland, Oct. 31, 1870.

JOB PBINTINIV
Ibis OlHce.

orally

troduced into the contest the favorite Southern game of brag, and are attempting to
bluff the people out of their votes as they
bluff the passengers on a Mississippi steamboat out of their money.
In pursuance of orders from the Liberty
Street Bureau, the present business office of
the old firm of Solid South and Northern
Doughfaces, Democrats everywhere are blustering and bragging and claiming everything.
These are the very words of one of the circulars issued from the New York shop:
“From this time on claim the national contest and your own state if possible
Do it
exultingly and with the utmost confidence.
Don’t be lukewarm in this but fervent.”
How thoroughly these instructions are carried out is shown by the talk of the Democrats in this state who, foolishly adhering to
the very letter, make an absurd claim to

rirrulril

a

There comes a somewhat unorganized company—like the tail of the average Democratic
procession—of what may be termed general
reformers, made up of persons of a gieat diversity of character and genius, but all
them
in
earnest
about
of
deadly
reform.
A good many of them live
in New York city.
John Morrissey is
one of them.
Among other things they want
to regulate municipal government, secure
full registration, proper discipline at the
primaries and a vote large enough to counterbalance the rural districts. In their compabe seen most
ol
the swinny may
dlers, blacklegs and gamblers of the
One
of
them
has
been
country.
arrested in Philadelphia recently loaded
with bogus tax receipts. These gentlemen
are remarkably “uuauimous” and are always
ready to “bet” on reform, beiug careful for
the sake of their families and orphan wards
to “hedge” up to the full amount of their
D-

The list grows long, but there may still be
mentioned the German metaphysicians whose
taste for the absolute and unlimited causes
them to see reform in the direction of univer-

sal,

unlimited,

“subjective”

careful

grounds there

RUTHERFORD B. HA FES,

the only

is

handsomer line of Over-

Our reputation as the LEADERS in this line of Goods is too well established to
need any lengthy illustration. We will simply say that we have everything in the
READY-MADE CLOTHING LINE that the Little Folks require.

Saturday Afternoon, Jan. 13, 1877,

jan31_deodly*

The

or

Entertainments will be

BY

tSFe knew it bofore the Centennial. Everybody will know it now that the Centennial has
declared it,
The highest encomiums were passed upon the

We keep nothing but good Goods, and have the
beat workmen the State affords, and we are
bound to do our level beat to please our customer*.
ocl6dlm

......
A Good Common Grey Pant
$1.50
2 00
Better Grade cant
....
....
2.50
Pants all Lined
.....
and
4.00
Plaid
Pants
3.50
Extra
3.00,
......
5.00 to 8 OO
Fine Dress Pants lrom

HARRY BRYANT,
the renowned Ventriloquist and Magician,
WM H. HUTCHINSON,
the celebrated Comic Vocalist,
PROP. FRED TER LINDEN,
and his pupil,
MISS LOUISA LINDEN,
Solo Saxophonist and
Crystallopbone.

ment*

✓

EXAMINE

UBLDBEN.

The first of the Children
afternoon of

given on the

Pianos,

OF THE

Hundred

The price we ask for

Saturday, Dec. IS, 1876,

large** Stock in (he Oily.

Cornets, and all instruments for Brass and
Bands, m great variety; extra \ ioliu Strings,
and Wholesale.
Particular attention given to orders.

of

GOODS!

by visits sat the Exhibition. This

The Brag Game.
Throughout the management of this campaign by the Democrats the devices ot the
old school of Southern politicians have been
manifested. Their influence is so great that
they have virtually controlled their party can;
vass, and the observer is continually reminded
of the old Buchanan days. Indeed, so far
has their influence gone that they have in-

Maine.

FOR PRESIDENT,

GOODS !

Singlc.Brcastcd Sack Suits, $ 9.00. Sack and Frock Plaid Suits,$* 4.00
Frock Business Suits,
lo.OO. Genteel Business Suits,$18 4 20.00
12.00. Elegant Dress Suits, $22 fo 30.00
Silk and Wool Suits,

TWO AFTERNOON ENTERTAINMENTS

!

C. K. HAWES,

—

larger

more than EIGHT HUNDRED
varying from cheap to best.

BOYS’

addition to the above the Committee would
nounce that they have arranged for

—

iTs

a

Our $7.00, $7.50 and $8.00 Pants can’t he
Pants, either in FIT, QUALITY or STYLE.

In

received daily by

A

INVOICE

of Suits to select from, embracing

Wednesday, Feb. 2!sf,
RET. H. M. GALLABER.

CO J1 PH IT TEE:

W. E. DENNISON,
A. K. PAUL,
F. J. LIITLE,
W. K. THOMES,
R. K. GATLEY,
W.E. SIMMONS.
GEO. E. BROWN.
dtf
oct21

The

Over One

Wednesday, Feb. 7th,

Col. Thos. Wentworth

THE

GOT

....

MR. II. C. BARNABEE,
the renowned Basso and Humorist Vocalist,
MR. D. HENRY SUCK,
the talented Violin Soloist,
MB. HOWARD M.
DOW,
the accomplished Pianist,
MuoienS Director.

tbc

places.

177

SPECIAL

$6 50
Double thick Vermont Urey Overcoats
6 50
Blue Chinchilla Overcoats, small lot
8.00
...
Uood far Beaver overcoats
12,00
Diamond Faced Elycsian overcoats
14.00
....
Sea Wave Faced Eljesian Overcoats17.00
UO oo
Square Checked Faced Elyes>an Overcoats
$25.00 and 27.00
Imported English Elyesian Overcoats
......
Best Engli.h Elyestans silk lined
30.00
Plain Beaver Overcoats
$12.00, $14 OO and 20.00

We make

BARNABEE COIERT COMPANY,

Grand Concert of the Course,
and will be announced in

AND

Heavy Wool-Lined Irish Freize Overcoats

SELECT READINUS.

Prof; J. W. CHURCHILL.

BOSS

ELEGANT

Wednesday, Jan. 10, 1877,
Mrs. Louise Woodworth Foss.

Select Readings by

niVE

FULLY

Over One Thousand Overcoats.

And a Finely Drilled Chorus,
Mr. W. E. Taylor, Pianist and Accompanist,
Together with Orchestral and Scenic Accompaniment. To appear in the Opera of

Wednesday, January 24tli,

Chandler’s Foil Millitarv Band & Orchestra.
in

REFORMERS,

One thousand dollars offered for
coats under one roof in Maine.

Europe.9'

MEDAL

Every Magee Stove, Range & Furnace

THE BOHEMIAN GIBE J

SIXTH ENTERTAINMENT,
Grand Concert by

D. II.

in

Wednesday. Dec. 27th.

—

jtiostoii rnunarmonic cm».
iHV8§. ZILLA

Wednesday, Dec. 13lh,
RICHARD S. STORRS, D. D.,
Subject—'‘4Tlie Old and New

GOLD

WE

....

Subject—^Erolution.99

—

FOURTH ENTERTAINMENT

Wealth.>’

Wednesday, Nov. 29th,
PROF. EDWARD S. MORSE.

GRAND CONCERT
SMITH-WH1TNEY CONCERT COMPANY.

«f

Philadelphia,

awarded to goods ol their class

it is unnecessary to
in this community
and pre eminence.

consisting of

Thursday evening, Nov. 16, 1876,

21st,

Dec.

eodtf

CO.,

GREAT

NEW

—

Magee Standard Range,
Magee Parlor Standard,
Magee Yendome Parlor,
Magee Hall and Office Heater,
Magee Base Burner, new,

busily engaged in studjing the wants of the people, and as a result of their
efforts have decided upon offering to a generous public the following great bar*
gains:

OF

Subject—“The Ministry

AT THE

his life placed Seventeen DiHerein Patent*,
We cordially invite the citizens of this City and
County to come and see this Furnace. We have
gentlemanly and intelligent clerks to show our goods
an 1 we give our personal attention to setting up the

discussing politics and neglecting their business,

&

a

of

are

HALL.

Twenty-Fifth

—

—

Chapin, REV. HENRY WARD BEECHER.
ENTERTAINMENT.

—

PLACE.

TIMKS

FISK

Ladies $2.00

JLn. A.

CITY

are

regular attache of the Press is rurnisbed
Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
Journal.
Evert

with

Highest Premium

CROWNING ACHIEVEMENT

COMMENCING

—

THE

or

at 8 o’clock.

WITH A LECTURE BV

BY

EXCHANGED

OAJVEFA-ZG-Isr PRZGES

Rev. Dr. E. H.

—

be

AND

Second Lesion, Monday Not. 13.
nov3
diw

—

Wednesday Evening,
LECTURE

THIRD

ALL !

satisfactory will

HALL,

lor the season.

Dec. 6th.

BY

TO

PORTLAND, MAINE.

no3

Academy,

Terms-Gents. $4.50 for the course.

ENTERTAINMENT

—

“

$19
18
n

180

—

Thursday, Nov. 9th,

—

JJIiWS. E9KM4 THIJR^RY, Soprano,
MISS ANNA DBAHD1L, Contralto,
(First appearance in this city.)
NIK. W:?I. J. WINCH, Tenor.
MK. JobNV WINCH Basso.
I1EKUAN K.OTZ9CH.fiA11, Pianist.

SECOND

"

“

anonymous letters and communiThe name and address of the writer are in

WILLIAM
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We invite tlie public to inspect these Goods, as we are offering: them better
Goods for the money than any other House in Maine.
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The Centennial Commissioners
having extended
the time of closing the Exhibttion until
a week after
the 10th of November, Mr. D. H.
Young
begs to announce another, and
positively the last, Excursion
via
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Music by Hall’s Brass Baud.
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KICHARD COLE.
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AT

ITOCKBRIDGE,

Tickets.35 cents; for sale at
Store and at ibe door.
Concert begins at 8 o’clock.
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Tenor,
MR. J. R. COYLE. Jr.. Bass,
O. «OSSE, Pianist and Accompanist.
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by tbe following well known talent:
MISS MARY MOODY, Soprano,
MRS. A, E. COl'DY Alto,

THE
Maine Charitable Mechanics’ Ashaving completed arrangements for
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transferred from the cold, unsympathetic and
objective non-ego to the warm and kindly
embrace of the ego. That this is a clear and
precise explanation of the position of that
part of the German voters who fight mit
Sigel but not mit Schurz can, if demanded,
be proved by copious citations from Spinoza,
Hegel, Fichte, Kant, Schelling and Herr
Diogenes Teufelsdrockh of VVeissnichtwo.
It would be extremely unjust to say or to
think that all the Tilden reformers are enrolled in some of these companies. Such an
assertion would be clearly untrue. But let
these classes be wilhdrawu from the Tilden
organization, aud where then would be its
head, its spinal column, its vital organs aud
circulating fluids ?
Since 1861 the Confederate Democracy
have been deprived of power by the will of
the American people. For sixteen years
they have been suffering the pains of official
hunger, aud now, maddened by political
staivation and driven to straits of desperation, they are making tremendous efforts to
capture the Treasury of the United States
and to fill the eighty thousand offices with
the disloyal cormorants of their party.

observer who

are

asks what

for this assumed confidence

is told that the Democrats are

inspired

with

Indiana and Ohio elections.
What an absurdity! Those Stales went just
as the Republicans expected they would go,
except that greater gains of Republican Congressmen were made than anyone looked for.
In Ohio the Republican majority is increased
over last year, and five Congressmen have
been gained. In Indiana the Democratic
majority of 17,000 has been reduced to a plurality of 5000 and the Republicans have
gained tour Congressmen. If the loss of
nine Democratic Congressmen be a Democratic triumph the Democrats will have plenty of triumphs to-morrow. All the gains are
on the Republican side and
all the losses on
the Democratic. That is all the foundation
there is for the Democratic game of bluff. To

hope by

uoc

iuv

the

|ai^uu

ui

kuut annul

bet

jjauic

uc)

»ic

pair of aces, New
York and Indiana, backed by the Solid
pretending

to

on

a

South for the rest of the hand. But as New
York is Republican, Indiana doubtful, and
the “Solid South” broken by the probable
defection of North and South Carolina, Louisiana and Florida to the Republicans, they
in reality have an extraordinarily poor Bhow
for their money. To-morrow they will be
compelled to show their hand, and there will
be no little surprise at its poverty. In truth
the Republicans are the only men who have
reason to be confident.
With New Jersey
virtually conceded to them, with New York
made secure by the action of her business
men, with strong probabilities of carrying
four Southern States, and with “a gocd fighting chance” in Indiana and Connecticut,
they have every inducement to confidence.
The Democrats are making a desperate attempt to influence the doubtful vote. That
is the secret of their game.
The “reformers” are determined
they have to burst every
ballot-box in the country with
fraudulent votes to do it.
to win if

South

Carolina

takes its place once
Republican state, according to
the Southern correspondent of (he Cincinnati
more as a sure

Commercial. He has hitherto conceded it to
the Democrats, but now he writes: “As it
now turns out, the adoption of the straightout policy of the Democrats was a great blunder.
They will lose the state, and the
chances are that a most wretched and cor
rupt Legislature will be chosen —a Legislature heated, ignorant, prejudiced and corrupt, which even the firm purpose and steady

of Chamberlaia may be unable to conThat the Republicans will triumph
now seems
to be quite evident. The
troops will do the business. The negroes
feel encouraged to go ahead and vote the
straight ticket, and they will do it. Half of
those who belong to Democratic clubs will go
back on their promises at the last day. With
troops everywhere, rifle clubs disbanded, and
all restraint removed, the negroes will almost
unanimously vote the Republican ticket.
That settles it. Now, had the Democrats
not adopted the straight-out policy they
could, with the aid of Chamberlain, have
secured a half-way decent Legislature.
Indeed, before the straight-out policy was
nerve

trol.
here

af»repd

in fhfi Stain Cnnvnnt.inn

nnnn

bnrn

effected in several
counties in which the representation between
the two parties was divided and the Democrats given a living chance. In Abbeville,
for instance, a compromise ticket Lad already
been agreed upon, composed of two Democrats and two Republicans. But when the

arrangements

had been

straight-out Mississippi policy

was

agreed

upon in secret session here the Democrats
went wild. They thought they would win.
They had the example of Mississippi before
them, in which the Government did not
and .which [was a great success.
They broke all thsir agreements to compromise on legislative candidates. They would
yield the Republicans nothing, having determined to carry all.”
Upon Democratic
shoulders therefore, rests the responsibility
for defeating a sure reform.
interfere

Don’t vote with John Kelley.
Theodore D. Woolsey.

Vote with

The Louisville Courier- Journal publishes a
to prove that the supreme court
has decided that a presidential pardon removes all taint of disloyalty, and that persons
holding such pardons are as much entitled to
compensation for damages arising out of the

long editorial

war, as though they had never taken part in
the rebellion. As the whole mass of rebels,
with the exception of Jeff. Davis and a score
of other prominent officials, have been pardoned, this view of the case opens the way
for the whole mass of rebel claims. And
there is no doubt that Mr. Tilden had this in
view when he promised to veto ail disloyal
claims. As the Courier-Journal frankly puts
it, “rebels and loyal men must stand on
equal footing as to claims, when the former
rebel has been pardoned.
Don t vote with John Morrissey.
with William M. Evarts.

Vote

Those unfortunate people who rely solely
upon the Argus for news will be perplexed
by the announcement in its columns Saturday that John L. Routt has been inaugurated
Governor of Colorado. The Argus has been
assuring its readers that Colorado was carried
by the Democrats, and now it announces the
inauguration of the Republican Governor.
Don’t vote with Beu Hid.
John A. Dix.

Vote with

The minor courts in

New York are kept
disposing of Democratic
repeaters who have falsely sworn their names
upon the registry. Instead o( voting for Til-

busy just

den

now

in

ot these scoundrels will have to
themselves with studying his biogra-

scores

amuse

phy in prison.
Don’t vote with Fernando Wood.
with Benjamin II. Bristow.

Vote

Mb. Evarts disposed ot Tilden’s rebel war
claims letter pretty effectually when he said,
“I never heard ot choosiug a President to
veto a measure his party was in favor of.”

People generally select
other party to do that.

a

President from the

Advices from everywhere indicate that
Republican confidence has taken a Iresh
start, and it is too late for any more reactions.
_

Don't vote with Ti«n Ewing.
Carl Scburz

Vote with

ANNUM, IN ADTANCE.

Campaign Notes.
Vote for Ilayes and risk nothing; vote for
Tilden and risk everything.
Which will
you do?
Since the Republican party was founded
New York has never gone Democratic in a
Presidential year but once. Aud then it was
stolen.
New Jersey Democrats are running for
Congress and for their State Seua.e men who
were indicted in 1874 for
conspiracy to defraud their creditors. They are “reformers”
now.

Still the “solid South” fails to indorse the
rebel claims letter.
Virginia and Georgia
send a simply signed copy of the address,
making only six states to date. It is pretty
slow and arduous work.
Mr. Bristow feels confident of the election
of Mr. nayes. He telegraphed to that effect
to ithe Evansville Journal, as a denial of a
statement that he had predicted the election
of Mr. Til Jen by the largest popular
majority
ever

given

to a

President.

The inflation wing of the Democratic party
—a wing that is bigger than all the rest of the
body—demands the payment of customs
duties in paper. The law requires them to
be paid in gold, and the gold is set apart to
pay the interest on the bonds. Yet Mr,
Belmont says that political parties and policies can have no effect upon the public
credit.
One of the Vice Presidents at a late Tilden
meeting in Iowa was a man who during the
war was a rabid Copperhead and named one
of his boys Jefferson Davis. At least he tried
to. He brought the unfortunate infant to
church to be baptised by Rev. Dr. Reed.
When informed that the name of the child
“Jeff

Was

Davis.” Eldpr Ttpftl initiffnanllv

refused to perform the ceremony.
You who have a vote to give—give in the
fear of God, give it in the love of your conntry ! Give it not as a partisan, but as an
American citizen, give it as a patriot. And
if you have no vote to give, there are those
whom you
influence. Let
your
personal influence wherever it reaches, be
pn
influence for dnty, one which will impress
upon those to whom you are related a sense
of the greatness and the responsibility attending the right of suffrage. —Dr, Leonard
Bacon.
__

Keep clear of the Centennial on
7th
ot
November.
Every
Republican who is found away
from home on election day counts

tbe

vote lor Tilden and the solid

one

South.
Hen and Women.
the sweet siDger of the Centennial, is still writing thoughts that seem to
have been twisted out of shape by a whirl-

Sidney Lanier,

wind.— Brooklyn

Argus.

Boncicanlt has received over 8350,000 from
“Tbe Colleen Bawn,” which he wrote in three
days, and thus obtained the neat wages of
880 000 a day.
Buskin, now in Venice, has been traated
with unnsnal conrtesy by the directors of the
Academy. Large pictures were taken down
from the walls and placed in a room where he
could examine or sketch from them at leisure.
Commodore Vanderbilt has read most of tbe
newspaper obituaries of himself, and ia per.
fectly satisfied with them, but ia afraid be will
not receive as good treatment ia the new series
when published.
Joseph Marry at has just died at London aged

eighty-six.

He was the author of a "History
of Porcelain and Crockery" that is generally esteemed one of the most valuable works on the
ceramic art ever published.
Mr. Val Prinsep is commissioned to proceed
to India ts paint a great historical picture of
the proclamation of tbe empire at Delhi. The
artist is to receive £5,000 for his work and

£1,000 for expenses.
Miss Emma Abbott, the young American
singer who has been kindly received in England, has a small fignre, an interesting face,
and a voice somewhat thin in the middle register, but clear and effective in the highest
notes.
Paul
He was

Nicart, a Parisian manager, is dead.
frequently imprisoned for debt. One

day Dumas

the jail to see him.
“He
libetty,” said the keeper.
said Dnmas, taking a chair, “I
will wait lor him."
An original autograph MS. of Salvator Bosa
went to

has

just been
“Very well,”

set

at

at a late banquet in Italy.
the Italian painter of animals,
held the time stained treasure on a platter
before tbe Bixty artists present. The manuscript contains an original unpublished poem
of Salvator Bosa, and has for a centnry been
kept in the private library of tbe Boriomeo

was

displayed

Signer Palizza,

family.
Mrs. Cbamberloin, the wife of the Governor
of South Carolina, according to Miss Grundy,
was a clerk in the United States Treasury De-

partment prior

to her marriage.
She was Miss
and a remarkably beautiful girl.
married about six veara nan
Her fa.

Ingersoll,
She

was

ther, who died before tbe war, was at
district attorney in Massachusetts.
Mr.

Talmage

was

painfully

injured while delivering bis

but not

one

time

reriously

before an
immense congregation last Sunday morning.
He bad just successfully accomplished the
double

sermon

summersault over the

pulpit,

and in

making tbe flying leap from the reading deak
to tbe organ loft, he missed the second trapeze,
falling across a pew and injuring his legs so
that be was unable to conduct tbe evening per-

formance.— Ha wkeye.
William Morris, tbe poet, lives in a charming house in London, brightened by a wife who
is very beautiful, aDd three pretty children.
His study is reached by three flights of stairs,
and is a bare room, hung with lumps of tobac~
oo, and having for writing purposes a carious
old hacked table and an ancient ink horn.
Herein the "Earthly Paradise” was writteo.
Tbe shaggy-haired, kind faced poet never looks
handsomer than when his little ones are date*
ing about him and climbing over him.

The Republican party is the bulfreedom. To allow If*
defeat vrould be to destroy the only
defense ot civil aud
religious
Freeineu
liberty.
everywhere,
irrespective oi party, must rally
to its support, tor the victory of a
solid South means the conquered
rebels ot 1865 transformed iuto
the rulers of 1876.
wark of

[N.

Y.

Tribune, Nov. 3.]

Bush to see Blaine at Troy.
No Building iu Ibe City Big Ifnough fur
the Crowd*—Bepnblicnna Feeling rear

Hopeful.
Such a reception as Senator Blaine had
to-night is vouchsafed to few men. No building in Troy was of sufficient size for the meeting, aud finally the immense car-shop of Glldert, Bush & Co. on Green Island, opposite
Troy, was proffered aud accepted. It extends

along an entire block. Before 7 o'clock the
place was crowded. Men drove 20 miles to see
Mr. Blaine. The Senator arrived at 5:30 p. m„
and became the guest of the Hon. John M.
Francis. Escorted by an impromptu gathering
of Hayes aud Wheeler Clubs be entered the
building ai 8o’clock with Chauncey M. Depew,
amid a roar of applause. Nothing like it had
It was
ever been seen before in this vicinity
spontaneous and heartfelt. Mr, Gilbert, the
car

manufacturer,

presided

aud

the

leading

bankers, merchants, business aud professional
men of Eensselaer County crowded the platform. Mr. Blaine tried to speak, but his voice

was very low aud could nut he heard 50 feet
distant. He showed the effects of his severe
labors in the canvass. There was such au
earnest strife to get within hearing distance
that the tumult drowued the speaker’s voice.
Nothing could restrain the enthusiasm, and
Mr. Blaine had to call ou Mr. Depew toquic;
the people. He did it effectually, making a
sharp, earnest, happy effort. When he concluded, cries of ‘‘Blaine’' were so uproarious
that the Senator again essayed a spt ecb. Hn
spoke briefly but most eloquently, and every ear
was strained to catch his words.
At the close
the people crowded up and kept Mr. Blaine
was
he
tired
oat.
As
busy band-shaking until
a political demonstra'ioe, the affair was unparalleled in this part of the state. At least
15,000 people were in and about the car shop.
The voice of the people here will not be feeble
for Hayes and Wheeler next Tuesday.

The Public Credit.

which, to

a

nation situated

as we

are,

is of im-

value, would unquestionably be confirmed by the election 01 the Republican candidates, while a Democratic success may put
it in jeopardy. There is, theo, certainty on one
side, and on tho other, to say the least, serious
doubt. Between these two things we have to

THE

tneose

Senator Sr Inn *’* Opinions

ns

to

the Effect

of Democratic Success.

New York, October 25, 1876.
Dear Sir:—We have noticed that in your
speeches delivered id this campaign you have
not discussed the
question wheiher a victory of
the Democratic party this fall would be calculated to injure our public credit abroad, and
what the influence of such an event would be
on our business interests at home.
Wo should
he glad to have you before leaving the city tavor
us with an expression of your views upon this
question, which is one of great importance to
all classes of onr people.
With much resnect,
H. Stursberg,
Elliot C. Cowden,
Lewis Bios. & Co.,
E D Morgan & Co.,
W. Stursberg,
John Jay,
M. H. Lebuiain,
Thos. L. Tbomell,
and others.
Hon. Carl Schurz.
SCHtTRZ’s REPLY.
New York. Oct. 31,1876.
Gentlemen:—Iu response to your kind letter,
1 beg leave to say that I did Dot deem it necesessary to discuss in my public speeches the
question upon which you invite from me ar.
exoressiou of opinion, believing that the natural iDstinct of business men would suggest to
them all that can be said about the effect of a
Democratic victory upon our public credit
abroad and, correspondingly upon our business
affairs at home. But since you desire it, I shall
give you, with pleasure, my views on that
matter
Some time ago I saw it stated in the newspapers, apparently on good authority, that the
Secretary of the Treasury had n ceived information from fiDaucial men iu Europe to the
effec that a Democratic victory would seriously embarrass, it not altogether arrest, the
funding of our national debt at a lower rate of
interest, and generally depress the market
value of our national securities. While 1 can
well uuders'aud that such advices should have
come across the ocean, 1 have no personal
knowledge of them, and can only reason on the
general aspects of the case aDd my owo experience of the drift of European opinion.
Mr. August Belmont in his letter on the
same subject recently addressed to the Evening
Express, slated that “the safety and wisdom uf
inniifitman! in iKa f n nri.,,1

nt

1,

ment of the United States do not not depend
Presidential elections, in the opinion of
European capitalists and baukers, any inure
than the soundness of Eoglisb consols depends
on whether the ministry is
Tory or Liberal.
He reiterated the same statement in a speech
last night. The question is not why Mr. Belmont urges such views, but whether such
would be the current opinion among European
investors generally; tor it is upou the confidence of investors, large aud small, that the
value ot securities will ultimately depend.
This is an important point which Mr. Belmont
has not seen tit to mention, aud in this respect
there is a striking cliff :rence between the relations of political parties iu England to the
pnblic debt ot that country, aud the relations ol
political parties here to the national debt of the
United States. However much or lit'ie interest Europeans may take iu our political struggles, that difference is well calculat' d to arrest
their attention, as it undoubtedly does. The
English debt was tor the most part created iu
consequence of wars between England aud
foreign powers, in which neither political party
was to any great extent identified or in
strong
sympathy with the enemy. Iu the coarse of
time ail differences of opinion as to the expediency of such wars have been completely
neutralized, and the debt hag, therefore,
always rested upon the support of a strong
national feeling common to all Englishmen,
sside from a widely diffused
pecuniary interest.
There is at present in Eugland not a single
man
of
character
or
influence in either
public
party the sincerity of whose desire to see all
national obligations faithfully discharged according to law is in the least doubted by any-

upon

body.

On the other hand, the woild knows, and every investor in United States securities, dowu
to the owuer of a single $100 bond, knows that
the war to which our national debt owes its origin was not a foreign war, in which all parts ot
this country had an equally patriotic share, but
a civil war, virtually carried ou by one part of
the country against the other; in other words,
that the debt was created by the national government, controlled by the people of the northern section of the country, for the purpose of
subduing a great rebellion set on foot by the
people of the South.
Now, whatever means
we may employ to that end, it will be
difficult,
if not entirely impossible, to make the world
believe that the white people of the South,
whose ambition to set up an independent government for themselves was defeated by mea ds
of our national debt, will regard that very debt
as a sacied obligation of honor aud
patriotism,
in the same measure as it certainly will always
be regatded by those who created it for the purof saving the integrity of the republic.
his, I think, is stating the case in its mildest
form. Nothing could be more unfortunate in
tbiB respect than that the Democratic party
should have impressed all observers of current
events with the fact that its success in the Presidential election is to be accomplished by the
votes of a un>ted Suuth, uoder the conttol of
the late Confederates, aided by a small number
of Northern states
It is to be expected, if a
Democratic victory be achieved in that way,
that the world will regard the late Confederates
of the South as numerically the strongest element in the victorious parly; and the conclusion lies near, that this element, especially as
it will inevitably furnish the bulk of Democratic representatives in Cooeress. will wield
the controlling influence in the councils of the
If that be so, those who have
organization.
invested, or might, under other circumstances,
be induced to invest, in United States securities, will scarcely be inclined to give tbcir confidence to a party government in a great meas
ure controlled by a class of men who, when the
debt was created, regarded the national credit
tor as the ally of their enemies, and the national debt itself as the engine of their discomfit-

?ose

ure.

I see, therefore, strong reasons to apprehend,
I know that apprehension to exist in the
minds of many financial men of influence, that
the market value of our national securities depends in a much greater measure upon the result of our Presidential election than “the
soundness of English consuls depends ou whether the ministry is tory or liberal.”
The difference of the two cases is evident.
It should not
lie forgotten that public opinion abroad is apt
to believe tne policy of republican
governments
generally subject to sudden and violent fluctuations, and that this belief, however uniust in
some oases, predisposes the public mind' to unfavorable impressions.
Moreover, owing to
past events, the idea of repudiation is, in the
European mind, unfortunately associated wi'h
a Southern state, and it is still remembered that
the Democratic party in 1868 pronounced in favor of paying off a part of our bonded debt in
depreciated greenbacks—a policy of partial repudiation. Neither will the credit which is attached to Mr. Tilden’s financial views aud intentions be sufficient to counterbalance the disquieting apprehensions created by the character
aud antecedents of the party behind him,
especially as the succession to the Presidency ot Mr.
Hendricks, in case of accident, would open a
still more alarmiug prospect.
Considering the
timidity of capital and the sensitiveuess of credall
these
it,
things combined would seem to me
well calculated, should the Democratic
party
triumph, to have an unfavorable effect upon
the standing of our national Jeecunties in the
markets of the world.
How far that effect would go, it is
certainly
difficult to estimate It may be small, but it
may be great. At any rate, it seems to me
that those who think it “of little
consequence
to us whether the bondholders lose a certain
percentage of the value of their bunds,” take
a very superficial view of
the matter.
It
would require only a comparatively slight disturbance ot our national credit to stop the
funding of our securities at a lower rate of interest, aud thus to prevent the annual saviug
to our national treasury of
a
considerab e
amount of mouev. Aud it is scarcely necesto
tell
business men that a heavy deolioe
sary
in the market value of our securities would
bring on consequences of a very serious na•ure to them.
In the city of New York
alone about 8136,000,000 of our national bonds
are held by banks, savings
institutions, trust
Companies and life, fire aud marine insurance
companies. These bonds form, aside from the
readv cash, their most reliable and must available assets that can be nswl in nu
geucy. The effect of a heavy fall in the gold
value of those assets would scarcely be centralized by an accompanying rise in
gold, for
it would be calculated to create wide-soread
distrust as to the safety of those institutions
of credit, aud, where such a distrust, when
ooce started, will stop, nobody can foretell.
Such effects would be all the more
dangerous,
as the number of
persons directly interested
in those institutions is immeuse.
especially in
the northern part of the Union, According
to the census of 1870, the savings bauks of
only
nine states—the six New England States, New
York, New Jersey and California—have 2,200
000 depositors, aud the amount of their deposits is about $1,200,000,000.
In the life insurance companies doing busiuess in New
York,
no less than 800,000
persons are interested, and
their policies tud up to an aggregate of about
$1,900,000,000. All these and isimilar interests
of equal magnitude, which I need not enumerate, depend to a very great extent upon the
v
o® °~ oar Dational securities, our public
credit. That which endangers the
public credit does therefore, not touch the
interests of
the bondholder alone, but it
endangers! the
credit institutions of the
couutrv, aod with
them the business community in' the
largest
sense; in fact, rot only tho honor, hut the material interests of the whole people.
Mr. Belmont in bis letter and speech intimates, and some Democratic papers have taken
up the cry that it is uo patriotic to discuss the
possibility of a danger to the public credit
arising irom the triumph of a political party.
1 do Dot so uoderstaud the duties of patriotism. When a just apprehension exists in the
public mind that a certain event would be apt
to injure the public credit, then true patriotism imposes upon us tho duty not to close our
eyes against they danger, and blindly to run
into it, but to loos carefully ahead, and use
every legitimate means to avert it. We might
as well protest
against the exposure of official
corruption on the ground that it would injure
the national character. The
existing distrust
as to the
consequences of a Democratic vichas
been
created by the Democratic party
tory
itself, its record and its component elements,
and not by this discussion. It is an
unquestionable and a very significant fact that while
tor obvious reasons considerable fear is entertained of an injurious effect of a Democratic
victory upon our public credit; no man, not
even the most prejudiced Democrat,
que.-t'ous
the absolute safely of our public credit in case
of the triumph of the Kepublicau candidates.
The reason is that the financial policy of the
Kepr.bjican party, to whatever criticism it may
have given rise in other respects, has
certainly
succeeded in winning, in au unprecedented degree, tho confidence of tho whole world as to
our national securities. This
general confidence
as

you

Secretary Moriili’s Speech to the
Wall Street Bankers.

choose.
Id answer to the following letter ex-Senator
Carl Schurz has written the reply given below:

If you wish peace aDd general prosperity, if i cle transferrin? to juries the trials of offenders
in contumaciam.
would have a standard of values, and a
lor Ha^es and |
Coustitutiou restored, vote
Tbe Proposed Confe rence.
Wheeler, (cheers) and be assured that the ua- |
Paris. Nov. 5.—The Momteur, the organ of
tiou is on a career of prospeiity for which there j the Minister of
Foreigu Affairs, says; that it
is no parallel io human history. (Cheers.)
j appears probable that all tbe guaranteeing
A vote ot tliauks was then passed to Mr.
agree to the proposal for a coutWeuce
powers
Morrill and the meeting closed with three j at
Constantinople. Reuters telegram from Racheers for Hayes and Wheeler. It is estimated
gusa states that tbf French and It than comthat fully 5000 people were iu the crowd.
missioners have proceeded to Turkish and Montegrin camns to fix the liue of demarcation.
POLITICAL
Tbe places blockaded by tbe Monteuegrius whl
continue the blockade during the armistic, but
may be revictualled sufficiently for^immediate
For. Kemper Afraid that There Will be a
wants.
Fair Election.

FINANCES,

Submitting this expression of my views, in
which I have carefully avoided any overstatement, 1 am, gent'etneu, most respectfully and
C. Schckz.
truly yours,

The Positions ol the Two Parties

(Cor. New York Times, No. 2.)

Contrasted.

The Contest in New York.
A Ntainpcilc from Tildeu—Ureat Change
Taking Place in Public Ncnlimeni—A

the

RrilMnut Outlook for the Republican!.

great change has taken place in the
public sentiment on the Presidential question in the country districts within
the last four or five days, is apparent to the
most casual observer. All admit it, for it is so
palpable that none can deny it. The Republicans show it in the incteaseil buoyancy of
That

a

current

their

of

spirits, aud

Democrats, unable to conthemselves, no longer indulge

the

ceal it even from
in the brag aud bluster that every where marked
their canvass of last week and the week he
fore.

While a few days ago they were ready,
professed to he ready, to bet odds on carrying this State for Tilden, they now, for the
most part, studiously avoid that method of deciding an election, and can rarely be induced
to stake even dollars on the result. And they
or

have the best of reasoos for this abatement of
their confidence. They behold the best men of
their party dropping out of the rauks by scores
every day. There have been more conversions
from the Tilden and Hendricks to the Hayes
and Wheeler party in the last five days than
during the whole previous period of the campaign. In Washington, Essex, Fultoo, Hamilton, Warren aDd Saratoga counties, it threatens to become a stampede.
Almostever.v hour
brings reports of new accessions to theRepuolican party, or rather of descrtious from
the Tilden aud Heudricks Rebel War Claims
party—for most of the men who are coming
over claim to be as staunch Democrats as they
A prominent Republican in Sir
ever were.
a tog a county told me yesterday that within

Democrats, substantial farmers and

men of
character, had called ou him to say that they
bad made up their minds to vote for Hayes
and Wbe- ler, and profferiDg their services in
aid of tbe cause in auy way he might suggest. The ebauges tbat are now taking place
are
not simply
refusals to vote for Til
den, but open declarations in tavor of
Hayes. Personal dislike of TildeD, although
it is almost universal among toe better
class of Democrats bas uotbing to do with it.
If he were ten times as popular as be is it
would make no difference. It is the tendencies
of the. parly he represents, tbe influences tbat
are hack ot lorn, and tbe men who constitute
the buik of his followers, that cause the alarm.
Recent events, and particularly the ill judged
correspondence betweeu Tilden aud Hewiti
about tbe rebel war ciaims.witb the stereotyped
disclaimers tbat so quickly followed from the
South, have probably done more to produce the
change in public st ntimeut than anything else.
The cunning device concocted by Tilden and
Hewitt to allay suspicion only excited it. Instead of concealing tbe cloven foot it only exposed it, The defection among tbe prominent
men of tbe party is rapidly demoralizing the
rank and file. Even tbe Irishmen are getting
disgusted with a candidate whom th -y have
beard their leaders denouuce as a ’‘fraud” for
the last two years, and were it not for tbe
“barr'ls” that are expected to roll in for “Tilden aud reform” ou election day, they too,
would join in tbe stampede.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
luerndiarism at Newcastle.

Damariscotta, Nov. 4.—A home anl ell,
with contents, ou the lower road to Damariscotta Mills, in Newcastle, owned by Mrs Mary
A. Given, were totally destroyed by fire at 4
o’clock this morning. Insured for $700 on the
house, and $200 ou tbe furniture, which will
about cover tbe loss. Tbe cause is unknown,

supposed have been incendiary,
host Overboard.
Gloucester, Nov. 4.—The schooner Alabama of Rockport,reports speaking the schooner Emma F. Hart, of and from Boston for
Portland, having lost one man overboard today, about three miles off Thatcher’s Island;
but

name

to

not yet

given.
Postal.
Nov. 5 —Postmaster

Washington,
ed—Byron C. Matthews

at

Boothbay,

appointMaine.

MARINE NEWS.
Iiuuuched at Calais.
[Special to Press.!
Calais, Nov. 4.— A fine barkentine, the Ada
F. Crosley, was launched this morning from
the yard of Nickerson & Rideout.
P.
LTo the Associated Press.]
Launched at Fhippsburg.
Bath, Not. 4.—Lannched at Plppsburg by C.

V. Minott, a flue ship of 1244 tons, named Ivy,
owned by tbe builders and others, to be commanded by Capt. Abner I. Lowell.
fflaiue Seamen Drowned.
Vineyard Haven, Nov. 4.—Brig ICatahdin,
from Turks Island for Bangor, brought to this
port today Capt. Rankin, his mate, cook, and
of the crew of the schooner Early Bird of
New York, from St. Domingo City for Boston,

one

which vessel was abandoned October 24th in
lat. 31, long. 70. Antonia Brazos, a Spanish
passenger, with John Hendrickson and Lewis
Jones, a seaman of Damariscotta, Maine, were
drowned.

NEW YORK,
Funeral of an Escaped Feaian.
New York, Nov. 5.—The funeral of We.
Foiley, one of the escaped Fenian political
prisoners who died of heart disease, engendered by privations and hardships he had undergone while in prisoD, took place today and was
attended by members of the 69ih and other
regiments ai d a host of Irish societies.
The
remains were interred in the Calvary Cemeteiy
Drowned.
New York, Nov. 5.—The body of Philip
a
Ottmao, wealthy Fulton market dealer, who
disappeared so mysteriously a few weeks ago,
was found today at the foot of 20th street in the
East Rivi r. It bore no marks of violence and
contained all the money and jewelry be had
with him at the time of his disappearance. It
is supposed that he accidentally fell into the
river and was drowned.

WASHINGTON.
Cone Home to Vole.
Washington, Nov. 5.—Secretary Fish will
leave for New York to-morrow in order to vote
in that slate on Tuesday. The other members
of the cabinet have left for lheir respective
homes lor a similar purpose.
All available
voters iu tbe public departments and outside of
them, including among the latter a large number of Democrats, have gone home.
Tweed.
Neither the State or Navy Department have
received information concerning the U. S.
steamship Franklin, but it is supposed that
she will be heard from sometime this week.
While there is oo doubt that Tweed,the prisoner, is on board and will be delivered to the New
York state authorities immediately ou his arrival it is not probable that the official correspondence will he published before the meeting of Congress.
The President to Close the Centennial
Exhibition.
due President lias accepted tue invitation of
Ibe Ci ntenuial Commissioners to formally close
llie exhibition ou tbe 10th lust. He wiil be accompanied to Philadelphia by the members ot
the cabinet. Ou Thursday the Commission
aud tbe Board of Finance will entertain the
foreign commissioners ot tbe exhibition at a
dinner iu St. George's Hall, together with other distinguished guests.
Tbe Extradition

Treaty.
No cotrespoudence has recently passed between this government and Great Britain con-

cerning

the extradition treaty, and therefore
the question remains iu the same condition
that it was at the close of the recent sesssan of

Congress.

There is now no serious subject of controversy between tbe United States and Spain,
tbe latter in a spirit of kinduess acceded to
the views of the former for the trial of citizens
of the United States in the island of Cuba,
accused of crime before civil tribunals.
Internal Kcrenue Collectors, Attention.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue
wishes to exhibit iu his annual report lor 1876 a
statement ot the receipts from tbe several objects of taxation for the first four months of
the current year. Collectors are therefore enjoined to use extraordinary diligence iu ibe
preparation and transmit all of their abstracts
that they may reach his office as near the 10th
inst. as possible.
Denih of

Distinguished O fllct-l-.
Cincinnati, Nov. 5.—The Gazette’s special
the
death
reports
at Bloammgtou, III., to-day,
of Major General Giles A.
Smith, a distinguished soldier of tuc late war and more recently Second Assistant Postmaster General.
n

Deceased was a native of New
York, was horn
in 1870, entered the service during the war under his brother Morgan in Ibe 8th Missouri iusantry, served with distinction at the capture
ot Forts Henry and Dmaldsoo, and at Shiloh,
Corinth aid other fields under Sheridan, and
was woauded three time--.
His disease was

consumption.

Richmond, Nov. 4.—Gov. Kemper lias issued
pioclamatiou protesting against the stationing of a compauy of United States troops iu
Petersburg, which ho alleges was done today,
lie however recommends orderly conduct, so as
to preclude auy possibility of said troops being

Why Honest Men Should Support

a

Republican Candidate.

called npoii io preserve the peace.
Colored Republican* Assaulted by Demo-

New York, Nov. 4.—Wall street, in front of
the sub-treasury steps, was entirely blocked up
at noou with a crowd awaiting tbe arrival of
Hon. Lot M. Morrill,Secretary of tbe Treasury,
wbo was to deliver an open air address ou tbe
political outlook. Omnibuses were compelled
to make wide detours,
A stand, pay witb
bunting, was erected on tbe steps, and the
streets tesounded with lively airs played by a
brass hand stationed near the assay office.
At one o’clock tbe street was a scene of
great excitement on the arrival of the rrlorm
club, consisting of about 500 gentlemen,matching six deep ana preceded by a band and police
escort
They wete londly cheered, and both
bands played “Hold tbe Eoit” witb great energy. The meeting was called to order by exHe presented Mr. Theodore
.ludge Smith.
Rosevelt as chairman, wbo introduced Hon.
Lot M. Morrill, Secretary of the Treasury, who
Mr. Morrill
was received with hearty cheers.
said:
I congratuThis lo me looks like business.
late the eonntry tbat at length the business inare
conscious
of danger,
terests of tbe eonntry
and 1 bail it as a harbinger of success for tbe
great cause we advocate, early next week. One
hundred years from tbe declaration of human
rights, standing on ground made sacred by tbe
image of him who was first in war, first in
peace, and first m tbe beafts of bis couutrymen, let us lift our hearts to God and give Him
thanks for the wonderful things that have been
done :n this land. I ant to speak in tbe brief
hour given me in a desultory manner, but the
subjects are familiar to all and need but be emphasized at tbe eoc of the canvass.
There is tbe question before you whether this
Sixteen
country shall continue or perish.
years ago last March, when this party came inhad
Your
to power, you
no nationality.
government was brokeo asunder; seven states were
In Europe this nationally was
in rebellion.
without credit; but to-day all the potentates
of the world have sent their messengers witb
gifts t<> our Centenuial, to do it honor, and our
nation is now second to none in Europe or
elsewhere.

crat*.

IGheers 1

What is the trouble?
Why
Why is there any doubt
about what the American people will do with
the party that has made such achievements?
The maxim is as true now as ever that eternal
vigilance is tbe price of liberty.
Over eleven billions of money were expended in the last sixten years by the American
people in maintaining tbe liberty inaugurated
on this spot; a spot sacred to the
memory of
the Revolutionary fathers. It cost you that
enormous sum to maintain tbe liberty they left
It cost blood aud treasure, but it is worth
us.
all it cost. (Cheers.) To acquire is one thing—
to maintain is another.
The expendiiures of the government have
been fitteen billions since liberty w is inaugurated here, and yet we spent eleven of them in
ten years.
We have something, however, to
show for it—a nationality redeemed aud regenerated, and made in harmony with liberty—its
emblem meaning protection to atl, high and
low. and its credit
re-established abroad.
not

strung?

(Cheers.)

If any one desires to investigate how that
money was spent he had better dig up the
bones uf our soldiers.
But what is ihe matter with tbe solid South?
Tbe Democrats have the solid South as they alIt meant rebelliuu before the war
ways had.
and it means tbe same now.
This is wbat is
tbe matter. This is tbe skeleton in tbe house.
The solid Sou>h is wbat there is anl all tbeie
is, and its significance is incipieut rebellion.
It tends to disorder aud does disturb the South
aud compels tbe President to send an army
there to keep peace.
Let me tell yoo, my friends, the solid South
is tbe Trojan horse of American politics,
(cheers and cries of good.) Tbe solid South has
precisely tbe same significance as etore the
war.
But the rebellion accomplished much
for us—the extinguishment of slavery, the enfranchisement of slaves, and equal rights extended to all (cheers.) Then our credit was reestablished at home and abroad. Without public credit there is no nationality, or national
life. It is the life blood of a nation.
The Democrats have said in their platform
that reform is necessary to restore a sound currency, the puolic credit and national honor.
That is rich.
We have restored the public
credit. Tbe Republicans have collected and
expended in 16 years eleven billions and have
two billions of obligations to meet. The govenment’s duty is to provide for the payment of interest and for its redemption: aod that we
have been doing since the war closed, so that
the
debt
which
was
two
billions
hundred
millions
is
now
a
eight
fraction
over
In
addition
$2,000,000,000.
we have paid the ordinary expenditures of the
country year by year, am! from 506 million
these expenditures have been reduced, so that
the amount of tbe last fiscal year was, in round
numbers, 200 millions.
Moreover, we have,
during that period, lightened the people’s burden by 300 millions ot taxation.
If anybody
complains of the tax on whisky and tobacco,

oppression.
Now has there been any improvident administration by this party? The most rigid examination of its expenditures for the ten years has
been permitted, and its losses are less for eight
years than for any other eight years of any administration.
The Democratic party say nothing in their
platform about paying the public debt, but we
are honest debtors,
and say we will pay every
obligation of the United States iu ourrency of
the standard value, dollar lor dollar. (Cheers.)
Ask a Democrat what he thinks of paying the
That is what we pledge!
public debt in oo in.
ourselves to do, and imrnedi ately your bonds
went to par in the world.
Leading Democrats
in Ohio have singled out the act passed in 1869
to strengthen the public credit and denounced
it as the crime of the age for a Republican Congress to pledge the faith of the nation to pay its
debts in coin. Payment in depreciated currency is what you have to fear if Democrts get into power, and then wbat becomes of your
public credit abroad?
is
our
unsound?
Because
we
Why
currency
have irredeemable paper money; but Democrats say nothing in their convent'ons about
that, whereas the Republican party passed an
act that they would resume specie payment iu
1879 absolutely (cheers)
I do not believe the
Democrats will give you a sound currency by
resumption of specie payment, which is the
only way under heaven to restore it.
1 do not want to have this a personal canvass
at all, and do not mean to refer to Mr. Tilden
in any personal sense. When Tilden and Hendricks weie nominated, the first thing they did
was to get an act passed in Congress to repeal
the act to resume specie payment.
Voice—How will you do it?
Mr. Morrill—If you will have patience I will
tell you. I know how it will be done.
Confidence is now restored, the balance of
credit is iu your favor, aud my skeptical friend
below will awake some fine morning this side
of 1879 and find we have returned (cheers), and
the victory we register in the early part of next
week will enable us to do it (cheers).
We
mean to do it and redeem our
pledges, aud if
any man votes on that assurauce I will make
it good or never see him
again (laughter).
Everything favors resumption of specie payment iu 1879 if this party does its whole duty.
Men who have made finance a study will tell
you everything favors resumption.
A Democrat has said that iu 1861 the credit of the Government was nearly what it is iu
1876, aud I
will read from bis speech delivered in this
city.
He says in 1860 a Democratic administration
placed its loau of five per cent, bond at 6 1-2
per cent. I didn’t question the honorable geutlemau’s integrity, out he was mistaken. The
government offered that year 610,000,000 of
loans, aud it was bid for, and 67,000,000 taken
by bidders, aud they allowed tbo rest to be forfeited. They backed out from that loan and
forfeited $2,000 000. The Government was in
debt and wanted to pay out 620,000,000 more of
an authorized
loan, but it was impossible.
Ttie next proposition is that on the following
year a loau of §26,000.000 was authorized, and
that §8,000,000 was put ou the market at from
94 1-4 to 96, so that the government was able
to morrow

at

1 9

nor aoiu

Thu (Apt

win

fi>,.

discounted that $8,000,000 at 0 1-2
ptrceot., and borrowed $9 000,000 at a dtsso
that
as far as the credit of the
count,
Governmeni was concerned, in 1801 it was selling
at 89 tbe same securities which are
selling today at 109 per cent, gold, maltiug a difference
ol 17 per cent, in gold between theu aud now
1 have called your attention to one of the issues btfore the people.
On one side the policy
is dtfiuite,
clear aud certain, and will be
reached. On tbe other all is uncertainty, hesitation and doubt. It is said the head of the
ticket is a hard money man, but will he stick,
will he adhere? That depends upon tbe hands
into which he falls. Look on the other end of
the ticket; is he hard or soft?
Decidedly soft.
In which eud of that ticket is strength?
Voice—In tbe tail.
Very well; be will wag it. On the great financial questions, financial men, Wall street
men and laboring men, be sure how you vote
govern input

next

Tuesday.

It is said tbe Republicans did something
dreadful to the South.
They put down the rebellion at the pomt of a bayonet, and then they
did insist that slaves should be citizens. Anything very dreadful in that? (Cries of “no”)
Andrew johusou undertook to reconstruct the
South on tbe idea that slaves were not citizens
and might be turned over to the state to be
made slaves again, but we said no, aud passed
an act giving civil rights, protecting the
negro
and you will find the Democratic party solid
both
branches
of
thatin
against
CoDgress Hence
Fou understand why they will not allow the
The .South rebelled so strongnegro to vote.
ly against that reconstruction that the enforceThe Democrats
ment act had to be passed.
voted in a body against it aud eudeavored to
»et its repeal in an appropriation act, so as to
have the people deprived of their right.
If
Fon mean that these people shall he free, will
Fou see to it that tbrougn all the South tbo ne?ro shall be free to deposit his vote for whom

lie pleases.

The Democrats say this is all talk, but the
dETGUSOLUHIGAL.
Hamburg ma-nacre aud other facts of the
kind are matters of histoiy.
They have rifle
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT TWENTY FOCU
stubs in the South aud march up aud down to
HOCKS.
menace negroes.
to
They go
Republican inertWar Dep’t, Office Chief Signal
ings armed, and say “You shall not speak unOfficer, Washington, O.O.,
til you divide the time.” All this has elements
Nov. 6, (J A. M.)
of incipient rebellion in it, and if the Democrats
For Nfw England,
get into power there w 11 be no enforcement,
and there will be conspiracy and murder, and
and Middle stales using followed by falling barometer, Loitlieast to southeast winds, colder, ; all that which arises where a portion of the
clear aud frosty weather, followed hy warmer,
people is oppressed. That is the significance
of the Southern question.
hazy or cloudy weather.

two

Communists.

ITALY.
Election" for the Chamber of Deputies
Rome. Nov. 5.—The election of members of
tbe Italian Chamber of Deputies took place to
day. As far as the results are known at this
hour 141 Progressists aod 28 Moderates have
have been returned. A second ballot will be
necessary iu 101 districts,

New York, Nov. 4 —While the members of
a colored clun from Jersey city were returning
home from tho Republican parade here last
night, they were attacked by a number of white
meu near Desbrosses street ferry, who threw a
INDIA.
volley of paving stones, brickbats, etc., into the
The Famine*
to
gain
of
the
possession
ranks,(and attempted
London, Nov. G.—Au India newspaper, the
colored men’s torchlights. The colortd men
Pioneer, sums up tbe prospects as to the famturned upon them and tired into tbe crowd,
ine in Bombay as follows: The famine in Shot
Wat. Merrimaa
while some used dirk knives.
apoie is extreme and the dearth at Poonah is
was stabbed in tbe left breast. The wound may
great, aud there is a scarcity in six other dis
Thos. J. Fisher was shot in the
prove fatal.
All these districts will yield only a fractiicts.
right leg, James Newton was shot iu tbe left tion of tbeir
It is hoped
ordinary reveune.
breast, and two others slightly wouoded. None
that tbe distress may be relieved at a sixth of
of the colored men werere known to be injured,
of
cost
the
the
famine.
Bengal
nor were any arre-ted.
Flection Excitement in New York.
Foreign Note".
New York, Nov. 5.—The excitement of the
A private letter from Berlin mentions that
approaching election is intense aud this even- Bismarck’s nervous system is so seriously iming the lobbies of the hotels were crowded with paired that papers, pamphlets, &c., are denied
persous eagerly discussmg the result in this
him, and insanity is feared.
state, which many believe will decide thaoouThe Foreign Ambassadors met at tbe resitest. The betting is very heavy and the pool
dence of Sir Henry Elliott, tbe British Ambasroom quotations favor Tilden.
The Repubsador in Constantinople, Friday, to settle upon
licans claim that these do not represeut the
a method of
determining a demarcation line
real state of the pools aud outside wagers are
between the belligerent armies.
nearly even on the state ticket, aud the RepubPrime Minister Canovas del Castillo, in ad
licans are giving odds on tbe general result.
dressing a meeting of 250 deputies, declared
The Closing Republican Rally in New
that it was tbe- determination of tbe governYork.
ment to retain Cuba at any cost.
New York, Nov. 4.—The last of the series
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
of U-nubllean mass meetings was held at CoopGen. Sherman is in New York
er Institute tonight.
Cbauncy M, Depew
Sullivan & Miner, shippers of produce, New
made a speech to the effect that tbe Democratic party bad not learned in tbe past, was not, York, bate faled; liabilities not known.
The bark Oceau Gem sailed Saturday from
capable io the present aud consequently was
Montreal with a valuable cargo of Caoadiau
cufit to be trusted with the government of the
in
He
advocated
the
future.
strougiy
products for Australia.
country
James E. Ford, editor of tbe Irish World,
tbe hard mooey resumption by the goverumeLt
died in Brooklyn, Friday.
at a fixed day.
He was a native of
A.
followGeo
Sheridan
of
Louisiana
BostoD.
Gen.
Aee 29.
The Beecher-Moultoo case was postponed 20
ed. He said be was from Louisiana aud hoped to go back there after the 7th aud there be
days from Friday to allow counsel for Beecher
to answer the amended complaint of Moulton.
able to express bis opinions as freely as he did
Marshal South notified tbe chief of police of
in the North. Democrats were not entitled to
The country was iu no condition to
Atlanta, Saturday, that he had exclusive conpower.
trol of the polls ou Tuesday, aud that the pomake expermeuts. Tbe party wbo should continue to rule was the party which saved the 1 lice force and all other parties had do authority
p.nnnt.rv
there, and requested them to keep away from
the polls.
Crimes and Casualties.
The Democrats of Nashua, N. U., complain
A fire in Chester, Penn., y<-8'erday destroyed
at what they claim are partisan rulings of the
the
amount
of
to
board
of inspectors of check lists. The eDtire
830,COO.
property
There were but two yellow (ever interments
board are Republicans.
Tbe Democrats claim
in Savannah, yesterday.
j that they left the names of at least 300 persons
Michael Keating was run over by a freight
off the check lists.
The vote of this city oo
train atClartmoLt, N. H., Saturday, receiving
Tuesday will fall far short or the vote of last
fatal injuries.
March. The losses are about equally divided.
John Hurly, a brakemaD, was run over by a
At a meet'mg of the Chicago Bar Association
gravel train on Back, Bay, Bcston Saturday
Saturday afternoon a resolution was introduced
and instantly killed.
recommending the appointment of a committee
There was a collision, Saturday morning on
of 13 to irvestigate the conduct of Judge Me
Railthe Louisville, Lexington & Cincinnati
Allister in connection with the Sullivan mura
near
Peeweer
between
wild
ender trial. After some debate the majority, but
road,
vailey,
not without considerable opposition, thinking
gine and an express train, by which an engineer and several other employes were injured.
that action would prejudice tbe second trial of
No passengers wete hurt.
the defendant, decided that action on tbe resoA passenger train going west on the Ohio and
lution be postponed indefinitely.
Mississippi Railroad collided with a freight
train Saturday afternoon near Shoals, Indiana,
FINANCIAL AMD €0*1 HfiflCI AL
killing eugiueer Scott anil fireman Keifer.
Some of the passengers sustained slight injurPortland Wholesale Iflarkel.
ies, but none were seriously hurt.
Geo. Sleickert, in a saloon fight in Hamburg
Saturday, Novembsr 4.—Sugars are firm at 11 jc
and
stabbed
place (N. if.) Friday morning,
for granulated and lljc for Extra C. Corn is not
killed Charles Weber, and fatally injured Javery plenty while the demand is excellent at 67 @
cob Mason. Several others were nort. Slei6Dc for car lots and 70c for bag lots. Flour is rather
kert is in custody.
He claims that ha acted in
inactive and no large sales aro reported. Pork and
self defeuce.
Nine cats and a locomotive were Friday prelard are dull and unchanged.
cipitated through a bridge, a distance of 30
Daily Domestic ltereipts.
feet, on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroau. two
miles east of Mouudsville. The engineer Nash
By Boston & Maine Railroad.—Norton,ChapHamilion, was killed, and a strange man on the man & Co 2 cars dour, Cabot Man’f 3 do cotton, A E
Poland t do flour, C Hayward & Co ldo flour, J C
engine was seriously injured.
Towle 1 do flour. W P Hubbard & Co 3 do flour,HoiBarney Devlin, proprietor of a saloon at 28
way & Robinson 2 do flour, Jones & Bi ad lord 1 do
North Margin street, Boston, ejected Hugh
oats, W bseler & Courier 1 do corn, Kendricks 1 do
Jeffries Saturday evening for being uoisy.
Faxon & W l do flour,
flour,
Crosby & B l do meal,
Jeffries fell upou the pavement, fractured his
A L Loriug t do oats, Josselyn & Co 3 no flour,
skull and died yesterday.
Devlin has been aiWeb -,P & Co 1 do flour,A E Sievens & Co 1 do iron,
rested.
Nutter K & Co 1 do shooks, E Thomas & Co 1 do
It is believed that the ship Uuited States, reflour, Howes, Hilton & Co 3 do flour, J F Randall 1
Co 1 do oats, D Keazer 2
flour, Kensell, Tabor
parted lost at sea. was loaded with coal, was do
do flour and 1 do middlings, Faxon, W & Faxon l
burned through the spontaneous combustion ot
do flour, C B Varney 1 do flour, W&CB Miiliken 3
the cargo. George Lunt, her captain, belongs
do flour, S H & A R Doteu 1 do lumber, DW Coolin Fast Boston and she bad a crew of about 25
ldge 3 do flour, Kensell, T & Co 3 do com, Skillings,
men.
Sbe was insured mostly in Boston. The
W
Bros I do lumber, Bates Man’g Co 1 do cotton,
An lro Mills 1 do cotton, Field «& Co 1 do meal,Grand
vessel was worth 85000.
Trunk Railroad 9 uo nieicb nidise, Maine Central
Geo. Allen of Newburyport, while istoxicatRailroad 28 do merchandise, Portland & Ogdensburg
ed Saturday night, made a desperate assault ou
Railroad 2 do merchandise, Portlaud 13 do merchanhis father-in law, Samuel Caswell, with a pump
dise
handle. The old man managed to escape and
By water conveyance—1009 bush cornmeal to G
procured the assistance of the police, when Al- W. True & Co.
len seized a broadaxe and threatened to exterminate the family. After a desperate resistI'orcatcn Xixporui.
ance, in which a policeman was severely injurPORT GEGRGE, NS. Br Scbr T B Harris—100
ed, he was ironed and taken to the station.
bbls flour.
HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Falmouth—1700 bbls ot
flour. 331 packages paper, 7100 lbs bacon, 6500 lbs of
fatal Railroad Accident.
butter, 01 packages merchandise.
Memphis, Tenn., Nov 5,—A disastrous accident occurred to the eastern train on the MemForeimi Imporu.
phis & Little Rock R.iiroad last night near
FREDERICKTON, NB. Br Schr Rangota—4125
Edmondson,
it was -caused by the loremost
hnuh nnlatnoa tn W Wr fl R Millikan
truck on a sleeping car dropping down and
Bouton stock market
tbrowiug it over a trestle and pulling the next
ctr off with it and piling the passengers up in a
LSales at the Brokers’ Board, Nov. 4.]
promiscuous heap Some twenty were injured, Eastern
Railroad.*..e* @ 6J
one fatally.
Boston & Maine Railroad 7s.Ill
Eastern Railroad 7’s. 4S
F OEEIGN.
10 Boston and Maine Railroad. 95*
Sales at Auction.
25 Portland. Saco & Portsmouth Railroad. 47}
1 ....do. 50
$10,000 Portland City 6s. 1907.100
$3010 Maine Central"7s, 1912. 842
$2,000.do 1st 7s, 1898. 98}
Russia
New Demands.

What next?

are we

Corn nan uiMl»|Pnrtloued.
Paris, Nov. 5.—Decrees were issued today
pardouiugor commuting the sentences of fifty-

The Eastern War Cloud.
Making

Bank Statement.

And Determined

to

Force

a

War,

London, Nov. 4.—The feeling that Russia is
determined to force on a war is daily gaining
ground here, and people who had begun to console themselves with the hope that the war had
been postponed, at least (or tbe winter, are losing heart again, and making up their minds
that the worst is to come,
it is noted by well
informed people that Russia’s demands become
more exorbitant at every
stage of the negotiations. As soon as tbe Forte yields one point,
another and still more humiliating condition is
laid down, and thus the conviction gradually
forces itself npon the public mmd that the time
will

soou

come

when

such conditions will be

proposed as the Forte must peremptorily reject. Then the solution of the Eastern question will naturally he left to the sword, ana the
Tarks must fight tor existence.
This evening comes the startling rumor tnat
Russia will demand tho withdrawal of tbe
Turkish troops from Servia, aud if thi3 should
prove true, there can be but little doubt but
that

war

is inevitable.

dently intended

This demand i3

evi-

precipitate a conflict, for no
one can imagine that Turkey will comply with
it, when compliance would mean revolution
lo

and massacre trom end to end of the Turkish
empire, which would serve as a pretext for
marching the Russian army into Turkey, so
that inevitable war may as well be forced now
while the Ottoman troops are flushed with their
victories over the Servians, and while the mass
of tho people give a vigorous support to the
government at Constantinople.
This action of Russia is said to be attributable to tbe fact that the goverumeut of tbe Czar
has found it necessary to yield to the general
sentiment of tbe Russian people for war, which
has become so intense that the authorities can
no looger restrain it.
The impression that the Czar iulends to abdicate is once more gaining ground. Tue Czarowitch is known to be the leader of the war
party, aud it is generally believed that one of
nis first acts after asceuding the throue would be
to proclaim a crusade agaiust the Moslem power.
The crisis is considered to be last nearing,
aud stirring events are looked for in the near
tuture.
The London Tlnien’ Opinion.
London, Nov. U.—The Times, in a leader,
says: “We think with a majority of our Countrymen that the chauces are in favor of peace
aud sucb peace as may assure the well being of
the regions concerned, by removing
every pretext fir agitation.”
1
A Belgrade despatch io the Times
says it is
i reported that Gen. Tcheruay. ff will sojouru in
Russia
the
during
armistice.
Russian
afflcers
!
express the belief that thousands of Russians I
have fallen in the valley nt Morava alone.
They openly accuse tbe Servians of bayoneting
thu Russians who attempted wilh revolvers to
urge them to attack the Turks.
The Standard’s Belgrade correspond! nt reports that some wounded Russian officers have
been robbed and hacked to pieces by tlie men
appointed to carry them to the rear.
The Uulsaiinn Outrage*.
Washington, Nov. 4.—Aristarchi Bey,the
Turkish Minister at Washington, has received
by mail from Constantinople, the following information: The extraordinary commission recently sent to Bulgaria by the Sublime Rorte
was instructed to ascertain the trutn
relating to
the facts which have been reported, to punish
the authors thereof in an exemplary manner,
and to give full satisfaction due to the sufferers.
Moreover the imperial government lately placed at the disposal of that commission £18,000
sterling, nearly one hundred thousand dollars,
as the first installment to relieve the mo3t
press
ing wants of the sufferers of the insurrection.
<
Measures have also been taken for rebuilding
! as promptly as possible the burned
Independently of the aid of every kind which
the government has given for that purpose, timber and other materials have been furnished by
both the Christians and Mussulman residents
in the vicinity.

villages!

BRITAIN.
The marquis of (liirliiiaton ou the EastGREAT

ern Question.
London, Nov. 4 —The Marquis of Hartington addressing a public meeting at Keigbly
yesterday, said, however much he might question

policy

of some of the government measures relative to the Eastern question, he was
not prepared to say tt at the objects which the
government had aimed at had not been such as
would generally commend themselves to the
good opinion of (he English people.
the

Tbe

FRANCE.
Prosecutions of the Coiuuiuuisls.

Versailles, Nov. 4.—Siuce yesterday ihere

has been a compromise between the eu pro iters
and oppoaers c-f Gtticeau’s bid for a ces-ation
of prosecutions against Communists. The natuie of the agreement is not stated, but in to
day’s sitting of Deputies a new bill proposed as
a

compromise

was

adopted, excepting the arti-

New York, Nov. 4.—The following is the weeklv
bank statement:
Loans, increase.%. $843,400
Specie, increase. 1,489.400
Legal tenders, decrease.
2,508,200
Deposits, increase.
89,900
Circulation, decrease.
500
Reserve, decrease. 1,041,572
New York Stock and itlouev

market.
New York, November 4—12.15 p. in.—Gold opened at 109 and is now 109}. Governments dull and
lower. Money 3 per cent.. State bonds and steady.
Stocks active and better. Sterling Exchange, long,
at 482*; short, 484*.
The following were the closing quotations of cov-

erumeut securities:
United States new 4*s. Ill
United States 6s, 1881, coup.117}
United states 5-20’s 1865, old, ex.114
United States 6-20’s, 1865, new.113

United States 5-20’s, 1867.116*
United States 5-20’s, 1868 ..117
United States new5’s,.115*
United States 10-40&, coup.115}

Currency 6’e...,.124*
The following were the closing quotations of

Stocks:
Western Union

Telegraph Co,

ex. 72*

Pacific Mail.
24}
York Central & Hudson UR.102*
Erie.
11
Erie prelerred. 17
Michigan Central. 451
New

Panama.‘125

Union Pacific Stock.
61
Lake Shore
.. 56}
Illinois Central.’ ku

Pittsburg R. 90
Chicago •& Northwestern.37a
Chicago & Northwestern prelerred. 60*
New Jersey Central.
36*
Rock Island.
10i*

preferred.’

St. Paul
Ohio & Mississippi...
Delaware & Lackawanna.
Atlantic *£ Pacific Telegraph.
Missouri Pacific
Atlantic & Pacific

prelerred.[

55
10ft
71a

15I
4J
2

The following were the Closing quotations Gf Pacific
Railroad securities:
Central Pacific
Union Pacific.
106}
Land Grants.... iqi

bonds.,...110*

Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st.

Guaranteed.

17*

17Z

Providence Print Cloth* market.
uoVidenoe, R. I., November 5—The Prinring
Cloths market inactive and prices nominal at
4* (S)
4*c tor standard and extra 64 x 64’s; sales of 7000 pcs

at

4*c.

Ooim-Miic market*.
New York. November
4.—Flour-receipts 12,596
bbl«; the market iststill in buyers tavor, without,
however, any decided change in price and only a
limited business doing: sales 10.700 bbis; No 2 at 3 40
<3 4 00; Superfine Western and State at 4 60 @ 4 85:
common to good extra. Western and State at 5 25 To)
5 40; good to choice Western and State at 5 54
@ 5 55;
common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at
10; eaucy » nice w beat Western extra at
6 80® 8 00; common to good extra Ohio at 5 20®
7 00; common to choice extra St Louis at 5 30
@ 8 25;
Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 7 50
® 8 75;
choice to double extra at 0 00 ® 9 50,
1790
including
bbls of low grade extra at 5 20 ® 5 3U; 2100 bbls medium extra at 5 35 @ 6 25; 16i 0 bbls ot Minnesota at
5 75 @ 9 50 ; 2500 bbls City Mills extra at 5 30 ® 6 35;
the market closing-julet; Southern Hour dull anu
heavy; sales 650 bbls; common to fair extra at 5 25
@ 6 60; good to choice do 6 65 a, X 75. Eve flour is
without decided change; sales 280 bbls at 4 40 ® 5 10
per bbl for supetflne. Jorameal du.l; sales 350 bbls;
Western, Jersey and Penn at 2 90 @ 3 15; Brandywine at 3 40.
Wheat—receipts of 114,778 bush; the
market is heavy and 10 aj 12c lower with
only a limited export and milling demand; sales 5200
bush; 112
® 1 20 lor ungraded Spring; 1 17 for Mixed Spring;118 for new No 3 Milwaukee; 1 3d tor New York No
1 Spring; 1 25@ 1 28 lor Winter Red
Western; 1 34
White Western; new No 2
Chicago nominal at 1 25;
new No 2 Milwaukee 1 28.
Bye Arm at 72 ® 76o for
Western; 86 ® 88c lor Jersey, Canada auil State ;4500
bush State at 88c; 500 unmerchantable Western at
62c
Barley dull and declining; sales of 9,500 bush;
prime No 1 Canada al 1 18. Barley Malt dull and
declining; 4000 bush 2-rowed cash. Com—receipts of
79,804 bu-h; the market is heavy J ® ie lower with
only a moderate demand for export and home use;
sales ol 82,060 bush; 55 @ 58c for new crop Mixed
Ohio; 55Jc for no grade Mixed; 54®o4|@518c for
graded and ungraded steamer Mixed; 58c for graded low Mixed; 58Jc lor graded Mixed; 58J@59c for
graded No 1; 55 rS COJc tor ungraded Western Mixed;
08i®o8ie lor sail Mixed; 60®G0Jc tor Kansas
Mixed; 00Je for high .Mixed; 59c lor steamer Yellow;
60c for VVbite Western; 58c for Yellow Southern on
dock. Oats—receipts 26,179 bush; State firmer ;otber
kiuds unchanged; sales 39.600 bush; 28 ® 48)c for
.Mixed Western and State; 35 ® 50c White Western
and State, including uumercbnntable at 28 ® 36c;
New York No at 34c; do No 3 White at 35*; New
York No 2 at 36Jc; do No 2 White 41c; Mixed Western at 28 ® 38c; White do 35 ® 57c; Mixed State at
4.5® 48jc; White do 4Gj @ 50c; Mixed and White
State together 18Jc. llay is stcadv at 60 for shipping. Hops quiet. Cofiee—Rio quiet but firm at 161
® 19Jc gold for cargoes; lbj ® 20jc gold for job lots;
Sugar is firm at 9j| ® 8J- for fair to good refiningner and in better deJ|c for prime; refined is
mand at lojc for standard A: 1!je for powdered till
for granulated; 1I.J ® 11 Jc for crashed.
Molasses
juiet and unchanged. Rice is steady with moderate
inquiry. Petroleum dull and nominal; crude at 12crefined 26; cases30; city naptha 14.
Tallow steadyJ7,ni0 lbs ai3-j®7c. Naval Stores—Rosin is un-hangedat 2 00 ® 2 in for strained. 'Turpentine Is
tasier. Coal steady at 3 75 ® 4 75 for Anthracite
per
:argo. Leather is firm—common at 20 ® 27c. Wool
irm. Pork is firm hut quiet; 80 bbls new mess at
000 Its

O

17 25; 250 do seller February at. 16 O'. Beef Is quiet
and unchanged. Tierce Beef is quiet. Cut Meats—
tern is quiet; middles on spot dull; 250 boxes city
and Western long clear 8$; 250 short clear $. Lard
on spot firmer; futures opened easier but afterwards
became firmer and closed steady ;400 tcs prime steam
at 111 01 ^ 10 05; 2000 seller November at 10 @ 12 50;
seller all the year 9 85 @ 9 87$; 500 do seller December at at 9 85$ @ 9 90; 750 seller for January at 9 90
& 9 92$; 250 do seller February at 10 00.
Freights to Liverpool—market dull

<

j

Ar 3d, scbs Telun. b Benn tt. Kennebec
Lucy,
.mlinColwell. South Bristol; Stephen Holding,
Eme>
iennebec; Tim Held, Li; *nd, St John, NB
ion Kokes, Marston, Kockland.
Cld 3d. origs Eugenia, Larrabee. Portland, Char’
Dennis. Dodge, aud Abby Thai ter, Veazie. B 'ton;
Aciichs Nellie t Sawyer. Portland; Kate M HIIL
nus. and Oriole Baker, from Boston; Willie lYlattin,
VIoshier, Newport.
CHESTER, PA—Ar 3d, sch Hamburg, Westcott,

—

ana

Wilson,

account

What can sufferers with Bladder, Glandular and
Bright’s Disease of the Kidneys, require more than
prompt relief and a speedy cure? This is positively
accomplished by taking Hunt’s Remedy, which also cures Pain in the Side, Loins and Back, Gravel*
Diabetes, Dropsy, Female Irregularities, and complaints of the Urino-Genital Organs in either sex
Family physci.ins regularly prescribe Hunt’s Remedy.
noGeod&wlw
MARRI

Newcastle, B.

In Portland
for Bremen.

oiu

In this city, Nov. 4tb, Miss Annie E. Lowell,daugh-

oi the late William Lowell.
[Funeral this (Monday; afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from ‘.09 Brackett ttreet.
Burial at convenience of
the lamily.
In this city, Nov, 4th, Mrs. E.ixabeth Kirk, aged 32
years.
[Funeral this (Monday) afternoon at 2£ o’clock,
trora No. 70 Portland street.
In Westport, Oct. 23, Elizabeth P. Dunton, aged
74 years 10 months.
In Westport, Oct. 23, Mr. Randall Church, aged
59 years 7 months.
In Gardiner, Sept. 18, Mrs. Nancy Odiorne, aged
78 years.

ter

CURED.
A

dying woman, in the last
of consunption,
stages
raised

it

as

from the

were

bed of

death,

timely

use

and
of

by the
Itiedcr’s

German Snuff restored to
health and

happiness.

Johns, N. B., Feb. 20, 1875.
the following facts.
For leu yearsmy daughter ha \ been troubled w ith
Catarrh; it was continually growing worse, and we
had at last given up all hopes of her ever being cured
Carlton. St.

Dear Sir: Allow

me

to state

for to all appearances she was iu the last
cons am pt ion: her appetite was gone, and

stages of
her whole

system was completely run down. Seeing your advertisement in one of our papers, as a last resort I
purchased a box, little thinking it would be of any
benefit to her, as I had tried numerous articles, both
here and in the united States. I am now nappy to
state that one box of Rader's German Suuft has
made a complete cure. Her appetite Is good, and
she Is fast recovering her wonted health and happi-

Very gratefully

ness.

yours,
GKOttGF

IT. FftTF.V

Suffering reader, don’t get dlscmraged if jou have spent hundreds of dollars on worthless trash without any
real benefit, but remember that in this
simple German remedy you have a cure
that is always safe and sure, and in the
use of this there is

NO FAILURE.
Thousands have been made miserable for years by
the "CATARRH.”
Many expedients have been
resorted to relieve the victims, BUT MORE TO
RELIEVE THEIR POCKETS. It gives us inexpressible pleasure to know that an agreeable and
cheap remedy has been found for it in

RIDER’S

German

Snuff,

Which is rapidly coming into very general

use.

This “Snuff’’ bus severul things
which especiuliy recommend it;
1 ®L

the

*

<loes not causc VIOLENT
injury of the sufferer.

sneezing

to

Orl _It is very easily applied, and produces only

agreeable

au

sensation.

Qfl _Tt is very sure to give relief
*>U“*ANO THAT VERY SOON.
is very

III

*

cheap,

the

CENTS A BOX.

to the

victim,

price being only 35

Just try one box, and you will own no better
is known.
Advise your fri-mds to try it, too, and they forever
will bless you, for telling tbeui the pleasant news ot
how to drive away the “blues.” Invest just 25 cents
iu a box of

Use it according to directions and

it,

it, m.

nesien, uouio,

a

is

cure

war-

wanted.

Price 35 cents. For sale by all druggist. H you
are remote from the city, send 50 cents to the Agent
and receive a box by mail. General Agents for the
United States, SMITH, DOOLITTLE A- SMITH,
Wholesale Druggists, 26 Tremout Street. Boston,
octll

WSdfcMsn6m

!

Michigan Apples

ior Le-

Just received Choice Michigan Apples,

SPOKEN.
Oct 9, lat 36 39. Ion 18 41. ship Crescent City, from
Havre tor New Orleans.
Oct 20, lat 25 31, Ion 62, sch Stampede, from Jacksonville tor Martinique.
Oct 30. lat 30 40. Ion 79 20, ship Expounder, from
New Orleans for Havre.
No date, lat 41 N, Ion 56 MV. barque Sarmiento,
Moody, trom Boston for Valparaiso.

DIED.

3 Bushels In
These Apples are

packed

they

as

were

a

Barrel.

hand picked and
taken from the tree

J. S. CROCKETT,
Oc9d3m$n »1 4 U TI T1FIM IAI. STREET.

SPECLAL NOTICES.

ALTOS GETTHE BEST!

Andersons & Dow

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM
City of VeraCruz.. .New York.
Algeria.New York.

lnesre uci.

im

CONSUMPTION

German Snuff.

Reads 21st, Sabino, Borland,New York

phalotna.

SNATCHED
FROM THE 1
GRAVE.

REEDER’S

Oft Scilly Oct 20, Lillian, Pressey, lrom New York
for Dunkirk.
Sid tm Stettin Oct 19, Isaac Hall, Ryder, NYork.
Sid fm Troon Oct 21, D R Stockwell, Cummings,
Cardenas.

In Warren, Oct. 16, Daniel McIntyre and Miss Ada
Robinson.
In Bath, Oct. 26, Francis King and Mrs. Catharine
E. Bodge.
in Auourn, uct. zb, uenj. a. uaicy and mibs Nellie M. Cole.

ctl

dt

eep21

“Remedy”

son, New York.
Sid fm Greenock Oct 23, Ariadne, Dyer, St Thomas
Cld at Genoa 18th. Kalaiis, Brown, New York.
Sid fm Hamburg 19th, Thos R Pillsbury, Pitcher,
New Orleans.
Sid fm Liverpool 21st. Henrietta, Blanchard, for
Rangoon; Halcyon, Hardy, New Oileans; B F Metcalf, Blanchard, New York.
<;ld 21st, Anita Owen. Pettengill, Matanzas.
Ar at Oporto Oct 16th, sch Fred A Carle, Condon,

FCD.

ARE AGENTS FOR THE

Reduced Rates!

FOR

NAME

Portland.

lLatest by European steamers.!
Ar at Amboy Sept 6th, Almatia, Blanchard, from
Neuchwang.
Sid fm Bremen Oct 18. Premier, McGilvery, North
America, (and anchored in the Roads.)
Ar at Bombay Sept 22, Hermon. Dillon. Liverpool.
Sid fm Cepbalonia 10th, F I Henderson, Hender-

American.

.NOWS.

Boston.

Windsor. NS.

London. November 4—12.30 r. M.—American securities—Unite States I0-40S, 108}; new 5’s 106}
Liverpool, November 4.—12.30 P. vt.—Cotton
advancing; sales 20,000 bales, including 600J bales
for speculation and export; receipts 1100 bales; no

EVERYBODY

MOST

/ One thing most everybody kn.jws,
\
I
That Boys are
Clothed” from head to feet, 1
\ In "New York styles” at Georg* Fenno’s,
/
*
Corner of Beach and Washington Street,

NEW YORK—Ar 2d, scbs Gcorgie D Loud. Clark,
Chicago, November 4.—Flour is quiet and weak
Charleston 15 days; E V Glover, lngersol), GeorgeWheat is fairly active and shade higher; No 2 ChicaSC; Lizzie B VlcNichols. Fanning. Kempt NS;
:own,
go Spring at 1 08 bid cash; 1 10 seller for December;
No 3 Chicago Spring at 98 @ 99$c; rejected at 88$ Q
Spartel. Cr<ssman, Rockland; Curlew, tin Eastport;
Adam
Bowlby. JeHison, Ellsworth; Oregon, Otis
89c
Corn firmer; No 2 at 411 (eg 42c for cash; 42$c
Providence, F C Smith, Smith, Providence; Abbie
•or seller December.
Oats firmer at 30f '6} 303e cash;
Eaton. (Calais:
H
Vlary Sands. Howe.
Hodginan.
311c seller December. Rye is steady aud unchanged
Bath; F A Magee.Young. Ellsworth; Mary B Smith,
Barley dull and shade lower at 76$c cash: 79c seller
Tbomaston.
Stone,
Decern bar. Pork steady at 15 75
16 00 lor cash;
al-o ar 2d, schs Dolly Varden, Alien, Columbia
15 40 seller tor November; 15 45 seller for December;
15 32$ 'cU 15 23 all the year. Lard is steady and firm
Falls; Ellen Morrison, Clifford, Bangor; Revenue,
at 9 62 @ 9 65 cash; 9 50 seller tor November; 9 42$ @
Phinney, New Bedford.
Ar 3d, brigs Dingo, Coffin, Stettin; Geo Burnham,
9 45 seller for all the year
Bulk Meats are firmer;
shoulders 6g; short rib sides at 8$; short clear sides
Staples, Cardenas 12 days; Rosiua Kelley Windsor,
at 8|.
NS; Jas Warren, Drisko. River Herbert, NS; T W
Allen, Carter, Dorchester. NB. Silver Spray, Tenny,
Receipts—11,000 bb's hour, 103,000 bush wheat, «4,St John. NB; Joe Carlton, Vineyard-Haven; Percy.
000 oush corn, 31,00c bush oats 4,000 bush barley,
Mahlman. Eastport; Game Cock, Robinson, Calais;
6.000 bush ot rVe.
Vesta. Tinker, Boston
Shipments-8,500 bbls hour, 95,000 bush wheat, 34,Cld 2d, baique Clara E McGilverv. Walnut, Mon000 bush corn, 35,000 bush oats, 35,000 ousb barley.
tevideo; sch Nellie Clark. Clark, Portsmouth
77.000 bush rve.
Cld 3d, barque Commerce Elliott. Gibraltar; brig
Toledo, November 4. Flour is steady. Wheat is
Ramirez. Bernard, Falmouth; schs Mollie. Atherton,
steady; No 3 White Wabash at 125; Vo 1 White St Thomas;
Lizzie Lee,Stubbs,Jeremie; Clara Jane,
Michigan at 1 27; Amber Michigan at 1 21$; seller for
Pike. Elizabethport.
November at 1 21; seller December 1 23$; No 2 Amber
Sid
3d
Aberdeen, for Belfast; brigs Tubal
barque
Michigan at 110$; No l Red Winter at I 29; No 2
Cam. for Tarragona; Jennie Phinney, for Buenos
Red Winter I 17$; seller Desember at 119$. Corn is
tor Galveston.
Jos
Ayres;
Clark,
firm; high Mixed 48|c; seller November 48c; No 2
Passed through Hell Gate 2d, schs Mary Means,
at 47c; new seller November 45c; damaged old at 46c.
from
New
for
Bedford; S S Kendall, do lor
Amboy
Oats firm; No 2 at 31$c; White held at 37c, 36c offerSalem; Albert Dailey, Mason do for Augusta; Sami
ed ; Michigan held 32j$c; damaged held 26c. Clover
Nash, do ior Bath; R M Brookings, Port Johnson for
seed 8 30.
Fall Rivee: Gentile, Harlem tor Boston; Cherub,
Receipts—500 bbls flour, 31,000 bush Wheat, 48,000
Amboy tor Gardiner; Wellington, Port Johnson tor
busli Corn, I860 bush Oats.
Portsmouth; Haven, do for Boston; N Berry, Wins
Shipments—700 bbls flour, 10,000 bush Wheat, 8,low. Amboy for Portland.
000 bush Corn, 23,000 busb OatsPassed do 3d. schs Mary F Pike, from New York
for Yarmouth, NS; Garland, Libby, do tor Portland;
Milwaukee, November 4.—Flour is quiet and
but
firm
at
Wheat
advance,
Olive
$c.
opened
Elizabeth, and Hannie Westbrook. Amboy for
unchanged.
closed steady; No 1 Milwaukee at 118; No2 Mildo: Com Kearney, Weehawken fordo; Ida L Howwaukee at 110J; seller December at 1 12f; seller for
ard. Amboy tor New Bedford; Kolon, llotoken for
January 114j; No 3 Milwaukee at 1 04$. Corn firm
Newbury port: Caroline Knight, New York for Newand in fair demand; No M at 45 @ 46c. Oats are quiet
port; Porto Rico, do for Boston; Addie M Bird, do
and steady; No 2 at, 3i$c Rye firmer and in fair defor Portsmouth.
mand: No 1 at 6l$c. Barley unsettled and lower;
STONINGTON—Ar 3d. sch J C Williams, Machias
No 2 Spring at 80c; December 81c; No 3 Spring at
PROVIDENCE—Cld 2d, sch Snow Bird, Cripps,
45c. Piovisions are firm but quiet; Mess Pork nomPortland.
Prime steam Lard steady at 9 65.
inal at 16 00.
Ar 3d, Fch Union. Mitchell, Weehawken.
Sid 3d. schs Leonora, Austin, and Python, Merrill.
Receipts—9,000 bbls flour. 88.000 ousi wheat.
New York; Reno, Shaw; Huntress. SDrague; Mary
Shipments—5,500 flour. 156,000 ^ush wheat.
E Gage. Smith, and Atlantic, Coombs, do.
Detroit, November 4.—h lour is steady at 6 00 @
Wheat
6 50 for choice brands of White Wheat.
DIUHTON—Ar 1st, sch Flora King. Roe, Bangor.
1
No
l
White
at
little
PAWTUCKET—Ar 3d, schs Terrapin, Wooster.
Michigan
25$,millvery
doing;
Calais: Henrietta. Corbett, Bath.
ing \ 19$. Corn is firm; No 1 Mixed at 53c. Oats
SOMERSET—Ar 2d, schs Win Todd, Wood, Hokodull; Mixed 39$c.
Receipts—1975 bbls flour, 12,691 bush wheat, 1419
ken; S L Burn*. Crosby, New York.
bush corn, 3593 bush oats.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 1st, sch Red Rover, BowShipments—1910 bbls flour, 8,720 bush wheat, 3373 den, Wood’s Hole.
bush com. 382 busb oats.
Ar 2d, seb Mary Means. Parker, Hoboken.
St. Louis, November 4.—Flour is lower to sell.
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Ar 2d, ech Napoleon,
Wheat lower with some sales higher; No 2 Red Fall
Young, Port Johnsou for Bangor.
at 119 cash: 1 22$ @ 1 23 seller November; No 3 Red
Sid 2d, scbs Eri, Nellie, Ned Sumpter, Sahwa, S E
fall at 1 09 @ 1 09$ cash; 1 09$ @ 1 09J seller NovemWoodbury. Julia Elizabeth, Ellen Morrison.
ber. Corn is firmei; No 2 Mixed ai 40$ @ 40$c cash
BOSTON—Ar 3d. schs Nellie. Warr, Baltimore;
T aura P. Moflupr I4rpcrnrtr PMIoilalnhia
Wm It’lml
and bid seller for November.
Oats firm; No 2 at 30$
@30$c bid cash; sales32c seller December Ryo is
Pendleton, Port Johnson.
lower at 57c.
Ar 4th, barque Ella. Mattbews.Glasgow, in ballast;
Barley is unchanged. Pork lower for
scbs Lily B French. Nickerson, Charleston: Laura L
jobbing at 16 69 @ 16 75. Bulk meats firmer for car
lots; shoulders 6}; clear rib sides 8 15; clear sides at
Messer, Dunn, Weehawkeu; Black Waralor, Stev8 40. Bacon dull.
ens, Eastport.
Cld 4th, scbs E II ITerriman, Herriman, Mobile;
receipts—couu odib uour, ijy.uu" oubdi wncat, au,000 bush corn, 4,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush barley,
P S Lindsey, Johnson. Portland.
SALEM—Ar 3d, sch Mary Brewer, Lee, Pough6,000 bush rye, 000 bogs, 00 catt le.
Cleveland,November 4.—The Petroleum market
keepsie.
firm and unchanged; standard 23.
NEWBURYPORT— Ar 2d, sch Senator Grimes
Augusta .November 4.—Cotton is easier; Middling
Cassidy, New York.
Ar 3d. schs E S Newman, Newman, Boston; Eliza
uplands at 10} @ lhfic.
Louisville, November 4.—Cotton is firm; MidAnn. Mayo, do; Stephen E Woodbury, Hodgdon,
dling uplands He
Hodgdon.
Norfolk, Noveber 4.—Cotton is firm; Middling
Sid 3d, schs Hesperus. Wooster. New York: J & H
uplands at J lc.
Crowley. CottoH, New York; Ida May, Hopkins,
Galveston, November 4.—Cotton i& firm; MidBangor.
PORTSMOUTH-Sld 3d, scbs Ella Hodgdon, Dadling uplands 114c.
Wilmington, November 4—Cotton is firm; Mid- vis. Bangor; Evelyn, White, Belfast; J S Moulton,
dling uplands at 10}c.
Crowley, Addison.
new Fork. November 4.—Cotton is quiet; MidF#REVGN POUTS.
dling uplands at llgc.
Mobile, November 4.—Cotton is quiet and firm;
At Samarang Sept 14, shipo Castine, Avery, for
Middling uplands ll}c.
United Kingdom, ldg; Richard McManus, Beals, for
New Orleans, November 4.—Cotton quiet and
New York; barqueTF Whiton, Carver, tor Boston;
firm; Middling uplands ll}c.
and others.
SAVANNAH.November 4.—Cotton is quietjMiddling
Ar at Bombay —, ship John Clark, Pendleton, tin
uplands ll}c.
Calcutta.
Ar at Calcutta prev to Nov 3, ship Majestic, Pike,
Havana market.
Liverpool.
Havana. November 4.—Sugar—The market is
Ar at Batavia Sept 11, barques Laura R Burnham,
stronger and more animated and the previous quota- Phillips. Padang; 12th, Eyvor, Littlefield, Samarang,
tions were sustained—No 10 to 12 d standard at 8} (5)
(and sailed 15th for Channel); 16th, sch Geo S Tarreals; No 15 to 20 d s at 10} @ 11}; Molasses Sugar
9}
bell, Higgins, Sourabaya, (and sld 19ch for NYork);
No 7 to 10 at 7} @ 8 ;Concentrated Sugars fair to good
17th. barque Samuel B Hale, Haven, Samarang, (and
quality 4}; Centrifugal Suaars No 11 to 13 at 9} @
sailed 19th for Channel.)
10 boxes and 10} @ 10| in hh-Js.
The beaer floods
Sid Sept 16th, barque Alice Reed, Kelleran, Pastahave added to the calamity by hurricanes, and an
roeang.
estimate of damage done would therefore still be preIn port Sept 20, barque Jas G Pendleton, Gilmore, !
mature. Stock in the warehouses at Havana and
from Rio Janeiro uuc.
Matanzas are 19,500 boxes and 2600 hhds; receipts for
Sid fm Almeria —. brig Sarah E Kennedy, Wilkin- j
the week at Havana and Matanzas 46 boxes and 87
son. New York.
hhds; exports for the week 6500 boxes and 800 hhds
Ar at Cardiff Nov 3. brig Cascatelle, Sparks. Bath.
for the United States.
Ar at Falmouth, E, 3d inst, barque Gen Sedgwick,
Lumber is dull; White Pine at $36 00 go’d per M.
Rogers,
Samarang.
Shooks dull; per box 7} reals.
Ar in Penarth Roads 3d inst, sch M PCbamplin,
Freights—There is still no demand for vessls and
Freeman, Sbediac.
rates are unchanged. Tobacco—there is much deAr at Queenstown 2-1 inst, geb Seth W Smith, Marmand for the United States of last year’s growth,
shall, Calais.
but there is not much stock thereot.
Ar at St Thomas Oct 15, brij Sar J Lindsey, GilSparish gold 220} @ 221. Exchange on the United son, Rio Janeiro; sell Mar>
Ward, Ward, BarStates 60 days, currency at 4 discount; short Bight
does.
do 3 @ 2 per cent, discount; on London at 16} @ lb}
Ar at Pictou NS 1st irsch Lizzie Dew >, Da b|
prem; on Paris 3 @ 3} prern.
Sharpness.
Sid fm Point du Chene 31 inst, barque Orm
for L verpool.
European markets.
Ar at St John, NB, 3d inst, sch Welcome Home,
LONDON.November 4—12.30 P. M.—Consols 96} for
money

NOTICESo

SPECIAL

DATE*
.Havana.Nov 8
.Liverpool.Nov 8
Pommerauia.New York..Hamburg ...Nov 9
Britanic.New York. .Liverpool.Nov It
Victoria.New York..Glasgow
.Nov 11
Circassian.. Quebec.Liverpool.... Nov 11
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool ....Nov 11
Bothnia.New York .Liverpool.Nov 15
Sarmatlan.Quebec.Liverpool.Nov 18
Bolivia.New York. .Glasgow.Nov 18
Anglia.New York. .Loudon.Nov 18
.New York. .Liverpool.... Nov 18
City of Berlin
Moravian.Quebec.Liverpool.Nov 25

and Mm

Imperial

Insurance Companies,

Atlantic and Pacific

OF

LONDON,

...

Minaiure

Sun rises.6 40

High

water.2.30 PM

COMBINED

Go.

Telegraph

Almanac.November 6.

$35,000,000

Sun sets.4.47 I Moon rises..9.00 PM

MA.RHSTE

GENERAL

jSTEWiS,

No. 33

Falmouth, Colby,

PrAWfW

lliliH/O
and

ORGANS.

(Grand Trank Ticket OtBce.)

ddawpii

hnANLfl

nrrrprolNo.

aug*8

Day
Fifly per

Libby

Sch Addle Sawyer, Cook, New York—Isaac Berry.
Sch Medford. Kellar, Boston—James & Williams.
SchTB Harris, (Br) Slocomb, Port George, NB—

PORTABLE COOKING RANGE.

SAILED—Ship Oracle; brigs Adelaide. A H Cur
tis.andA Richardson; schs Chas Sawyer, H Pres-

for

cott. Addie Jordan, Hattie E Sampson, Addio Sawyer, Alice Dean, Chalcedony, and others.
Monday, Nov. 5,

one

noC

passed.
We claim to have produced the most elegant and
economical, compact, and convenient Cooking Range
ever ottered to the public, and we have no hesitation
in saying that all who will carefully examine it will
te convinced of these facts.
All in want of a new Kange are invited to call and
fc-ee for themselves and obtain a pamphlet containing
description and the names of parties having them
in use, to whom we refer.

,Night

half day rates.
sndtt

ARRIVED.

Barque Ella, (of Portland) Matthews, Glasgow 34
days via Boston, to R Lewis & Co.
Barque Frigg, (Nor) Olsen, New York, to load herring here and at Gloucester for Europe.
sch Nellie J Dint-more, Parker, Pictou, with coal
to Grand Trunk RK.
Sch Portland. (Br) Lynch, Clcmenlport, NS, with
40 cords wcod to A D Whidden
Sch Harriet Chase, (Br) Quinlan, St John, NB—
4500 bushels potatoes to W & C R Milliken.
Scb Emma F Hart, Hart, Boston, (lost a man over-

I

BA

OF

G

S~U

JAMES
anil about
octlfi

RES

Houses & Furniture
—

BY

PENNELL, Saccarappa,

all ol the first lass dealers in the State,
smliiw

CHINESE.

FOR

No,

BOSTONJTIRM OF POLICY.
SPA BROW & PECK,

3-20s.

200 Middle

ind other equally choice investment securities.
needed information given relative to

NOTED STATES HI “CALLED" BONDS.
The highest market pi ice paid for su U bomb and
Government Bunds of every description
Par and interest paid for Calais bomb maturing
Dec. 1st, 1S76.
ju7eod6m2dp

J. & E. ill.

Woodbury & Moulton, < Counsellors
nov2»

El

RANGE

All

or

Highest market price paid tor
ibovc named bond*, or first-class
securities given in exchange.

Investment

Street,

Portland Municipal Os,
Portland Aid Kailroad Os,
Cleaveland, Ohio, 7s.

AGENTS,

"Caff

BONDS,

OFFER FOR SAI.E

181 HUDDLE STREET.

Oct20___siultl

BAR11ETT,

DEALERS IN

GET THE

I ;

su If

SWA A &

rale..

6?

—

sep26

Aim other clatioe. of property at fair

1

UO.,

—

01, THREE OR FIVE YEARS.

x

ford, Camp, Dennysvllle.

—

Buildings, Dwellings,

New Orleans.

i»v

$3,000,000

T 1ST

domestic ports.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 3d, ship Mary E Riggs, lor
Havre: brig Flora Goodale, for Genoa.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 28th, sch Vernal, Lee, from
Galveston.
PENSACOLA-Ar 28th, sch Agnes I Grace, Smal-

Pitcher,

BOSTON, MASS.

Assets,

MEMORANDA.
The new ship John T Berry, loading at Savannah
for Liverpool, took fire from a pot of pitch boiling
1 he fire was confined to the galover in the galley
ley. which was badly burned.
A
Chase,belore reported lost at sea, was
Brig Mary
from Pensacola bound to Aspinwali. She was diswith water Oct 18, in a hurricane,
filled
masted and
about 100 miles E of Cape Antonio
The U S survey schr Ernest, which went athore at
Isle au Haut Oct 18th, has been hauled ofl and can
be repaired for a tew thousand dollars. She has been
reported a total wreck
Scb Josie Crowley, from Norwalk, was in collision
with a ferry boat at New York night of the 2d inst,
ana carried away jibboom bowsprit, stays. &c.
j
Sch Georgie D Loud, Clark, at New York from
Charleston, reports, Oct 12th, off Frying Pan Shoals,
in a heavy gale from NNE, sprung a leak and lost
10,000 feet lumber off deck.

nebec.
Cld 3d, schs Mary Lyniburnet, Coombs. Rockland;
L A Snow, Pillsbury. tor Boston; Adda J Simonton,
Salem
Hall, do; Jennie If Wiley. Trefeiben,
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 1st. brig J H Lane, Shute,
Bordeaux; sobs A B Crabtree. Wooster, Sullivan;
Campbell, Marshall, Bangor; Tbos N Stone,
Bath; Bella Russell, Smith, Bangor.
Ar 2d, scb Eva O Yates, Yates, Kennebec; A Craw-

lor sale

are

PORTLAND.

Underwriters^;

George.

BRUNSWICK. GA—Ar 27th, sch Eagle Rock,
Hammond. Edgartown.
Ar 2d, scb Starlight, Jonos, New York.
WILMINGTON, NC- Ar 1st, sch Mabel, Maloney,
Boston.
Ar 3d, sell Wyoming, Foss. Mayaguez.
BALTIMORE—Ar 2d, sch Ada J SimoutOD, Hall.
Boston.
Cld 2J, sch Geo E Young, Marshall, Boston.
Ar 3d. schs John A Lord, Thomas, Millton; Daylight, Reed, New York; Cyrus Hall, Howes, tin Keu-

OR

NjG

Ranges

NUTTER BROS. &

Sch City of Ellsworth, Grant, Ellsworth—lumber
Sch Utica, Thorndike, Rockland—lime to C A B

ley,

WOOD, BISHOP & CO.,
These

board.)

to E

been incorporated

into this Range, which gives it the advantage over
any olher Range in the market, and ail who have
seen and tested it, have been disabused of the idea
that the day of invention aud improvement had

cent.

20 words at

John Porteous.

Southport-dry fish

nly

CLARION

10 Moulton St.
House.

UrrlUhoj preblo

Rates reduced

Halifax, Cf S— John

Porteons.
Brtg Adeline Richardson, Drisko, New York—J I

Morse & Co.
Sch Chapparel, Teel, St
Sch E F Swift, Coolen,

KI>. B ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street,
has the celebrated U ht r l*inu«, ami
other makers, at extremely low prices.
Orders for Tuning
attended to
as

Valuable improvements have

CLEARED
Steamer

Exchange Street,

Exchange St.
sntf

oc9

74

!

OFFICE,

OFFICE,

PORT OF PORTLAND.
Malorday, Nor. 4.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, New York—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Sch Annie Frye, Smith, New York—Iron to Rolling
MPls.
Sch Helen Maria, Sanborn, New York—coal to S
Rounds & Son.
Sch T B Harris, (Br) Slocomb. Boston.
Sch Jeddo, (Br) Robinson, Boston.
Schs Mary Ellen, Britt, and SKF James, Bissett,
Boston, to load for St John. NB.
Sch Riverside. (Br) Price. Boston.
Sch Kangalia, (Br) Peck. Fredericklon, NB-4125
bushels potatoes to W & C R Mtliiken.
Sch Lucy Ann, Gilmore, St George.

ASSETS

eo-lly

at

Law,

have teuiovel to

Hankers,
STREET.

RAND,

CENTENNIAL
oc3t

RLOCK,

EXCHANGE STREET.
sndlin

MORNING, NOT, 6,

MONDAY

ory made her farewell to the Portland public
in Gilbert’s beautiful play “Pygmalion and
Galatea,” and took the hearts of her audience
with her.
The play was probably new to the majority
of the audience, and its airy grace a revelation. The old story is beautified without be-
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THE PRESS
May be obtained at tbe Periodical Depots of FesBros., Marquis. Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses. N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Brr»s., on all trains that run out of the city.
At Biddeford. of Phillsburv.
At Saco, of L Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
Al Watervillt, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
4t Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.
senden

New Ad ve nine me 111*

To-Day.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
I. A. It. A.
Eureka Spool Silk.
Kendall & Whitney.

HOLD

FORT!

Reupblican voters of Ward 5 are
requested to meet at Republican Headquarters, Lancaster Hall, THIS (Monday)
EVENING, Nov. fith, at 7 1-2 o’clock, to
make arrangements for election on Tuesday next. Let every Republican voter
be present.
REP. CITY COMMITTEE.

this

Portland.

Per order,

CHAS. H. MERRILL,

Capt. Comd’g.

Saturday.—The tollowing decisions by the Law
Court have been announced:
ANDROSCOGGIN CUNTTY.

Androscoggin mills. Exceptions

Motion sustained.

Hinds. Exceptions susPlea bad. Judgment

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Charles P. Mattocks vs. Charles Young. Exceptions overruled.
Charles Littlejohn vs. Daniel Eaudall. Exceptions
overruled.
State vs. Elizabeth Hampton. Exceptions overruled.
State vs. Hugh Doherty.
Exceptions overruled.
Judgment for tne State.

BEFORE

JUDGE KNIGHT.

Search and seizure.

Republicans, it is your duly to
work against tbe possibility ot tbe
speculator, the monopolist, (he
tbe
selfisli
crafty
politician,
Samuel J. Tilden.
Jotting*.
The sheriffs made two seizures yesterday.
The flue weather yesterday drew out large
congregations at the churches.
And now we are to have a wedding among
Brief

the county officials.
Mr. S. L. Carlcton recently had a trotting
sulky stolen from his stable.
Prof. Magoer, the horse trainer, is at the
City Hotel.
Persons liviDg in the upper part ef < be city
complain that they are without water the greater part of the time.
There will be a gospel temperance meeting
The public
this evening at ihe Allen Mission.

9.

for

The election returns will be received at both
and Democratic headquarters tomorrow night, wires having been run into both

Republican
buildings.

Chandler’s Band will give a concert in Freeport next Friday, Nov. 10, assisted by Mrs. C.
After the concert
K. Hawes, the vocalist.
there will be a dance.

city affords aud the programme
ed promises a very fine concert.

our

as

to St. Lawrence, down St. Lawrence
Gilbert’s Laue, thence to Atlantic, up Atlantic to Congress, down Congress to Smith,
tbroogb Smith street to Oxford, up Oxford to

Congress

to

Preble, up Preble to Cumberland, up Cumberland to Avou, Avon to Deering, through Deering to State to Congress, up Congress .o Carletou, up Carltou to Brackett, through Brackett

Spring to

State, down

state to

Daufortb, down Danfortb to High, up High to
Free, down Free to Brown, through Browu to
headquarters, where tbe line will be dismissed.
Police Notes.—Officers Lawton and Mein,
arrested one David Vaughan Saturday
night for an assault upon an old gentleman,

tire

one Dr. Murcb, who lives on Washington
street. The Dr. had his nose broken and sul"
fered other bodily damage.
kjurpucu biulibj

w

uoaiuu

ovuic a

ua u

it

y

u1

York streei Saturday and
children’s clothing
in the evening was arrested by officers Jackson
on

York and Harris.
A s nail 007 was arrested Saturday morning
for maliciously breaking glass iu tbs windows
of a carpenter’s shop between Cotton and Cross
streets
The candy store of Alfred Thompson, on
Portland street, was entered Friday night bj
burglars, who broke a pane of glass in the from
to S?o(
door and moved the latch, and from
was

taken._

Real Estate Sales —The following are tin
real estate transfers recorded in this couDty

Saturday:
of land
Cape Elizabeth—LotFickett

from Hiram V

Fickett to Georgo H.
,
New Gloucest- r—Lot of land coutaimug i<
to W llliau L
acres from Washington Jordan
II. Merrill_
Significant Vote.—On the 5 o’cloci
train from New' Loudon to Worcester over th
Rochester road Saturday morning, a vote wai !
Hayes 28.
taken, which resulted as follows:
A

The result
Tilden 81, and 16 undecided.
annouced in each car of the train.

wu 3

Tiif, Death Rate.—The whole number t f
deatlisjin this city last week was seven, trot
the following causes: Coasumption, 2; croup, 1 ;
disease of the brain, 1;convulsion-, ljunkuow u
r
1; still-born, 1. The week before the numbi
was nine, and the week before that thirteen.

about 3 o’clock in

Loss

bat we succeeded in wading out to tbe end of
tbe bar. When we airiveu there tbe vessel was
not to be seen.
She must have gone to pieces
in the night, and no doubt all bands met a
A body was picked up on tbe
watery grave.
lilth of a man apparently 18 or 20 years of age,
with dark browu hair, and marked on tbe right
atm G. J. C. an! an anchor mark on the left
Another body, that of a man over thirty
arm.

place.

yes"

terday two colored men belonging to the crew
of a brig lying at Mercban's’ wharf had a
heated discussion in regard to stowing a cargo.
Words failing to txpress their indignation at
the ignorance of each other, they resorted to

juries

are not

uair.e

ry and Wonders of California.”
Wyzeman Marshadl— Mr.Ulmer has made
arrangements with Mr. Wyzeman Marshall to
appear in this city Friday, Saturday and Sun.

day evenings.

will

Friday
Saturday evening lugomar,

Hamlet, aud
Sunday evening

play
aud

Mr. Marshal! and Mies LuMr.
cetta Webster will give select readings.
Marshall will deliver a new poetical lecture ir
rhyme wriuen expte»sly for him by 51r. B. P.
on

Shillaber, familiarly known

as

Mrs.

touua

a

Cloak

—

Trimmings.

New wweet Cider, jus! nude.
fhoire Cranberries.
Dot Meal
“
Ci rah uni Flour.
Pea and Medium Beaus.
“
Best Brands of Family Flour.
Pure Cider Vinegar.

25
25
25
25
25

sept23d2m

Randall

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the Breath.

PAPERS

ROOM

oaive,

and for PileB.

—

Tar

Soap,

Forest
Tar Inhalers,
Forest
the Toilet and Bath.

For Sale

j

Special inducements

_

and

Perforated

Buckskin

SHADES

WINDOW

■

—AND—

Drapery

I

Bates College.—The second division of th
Freshmau class held their prize declamation a >
The pro
the college chapel Friday evening.

Parting

gramme

was

as

follows:

—

Extract from Everett.

E. G. Moore, Gilmanton, N. H
Jefferson and Adams—Webster,
F. P. Sprague, Pbipshur :

For the Centennial —The Eastern Rail
road advertise another Centennial excursion t(
leave here Thursday ol' this week. The fare i:
put at 811.
The Boston aud Maine are selling tickets fo
the Centennial and return for 813, goo 1 fo

Imprisoned

for

life,

Extract from Webster,

C. G. King, West Burke, V 1

J. A.

Extract from Fitch,
Disintegration

thirty days.
Temperance Meeting —The Reform Clu! ,
held the largest and most enthusiastic meetio 5
of the teasou in Association Hall Iasi evening
S irring and tffcrtive remarks were raide b ^
Thu pledg o
members of the club and others
was presented aud fifteen signatures were ol
»

in

O. C. larbox, Lewisto: ■

Europe—Storrs,
*M. P.

J mi Lius, Monmout

Thanksgiving

They

recommended by
first-class Thysicians.
are

al I

^

•J. F.

Parsons,

Eust

from Winn, J. Scott, Clifton,
-^Excused.
Davis and King w**re ebeseu by tbe cormui
tee. of award to participate with tbe third <3
Extract

Thursday eseaiug, Nov. ‘Jtb.

8

Get your Carver,

Halve.

c

I

Ladies’ Fine

Hohr,

tfc

NICE

Hot Bated Beans & Brown Breat l
*

Evevy Maliirilay afifinoon and Sunday

Btl KBEIl COATS.
A Ufw lot of .Orn'H Rubber Tools, n II
Rubber Blank* :»
perfect, for *110 nidi
BDBBEI t
HAL.E’*
only •>» cents.
STORE,under ul’nouili Hotel. sept'/?dt 1

IO
W

morning at
PRESTON’S BAKERY,
and 12 Waa!aing<on Strict, formerly I
Bread ever

Smardon & Co.

Also Hot

morning, and Rolls, Biscuits,

every atternoon at 5

novidlf

Brown
Tea Bread

o'clock.

and Bur

__

*J

C. PRESTON,

IN

Paid when

Street.

Now landing from Schooner Koret and for sale. l
CURTIS & DAVIS,
194 Commercial Hired.
ocGdtf

Due.

Sale Risks widely Scattered,
ana the public may rest assured tha*. no conflagration or awceping fire can affect the solvency or cripple the resources of this corporation.
^“SOEIKD, SOLID, HVCGE88FI7L.JEI

ALLEN, Jr.,

WM.

FOR

AGENT

PORTLAND.

Co.,

Travelers Insurance
HARTFORD, CONN.

OF

ACCIDENT.

AND

LIFE

Total A.sei. nearly

FOUR MILLION DOLLARS !
J. CHASE, General Agent lor State.

Wifi.

ALLEN,

JR.,

FOR PORTLAND,

AGENT

REVERE FIREINSURANCECO.,
CASH CAPITAL
SDBPLVS

$200,000.
40,000.

J. H. WELLMAN, President.
J. W. BELCHES, Secretary.

ALLEN, JR,

FOR PORTLAND.

Mechanics’ Mutual Insurance Co.,

WM. ALLEN, JR.,
FOR PORTLAND.

Insurance

$300,000.

CAPITAL

CASH

Co.,

BOSTON, JIAM8.

OF

GEO. GOULD. President.
EDWARD WALLEY. Secretary.

JR.,

WM. ALLEN,
se23

Agent for Portland.<12m*

Greater Inducements
THAS EVER !

ont a stock
could not resist.
Io order to insure

as-

marked them to sell
as follows:

hi a

which

we

sales we have
very small profit,

75 doz real Engl’sh Uleriuo, very
45 cts
heavy and fine, all sizes,
45 cts
IO doz Heavy Flerced (striped)
50 doz All Wool Balmoral, sizes
45 cts
4I-4IO0I-4,
45 doz All Wool Balmoral and
37 cts
plain,
50 doz All Wool Balmoral aud
50 cts
plain, large sizes,
The above are all full regular finish, extra length
in
j>ew
the
best
and
are
England.
bargains
goods,

^TiflOORE,

OWEX

Congress Street,

corner

of Brown.
dtf

no2

Petteugill & Co.,
SHOURS,

HORSE

Having removal to the new and commodious shop
51 Preble Street, below Oxford,
and formed a copartnership under the firm name and
style of
PETTENGILL & SNELL,
we are
a

prepared

workmanlike

to do

Shoeing in every style, and in
Thanking our old cuswe would be
uew place of

manner.

tomers for their former patronage,
glad to see them and others at our

THE

MARKET.

digit

AUVEKTliSlNG AGENTS

tu Printing Materials of every descriptioi
o.’ype, Presses etc.
Office No. 41 Park Kow, New York.
Dealers

A

LOIRE,

Newspaper A<lverliaiwg Agenl.j
D. K. Locke, o Locke.
J. H. Bates, lateol
Jones, loledo Blade.
S. ftl. Pettengill & Do.
Sen J for list of 100 choice newspapers.

WHEELER,

Washington /luilifing,

PUOVIDKNCK, h. 1.

—

FERMLIPS.
MARTIN,
Dress and Cloak

X.. XX.

Lady’s

MAKING.
563 12 COXCRESS STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINS,

dim

novt

BURT’S BOOTS
AT

—

Roducod. Prices !
Our stock is now tho largest and best in this country, and while the Boots are decidedly better than
formerly tho prices are considerably less and tho
Boots warranted to fit and wear.
oc31dtt
M. O. PALMER.

lEWMPAPKK AllViRB'l'lMlNfii AGIflV r
No. 5

linbT

0Ct25_distf

—

31 PAuS ROW, NEW YORK.

C. J.

W. H. SNELL
novld3w

PANT GOODS

FOR ALL THE LEADING NE WSPAJ'ERE,

KA’B’ES

MU WljMj,

C. B. PEITENGILL.
Portland, Oct. 31, 1876.

OF

CEORUE P. HOWELL & CO.,

I

prices

at

quick

fine

SJCH.

Boots

Oak Ship Timber for Sale.

y

Every Honest Claim bas been Promptly

For Philadelphia

J
PKEBLKDAVIS.1 } LEAVITT & DAVI 1

No. 1 "Elm

BEST

For freigh
Fannie A. Bailey.’’
)
panaagr apply lo
nov3dtt
CHASE, LEAVITT Jk CO.

TP STAIRS.

jy7dtf

THE

or

A full line of Ladies’ Hand-sewed Boots in Frene
Kid of the finest quality, especially adapted to ten
der leet, at

<H“

oct2G

oct25distf

UP

oct25

ST.

---

CCTEERS, »« EXCHANGE STBEE1

XT* FOR PORTLAND,

STREET
*93.CONGRESS
isdly
ray5

Table

which‘we have the largest Stock and lowest price
the State; also have your old ones Used up at

words,

the prudent management and integrity of the
.orporation. With One Quarter ot a Million Dollars
paid-up Capital, and over Halt a Million Dollars oi
Assets, SMALL BISKS widely scattered, the
safer classes of risks only insured, and the highest
ratio ot assets to liabilities, this Company offers the
very best indemnity against loss or damage by fire.
tor

rJD 1

Dress Suits

Fernald^,

in

Ulmor

Charles Custis & Co. >

anil

GETS

GOODS

237 MIDDLE

the leading busi-

emphatically

business.

FERNALD

Arr

Coining

is

by

solidity,

C. B.

—

MXON S SOAP WORKS.

_dlw

"NOBBY

COTTON STS
dtf

AND

SPECIAL NOTICE.

j

—

Drawers

ACE

C. H. Deshon, South Limingto
Sacrednees of the Old South Church—Phillips,
D. W. Davis, Coaticook, Quel* C
What are Great Men ?—Winthrop,

next

AND

AT

Bushels good
Two thousand
wood ashes tor sale at reduced
prices lor two weeks at

_

not

organized

REMOVAL.

ASHES!

distf

R. W. SHADDOM.

Work of all kiuds at very Low
Prices.

CORNER FREE
mb2l

I

Plummer, West Gardint

Extracts from Emmett,

vision

Under Shirts

vn

was

permanency.

Goods

oct25_

Families living in the vicinity of Port'
land Street are reminded that they cat
have their Beans Baked at the New Bak'
ery, corner of Portland and Brattli
Streets, Saturday, Nov. 4th. and d-n’1
forget to get a loaf of that Hot Browi
Bread with jonr Beans.

styles.

Consumption, Asthma.
Druggists.

SJIITH’jTpatent

ST.

This Company

ness men of New Hampshire, and
possesses the elements ot
economy, success and
The names of the officers and directors
are as familiar as household
and a voucher

Children’s Hosiery,

FERNALD’S.
distf

McAllister,

&

DOLLARS!

A MILLION

closing

OCvil

prices

in

—

COMMERCIAL

HALF

Ex-Gor. E. A. Straw, President
Ex-Got. James A. Weston, Vice Pros.
Geo. JB. Chandler, Treasurer.
John C French, Secretary.
Frank A. JHcKeen, Special Agent,
Geo. W. Eastman. Asst. Secretary.

In addition to our already extensive
sortment, vc have just bought over

Bromfleld Ml., Boston, Ulnns.
eod3t

—

—

NEW ST011E ON FKEE STKEET.

Chapped Hands, Salt Rheum, SSin Diseases,

or Inhaling for Catarrh,

AT

—

Elegant

Hot Brown Bread

oct30

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Burns,

40
nov3

market Rates,
BY

TOTAL ASSETS OF OVER

C. T. Plimpton. AgtlorNew England States.

variety of Coals in

eep6

CYRUS GREEN.<13w

Sore

or

60

AT

smell.
State, County and Town Eights for sale.

AT

SALE

—

Tar Solution, No. 183 Fore Street.

or

!

Lowest

SALE AT

FOR

Forest
Tar T roches,
Forest

largest

stock and the best
the city, lor

FOR

Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

forest

dtf

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,

“

25
50

|

The

Coatings

For Safety, Comfort, Cleanliness, Convenience,
Economy, and saving of time, trouble and labor, is
the most complete Burner ever ottered to the public,
being easy to manage, giving a beautiful, clear light,
and not liable to smoke.
The lamp is filled without taking oft the burner,
and cannot be filled while the 'amp is lit. It is
lighted wilhont taking oft the chimney; is extinguished without blowing down the chimney or turning down the wicks and is trimmed each time the
light is extinguished; can be used as a Night Light
without turning down the wick or causing smoke oi

C OIL,

nice stork of

i ar

Street.

0

Million Dollars!

a

_

A New Kerosene Lamp Burner.

GOULD,

Congress

sepur-

—

200 Tub* Choice Butler.
500 Bbis Choice hand Picked Baldw in*.
Michigan Apples.
200
“
Common Baldwins
200

For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and KidneyB.

or

AND

&

Quarter of

One

HOUSE

‘•UI/FIUIATtJJH.”

CENTS 1

50

MANCHESTER, N. H.

CASH CAPITAL PAID VP

Two Hundred Dozen Misses’ and

of those very nice and fine

NELSON
503

PREBLE

—

On early examination of these goods is solicited.

JUST RECEIVED

NICKERSON,

Over

UNDER VESTS
AT

NEW HAMPSHIRE FIRE INS.CO.,

AGENT

Cents !

one more case

and Accident.

Suffolk Mutual

no3

of
3

Life

Marine,

Fire,

perfect

480 1-2 Congress Street,

IiADIBS’

^3t

PRODUCE

Forest Tar,

to ue uetmoni uoer ot Calais.

Also

sale by all Booksellers and Newsdealers.
LEE & SHEPARD, Publisher*, Boston.
For

a

wishing Over Garments cut and made, or Cut and
Basted on scientific principles, and a fit warranted
without trying and re-trying, will do well to call.

OPPOSITE

to.

OF BOSTON, MA>S.
CASH CAPITAL $200,000,
ALFRED BICKNELL, President.
J. S. PARSONS, Secretary.

LADIES

A. A.

branches

its

all

promptly attended

WM.

short notice.

at

in

Insurance

AGENT

they are selling for

75

The Thoughts of Marcus Aureltus.

IMPORTATION.

Portland, Sept. 23, 1876.

or

that

Npare Momenta.”

done

made to order, and Shirt Patterns cut by
system.

KID GLOVES

New and complete edition. Square 16mo. Gilt, $1.25.

exceii.ive line of

neatly

dtf

Have just received another lot of 35 Dozen
those Meal Brown, Ink Drab and Mlale
Ballon

Cntting, Trimming and MakiDg-up goods
furnished by customers,

REPAIRING

NELSON & GOULD

GEO. ill. BOSWORTH,

ton.

tained. Thus the good temperance work is ru]
idly progressing in our city.

was

It is also stated that the owuet shipped at Calais on the Sib of July, for $20 a month, in the
schooner M B. Iteeves, George Bracy, master,
Another body, live feet seven inches high,
brown hair and light moustache, over thirty
years of age, was found ou the 25th. A part o
h rriug), were taken t,
bercargo (150 bbls.
Halifax, aud will be sold at auction. Tin
most of the barrels are branded Labrador No. 1
herring, aud inspected by J. Winsor. Some ol
the barrels are branded outsiue “l'. Gody
Her master (Capt. George H. Bracy), belongei
at ML Desert, was a young man of good abili
lies,and will be mourned by a large circle o
acquaintances. The M. B. Reeves was DO ton
register, built at Franklin, in 1852, rebuilt a
Calais iu 1871, and hailed from the latter port
She was mostly owued in Calais and New York
Capt. Bracy being part owner. No insurance

is now able to he at his office again.
A. F. Lewis, esq., will speak in the Alfred
lecture course on Nov. lltb, upon ‘‘The Scene-

evening he

A 1*0

a big man, |six feet in height,
The other man had Iighl
with brown hair.
hair and whiskers, and eeemed to be not more
than twenty years of age. From a memorandum book found in the latter’s pocket, his

Personal.
Senator Blaine returns to Augusta to-dav.
Eev. Mr. Fenn is considering the matter of a
European trip at the close of bis labors at High
street church.
Mr. Henry C Houston, Register of Deeds,
who has been confined to the house Eorne tinm

THEIR OWN

OF

figured. One,

dangerous.

an

nil Lovers of Art.”

nov4

Me.

PORTLAND, 91E.

OF BOSTON, MASS.

ATTENTION

taken in cutting garments to be made out of the shop,

luiigci niu,

Portland,

to

Exchange St.,

Stanton Block,

GREAT CARE

_

jjl. x

•

do Custom Tailoring in all its

PARTICULAR

spool.

sep30

Observations on tbe Civilization of tbe Western Barbarians, particularly of tbe English, made duriog a
residence of some years in those parts. Translated
from the Chinese. 12mo. Cloth, $1.75.

Ladies’ Cloakings

years of age, five feet seven inches in height,
with light hair and red whiskers.and moustache, was picked up on the 22J, He was
dressed in a black suit of clothes very much
worn. There was nothing in his pockets. Twc
bodies were found on the 23d, very much dis-

One of them received a bad
sheath knives.
flesh wound in the cheek, when the captain interfered and parted them. The one who did
the cutting was arrested by Miles aud Hanson.
Dr. Weeks attended tbe injured man. His in-

next

TT

to

doz.

given
a

31 1-2

A.

Congress St.,

prepared

am

taken rooms over

branches.

Cor. Myrtle & Congress Sts.,

AH-CHIN-LES

CHADBOURIN & KENDALL
will open .Honda

u

By Geo. H. Calvert, author ot “Life of Goethe,”
etc. Heliotype Portrait. lGmo. Cloth, Sl.50.

Ladies’ Cloakings

house, where we remained until daybreak next
morning. We then made another attempt to
go out on tbe bar, tbe sea still breaking over it,

T

LIFE OF RUBENS.

*#*

I

cost, and for a short season do BUSIWhere the fun comes
NESS FOB FUN.
in, "Deponents ay eth not.”
Yours very repectfully,

Amanda M. Douglass, author ot “In
“Home Nook,” etc. 12mo. Cloth, Sl.50.

“Wise Word* for

480

Space will not admit of farther quotations. We expicted to move to our new
store on the first of October; this we
find is impossible. We had part of our
goods packed; we were compelled to unpack them, and the result was, our angry passions rose. We decided to sell, if
possible, the entire stock at almost the

covet what is not your own.”

“A Hook lor

paper

Gloves,

all colors, lor 8 cts.

NELLY KINNARD’S KINGDOM.
By Miss
Trust,”

ESTABLISHMENT.

Spool Silks,

“Wrought in the Healthy Atmosphere of
Home.’’

j

reported that this way of transporting liquors has Been going on some considerable
time. The team on this end of the line carries
it to Lisbon Falls, then a team from Lewiston
takes it and in the night time lands it at that
o’clock

subject

Slew Tailoring

short term Insurat current Rates.

WM. ALLEN, Jr.,

distt

oct23

Having

a

or

ance

EMPORIUM.

for 75 cts.

LIVING TOO FAST I

CUT THIS OUT.

West end. When we arrived at the bar it was
very dark and we made an attempt to go out on
the bar, but when we got out half a mile the
sea was breaking over it, so vte were surrounded with water and had to return to tbe light-

of the medi-

Or. The Confessions of a Bank Officer. By Wm, T.
Adams (Oliver Optic.) 12mo. Cloth, with full-pase
ami letter-press Illustrations. Price SI 75.
This is the second volume of THE HOUSEHOLD
LlBttAKY, to comprise stories lor adults by this
popular writer, and is unifoim with “In Doors and
Out,” previously Issued.

It Moy Save Your Life.
York, with a cargo of herring. The Superintendent at Sable Island writes as follows, unThere is no yierson living but what suffers more or
der date oi Oct. 18th: “On the ICth we had a
less with Lung Diseases, Coughs, Colds or Consump.
very heavy gale of wind from the southwest tion, yet some would die rather than pay 75 cents for
late in the afternoon.
Morrison saw a large
Dr. A.
a bottle of mediciue that would cure them.
two topmast schooner on the northwest bar> Boschee’s German Syrup has lately been introabout three quarters of a mile from the end of duced in this country from Germany, and its won"
the dry bar; she was in the breakers, the tea drous cures astonishe every one that tries it. If you
in print, cut this out and take it
breaking balf-mast high over her. He also doubt what we say
i to your Druggist and get a sample bottle for 10
says be thought be could see three or four men
cents and try it. Two doses will relieve you.
Kegin the rigging.
She was reported to me at
ular size 75 cents.
i
o’clock
m.
I
a.
immediately placed
half-past
dlyeora
sep2‘J
the rocket gear in the cart and proceeded to tbe

is

one

of a

are

Tailoring

piece.

a

5 cts

All our $1.00 Kid

in

nor

FER NALD'S

17 to 25 cts.

Trimming Bnttons,

LEE&Slllil'ARU'S NEW BOOKS
“Keep not,

LATNER BROS.

Splendid Line of Buttons,

Schenck is professionally at his principal office,
comer Sixth and Arch
Ste., Philadelphia, every
Monday, where all letters for advice must he
novleod&wlm
addressed.

“Ill Adam’s fall
We sinned all”,
to the curse of distressing
coughs and colds, but they can be speedily
cured by Auamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam,
eodlw
nov b
and all

use

Congress Street.

Stuck,

Needles

SPECIALTY.

We can pride ourselves and confidently say that
in the above line of goods we can show the largest
stock in the city, best values and lowest prices,
which are very essential in these times.
Samples gladly given ot cut goods, which can
prove tacts.
sept4eod3m

upwards

4 cis.

Dr.

Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received ay Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall, and D. Wentworth, 553Congress, corner of Oak street.

Calais Vessel.—Schooner Mary
G. Beeves of Calais, was undoubtedly the vessel before reported wrecked Oct. 6, at Sable Is'
laud. She was bound from Labrador for New

Pownal, they

persevered

cines

Harper’s

overtook the

Stabbing Affair.—About

sumption, if taken in time, and the

publication is

Tilden’s letter on rebel claims—
Is a man who robbed the revenue
through perjury and fraud likely
to be very nice in tils construction
o!
tlie
14 th amendment!—his
promises to obey that amendment?

object of their chase and se;ztd
eight ten gallon kegs of rum aud whiskey. At
6 p. m. the whole was safely landed here. It

a

down

will transmit this rich legacy, untarnished, to
our sons forever.
H.
Portland, Nov. i, 187G,

a

539

Wauisutta, 87 cts & 81.15 each.

English

GLOVES !

charges, and satisfaction guaranteed.

Quality Dress Braid,

Best

HATS””A

TRIMMED

Unlaundried Gents’ Shirts,

liver,

Long

CORSETS,

Also Hats trimmed to order by our well known
and experienced Milliner, at the most reasonable

all colors, 5cts. each.

from 20 cts.

Fire Insurance.

and

Our present prices beat the world.

all colors, 3 cts. per yard.

of the
liver, often a cause of Consumption. The Sea Weed
Tonic gives tone and strength to the stomach, makes
a good digestion, and enables the organs to form
good blood, and thus creates a healthy circulation of
healthy blood. The combined action of these medicines, as thus explained, will cure every case of Con-

[From the Boston “Evening Traveller.”]
It is, perhaps, but a simple act of justice to
the proprietors of Wistar’s Balsam of Wild
Cherry fur us to say, that our personal experience in the use of this article bas impressed
One of the proprietors of the
us
favorably.
Traveller was entirely cured of a severe cough
of four months’ continuance by the use of this
Balsam, and several of our frieDdsand acquaintances, who have tried the article, have found
it of great service ia relieving them of severe
coughs and shortness of breathing, with which
50 cents and §1 a
they have been afflicted.
bottle. Sold by all druggists.
eol&wlw
uov. G

upon the banners of tbe
Repubiican party. Lit every man work as
ne”er before, and sbov at the ballot box to the
world, as upon the battle field, that the glorious
inheritance transmitted to us by our fathers
must and shall be preserved; that we are the
worthy sons of our sires of *76. and that we

The Mandrake Pills act upon the
healthy bile, and remove all diseases

the blood.
create

Snits,

a

FIRST CLASS

prices.

500 doz. pairs of Kids of the best standard makes for Codies. Gents Hisses and
Children.
Also Kid Gnunflei*, Gams’
Swedes and Gents’ DogSkin Gloves.

Silk Lacing Cords,

Bustles in tine variety,

Just received a new lot of ladies garments
at Vickery & Leighton’s, Middle street.
nov2if

Pants,

6 cts.

GLOVEsT" KID

KID

from 38 cts. upwards.
50 doz. Canada Knit Hose
for 50 cts. per pair.
Best Quality Ball Yarn,
all colors, 15 cts. ball.

These Pills are alterative and produce a healthy
action of the liver, without the least danger, as they
are tree from calomel, and yet more efficacious in
restoring a healthy action of the liver.
These remedies are a certain cure for Consumption,
as the Pulmonic Syrup ripens the matter aud purifies

Straw

case

Thousands yds of Hamburg*, also Scarfs
aud Tics, Collars and CufTs,
all at your own prices.

Ladies’ Knit Jackets

Best

Felt,

FRENCH AND AMERICAN

from 25 cts, upwards.

Silk Tassels,

French

25 per cent, less than last Winter’s prices.

at

Ladies Wool Balmoral Hose

a

nnd

Silk and Worsted Fringes, Buttons
nnd
AimaniAnln

Heavy

from 15 cts. to 50.

Cure of

'JOSEPH A. LOCKE, Administrator.
BAILEY
tO., Auciioarrn.
d7t

F. 41.
nov2

before

of

Velvet flat* ieiailing at

Gent’s Heavy Shaker Hose

Schenck’s Mandrake Pills for the Cure of
Liver Complaint, &c.

a

American

10 cts. per pair.

Colds.

ever

50 Cases Hats and Bonnets,

Ladies’ Heavy Cotton Hose,

healthy action of the stomach
creaiing an a appetite, forming chyle, and curing
the most obstinate cases of Indigestion.

To allay a tickling cough and to render the
voice clear, take “Forest Tar Troches.
nov4—lw

Let this be inscribed

out

at

Kendall & Whitney have ju-t received
large variety of Flower Pot Brack Is.

consisting

Gent’s Heavy Merino Hose

or

than

Real Odtrich Tips, Feather Trimming*,
Peacock’* Wing*, Brca*t* fancy Feathers
Bought at a sacrifice—will be sold at less than
Manufacturers* prices,

87 cfs. and 81.00 per suit.

Street.

May, 1-16.
Vangaurd, 1-16.

300 CART0NS0F FEATHERS

all sizes, 38 cfs.

Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic for the Cure of
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, &c.

The manufacturers of the Eureka Spool
Silk were awarded a medal and diploma by
the Centennial Commission for its "great uniformity” and “general excellence.”

prices
ottered.

from 25 cfs. upwards.

Tbe great virtue of this medicine is that it ripens
the matter and throws it out of the system, purifies
the blood, and thus effects a cure.

The Tonic produces

better qualities and lower

from 33 cfs. upwards.

and

ALSO

grade*

—

25 Pieces Silk Finished Velveteens

from 13 cts. upwards.

the

and

in Cold and Black in 5 different
for Nuit* mid Trimming*.

Children’s Merino Vests

my

Consumption, Coughs

tendance is requested.
Per order of the President,
James Clary, Secretary.

religious

Commercial

50 Pieces Silk W eb Velvets
cts. each.

Gents’ Heavy Shirts & Drawers

Boy’s Mixed Vests

BROTHERS.

—

Children’s New Britain

Notice*
hereby forbidden trusting

Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup for

I. A. B. A.—The annual meeting of the Irish
American Belief Association will take place
A full atthis Monday eveniDg at 7J o’clock.

before offered will be found at

200 Cartons of Ribbons

for 87 cfs, each.

wife, Julia It. Totman, she
bed and board, as I shall pay no
having
debts of her contracting after this date.
JOHN F. TOTMAN.
novfidlw*
Portland, Nov. 6,1876.

evening.

people arise io their might upon tbe seventh
day of November and proclaim again in tones
of thunder that grand old doctrine of the declaration of independence, enunciated by our
revolutionary fathers, that all men are born
equal.
“Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty.”

Rochester Parade.—The

town, and

and

152

are

—

in Plain. Boiled and Gros Grain Ribbons
from 1 to 0 inches wide,
in all colors, still selliug at last summer’s low prices.

Ladies’ Heavy Cashmere Drawers

CURTIS & DAVIS,

persons
ALLharboring
left my

IN FINE

LATNER

for 87 cts. each.

President.

,

FOR SALE.

The ladies of the Congregational society of
Saco are going to hold a baby show Wednesday

polls

ever

Cashmere Under-

Heavy

Frank Herbert, 1-32.
City Point, 1-16.

MILLINERY GOODS

lor so cts. each.

landing from Mchooucm Edith and
Sparkling Billow, and for sale by

YORK COUNTY.

liberties of the country hang trembliug in the balance, and where
is the Repubiican who will take upon himself
the responsibility of not voting in this great
contest? Shall the blood of a thousand battle
fields bo in vain? Shall the contributions which
came up from the people freely, and the millions drawn from them by the government for
the preservation of the Union all be lost? May
God in His great mercy forbid it.
May tbe

that it was seen a few hours before heavi'y
loaded on the road in Falmouth. A deputy
At
sheriff immediately started in -pursuit.
Freeport he was joined by the deputy of that

fine display may be expected. The
procession will form on Congress street and
march over the followiog route :
Down Congress to Pearl, down Pearl to Federal, through
Federal to India, up ludia to Congress, up

Spring,

The civil

Work.—A suspicious appearing two
horse wagon has Deen seen several times on the
About noon
road between here and Lewiston.
Friday word was received at the sheriff's office

arrang-

Grand Republican Parade.
This evening the Republican organizations of
this city and Cape lSlizabsih will have the closIt is expected
ing parade of the eampaigu.
that tbe companies will all turn out with full

to

Union defeats, remain away from the
in this election?

at

—

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Drawers
Ladies’
vests

on

A. D. 1876, at 12
o’clock M., at Auction Rooms of F. O. Bailey & Co.,
35 Exchange Stieet Portland, the following Vessel*,
belonging to the Estate of Moses B. Nickerson, late of
Pori land, deceased.
Sch. Lottie S. Reed, 1-16.
Cynosure, 1-16.

THURSDAY, November 9tb,

A. KEITH.

The Greatest Bargains

for 50 cfs. each.

fVo'v

uov5d2w

I

Eva

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Vests

—

license obtained from tbe Hon.

County,

car.

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,

for 35 cts. each.

ENGLISH POLLOCK

Maysville.

North or South, look on and be indifferent to
the result?
Can the men who rejoiced in Union victories and whose hearts were saddened

Quick

Our readers are reminded that the concert to
be given Wednesday evening in the Payson
Memorial churclt will be a most enioyable affair and is worthy of the most generous patroThe talent engaged is among the best
nage.

Mr. Atkins is actively engaged in his spawn
collecting operations at Grand Lake stream.
From the percentage of young salmon to be returned to the stream next spring the extra
number returned last spring will be deducted.
Oar Eastport correspondent writes: A nother
railroad town meeting has been called for at
Eastport, Nov. 9, to change the former vote of
the town, and take stock in the Shore Liue
Iiailroad to the amount of 2 per cent, of the valuation of the town.
Mr. John N. Woodworth has sold the Spring
farm in Eastport to Mr Alex. McFaul of Pembroke for §4500. Mr. Woodworth has purchased the property lately owned by N, B. Nutt, in

Impending Struggle.

Corsets
for; 87

a

PURSUANT
Judge of the Probate Court In and for Cumberland
I shall sell at Public Auction,

J. A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle SI
J. A. MERRILL.

OF

BY AUCTION.

Ntreet*.

for 35 cts. each.

Winter Term of this Institution will commence
DECEMBER Itli,
instead oi Nov. 27th, as advertised in Catalogue, and
will continue thirteen weeks.
Send for a Catalogue.
J. L. MOKSF, Scc’yof Trustees.
w3w!5
Kent’s Hill, Nov. 1, 1870.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

—

—

VESSELS
to

Delano’* Mill.
HOOPER, Cor. York and Maple

G. ffj.

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Drawers

The

suspected.

are

and

H. P. TOESEY, D. D., LL. D

Mr. Silas North, a stove dealer of Bowdoinliarn, had §115 extracted from his desk in his
store a day or two ago, while his workman was
temporarily absent for a few minutes. Certain

The work of the past fifteen years may ail be
undone by the success of the “solid South” and
their allies of the North. Can any loyal man,

engines, left here shortly after 4 o’clock and returned at two in tbemorning. The processions
marched in different parts of the village, and
there was no sign of trouble, in fact one would
hardly have known but what they all belonged
to tbe same party, so well did they unite in having a jolly time on tbe train. After the parades they took a special train for home. On arriving here the Democrats escorted the Republicans to tlieirquarters.

$3300.

ranks aud

Tbe

considering the plan

Street

B.
Cron* Nt.. in

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Vests

FEMALE COLLEGE.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

_corltd

AO.THiYISiTRATOR’N SALE

Stair Builders.
F. LIBBY, IVo. Ni.VJ Fore Street,

from 45 cts. upwards.

wesieyan seminary
—

of bnilding an opera bouse.

street, Woodford’s Corner, In Di ering. adjoining
homestead of D. D, Kelt, deceased, containing
about 0767 square feet
HARRIET B. ROLF, Administratrix.
F. O. BAILEY & C'O., Auctioneer..
obC

ford
the

Street.

Fine W. Bone Corsets

Tickets giod to go on any day and any train
Rerurning within 30 day. State Rooms and Berths
secured in advance if desired.
J. T. PURSER, Gen. Sup’t.
S. If. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf
nov6

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

parlies

Toy’s

Madame

Fall River, Stoniugton or
Norwich Line Steamers.
Pennsylvania R. R., or
Bound Brook Route.

Maine

Exkinds

all

of

order.

—

VIA.

Martin Hodgkins of Nobieboro bas been sent
to state prison for two years for adultery.
are

within

on or

Boston & Maine R. B. and

LINCOLN COUNTY.

WHITNEY, No. 5U

I'pholxtering

license from tlie non. Judge ot

a

at

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 9:1 Exchange

RETURN READ, BE ASTONISHED. AND
ONLY $13.00
WONDER.

The moccasin factory at Hallowed has been
season with the foil number of
hands.
The closing exercises of the Oak Grove Seminary, for the fall term, have been eminently
satisfactory. Prizes for declamation awarded
to, 1st. Arthur L. Doe (Snell's) Viuaicatiou of
Ireland; 2d, Howard Starkley, Crowley’s death
Ladies prizes—1st, The Bells,
of L-omdas.
(E. A. Poe), M>ss Edith L. Church, Kiverside;
2d, McLaioe’s Child, (Mackay,) Nora L
Ohurcb, Kiverside. Frank Appleton of Vassalboro. and Jesse F. Bronton of Knox, were
awarded honorary mention.
The examination
in arithmetic and ancient geography, aud the
other brauebes, was highly creditable, to MrCook aud the Misses Kilgore.

Bangor capitalists

having

This

Sixty

to

lor tlie Countv of Cumberland, 1 shall
to the highest bidder, on the
public
TUESDAY, Nov. 7. A. D. 1876, at 3
on
premises,
o’clock p. 111., the lot of uuoceupied land on Wood-

Retail.

Plumbers.
JAMES MILLER, No. 91 Federal

UENTENNIAL AND

running all the

carryeven bet

full and
large propor-

tion of the goods
been
purchased

Administratrix Sale.

Pattern and Model Maker.

arc

a

A.
Nt.

C. W. ALLEX.

Probate
PURSUANT
auction,
sell

J. 1. BARBOUR, ‘J50 Fore Street, C.r
of Cross, Portland.

fine
days.
Stock amounting to at least
TRIP! fifteen thousand dollars

Slate Room*i call

or

—

KENNEBEO COUNTY..

Mr. Editor:—The most important election
which has ever transpired in this country hastens on, the result of which may change the
destinies of this nation for generations to come.

The Republicans
held there.
140 Continentals, 30 Washington
Guards, 20 Pioneers, and a drum corps of 20,
making 210 men, beaded by the Continental
Band.
The Democrats were accompanied by
Chandler’s Band and 183 men were in line.
The traiD, consisting of thirteen cars with two

furnish courses or single entertainments.
Geo. Rackliff has commenced the foundation
for a new house opposite his present residence
at Woodford’s Corner.
F. O. Bailey & Co. sold the Colby home
No. 4 Cotton street, to Charles McCarthy ana

The fourth quarterly session of Knox County
Lodge of Good Templars was held at Kockport
Wednesday last. A good representation from
all the subordinate lodges was present.
A bold attempt was made to burn the carriage factory of Willbur & Torrey at East Union last week. Luckily the fire was discovered
before much damage was done.

for

done to

Fare Reduced I

KNOX COUNTY.

X Y.

grand parade

Saturday afternoon,

raw

First National Bank of Auburn has declared
dividend of G per cent.

The store of J. S. Bartlett in Bucksnort Cenwas broken
open last Tuesday night aud
§75 worth of goods stolen.

was un-

change

will be thrown on the
market for the next three
F. A. SAWYER,
weeks at a SLIGHT ADAll
COST.
EASTERN DEPOT, PORTLAND. VANCE ON
t!4t
no9
and
intelligent People
must
Candid
Dealers
acknowledge that prices
here quoted are ruinous,
PORTLAND
and if
continued must
TO
terminate in Bankruptcy.
For Tickets
addreiR

COUNTY

tre

same

man

complete,

Yov. 9th.

$11 ROCNO

HANCOCK COUNTY.

_

Republican
and Democratic organizations of this city went
to Rochester Saturday night and joined in the
turned

of the

Thursday,

lines

The

ONE MORE GRAND EXCURSION

Friday.
a

Furniture—Wholesale and

BENEFIT.

A

GIVE

WILL

A house owned by a Mr. O’Brien, on Linco'n
street, Lewiston, was slightly damaged by lire

Mr. Tilden invented this game of bluff and
brag, and thousands of the nincompoops who
are betting will have ample occasion to curso
Shimmy Tilden and tbe Democratic oigans.

be sold this evening.

p

capacity

,,

ANDKOSCOGGIN

tVHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, oppoHite the Park.

GEOKGE

STATE NEWS

presidential electors are to be chosen to-morrow, by a Legislature which is more than threetifills Republican!!

made that Tilden would carry New York.
Several other unimportant pools on majorities
Pools will also
in several states wore made.

Mr. Ira C. Srockbridge has orgamzed a lecture aud musical bureau, aDd is prepared to

James McGliuchy,

and the

Bazar !

BAILEY.

O

Regular sale ot Furniture and Genera! Mercban*
dise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
Consignment* solicited.
ocMt

Carpenters and Builders.

give liis Custo-

to

mers, the People,

Eastern R. R„
Fall River Line anti
Pennsylvania R. R.

Portland—A. Cole, lumber, sold to S. Cole.
M. Seavey, drugs, sold to S. E. Sylvester,

whiskey who proposed an
that New York would give as large a majority
for Tilden as Ohio and Pennsylvania combined
would for Hayes. And, if you can, picture to
yourself the hopelessness of that idiocy which
led a Tildenite to bet 810 to 85 that Colorado
would give its vote ti Tilden—Colorado whose
ing

were

mail steamer Samaritan, from
d Father Point Saturday mnrn-

ing at 4.50

rance

evidently a reader of the Argus, bought a pool
of $20 to $10 that Colorado would go for Tilden. The Tilden man is now trying to get tbe
Three pools of $00 to $25
pool declared off.

are

city

AS THE

Proposes

Fields.

slight

Hale.roam. !I5 and .‘17 Exchange Ml.
F

Ntreet.

—

World’s

Lewston—F. C. CoUer, trunks, sold out.
A. It. Ilodgdou & Co., gro., sold to James A.

reported through-

in this

—

out.

who carefully read the papers?
Why, some
of those Tilden bidders would find the reading
of an Argus leader a very perplexing and tedious performance. It is no wonder that the
bidding became lively iu proportion as tbe Tilden claquers got full of whiskey. Think of it!
Try and comprehend the density of tbe igno-

frx ftin

o’clock.
At the pool selling at tbe United States Saturday evening it was impossible to get an even
offers were
bet on Tilden notwithstanding
made by Hayes men several times. Oae man,

The

a

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*

Book Binders.
A. QUINCY, Boom II, Primers’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL & SHACKFOKD, No. SS Plum

FITZGERALD

that the

announce

over

One Week from Nov. 10th

Camden—Miss A. S. Baker, millinery, boll

purpose.
Indeed, if it was not it is of no accouut. What
better information have the persons who attended those so-called sales than have thn-e

passenger.
Two men connected with the earthen ware
pottery on Brattle street have made the fol
lowing wager on the result of the Presidential
election: if Tilden is elected the Republican is
to wheel the Democrat in a wheelbarrow, from
the pottery to Green to Congress, Congress to
Preble, Preble to Portland, Portland to Brattle.
If Hayes is elected the Democrat is to do the
wheeling. If either fails to come to time he is
The show will come
to forfeit the sum of $5.
off Thursday between the hours of 12 and 1

Fined $50

found

The Centennial Commissioners

Exposition will be kept

ba present.

tou.

he think3 desire

pool-selling
doubtedly gotten up for the

Hayes is elected the gentleman is to wheel
her from the hotel to Congress Square and return at 8 o’clock in the evening, rain or shine.
Should Tildeu be successful the lady agrees to
undertake a similar journey with the man as a

costs.

nflSM

The farce of

case

Saturday.—Thomas Costello.
Larceny. Discharged.
Frrncis Lord, Thomas Cain and James Lowe. Intoxication. Fined $3 each with costs.
James Cooney.
Intoxication.
Fined $3 with

T.ivernnnl

transactions are made to bs
out the country.

Election Bets.—Betting on election is the
favorite pastime just now among betting meu
and with many who do not ordinarily risk
Among tbe novel
money on uncertainties.
wages made is one between a gentleman and
In
lady stopping at the Uuited States Hotel.

municipal Court,

little girl

a

to

Moving

P. O. BAILEY A CO.,

HOYT & FOGG, No. 91 Middle Street.

WM.

Business Changes.—The following business
changes are announced in Maine:
Bath—H N. Lernont, sold to John F. Mats-

may

to be on the winning side, as well as to inspire
the Democratic workers. The New York Tribune has several times declared tbat the poolselling in New York is a .‘‘put up job” for Tilden—tbat no money is put up, but that bogus

The large audience Saturday evening would
show that a good play draws better
than a bad one.

damage.

Thomaston,

aud

of voters whom

a_plass

seem to

Andrew Rollins and al vs School district in Berwick. Judgment lor plaintiff tor ninety-eight dollais and interest from October 20, 1874.
John H. Seed vs Noah E. Lord. Judgment for

invited.
Tbe Allan

with

Morris have left the company, and there will
naturally be some delay in tilling their places

YORK COUNTY.

Patrick Connors.
with costs. Paid.

nnmr

Portland and

literary bureau and the Democratic National
Committee, which is Mr. Tilden, constantly
assert this. And to keep the Democracy in
heart, that they may fight well in the doubtful
states, Mr. Tilden has secured the notorious
gambler John Morrissey to organize a system
of pool-selling in the hope of helping his cause

for her conscientious attempt.
The evening and until further notice the
Museum will bs closed. Mr. Wyer has not yet
decided on what day to re-open it.
Much to
the regret of all Miss Savory and Mr. and Miss

OXFORD COUNTY.
B. L. Marble vs. Albert G.
tained.
Replication good.
lor tbe defendant.

cent

T^trirnr* alinn’a

estly invited

the part of some person on the

AUCTION SALK

Booksellers and Stationers.

Prior to

this notice may reach teachers, school officers,
and ail in the state interested in education,
through the public press, and thpy all are earn-

is,

Republican North against a
solid Democratic South.
Hence their policy is
to brag and bluff—to swagger and bluster—to
assert that Mr. Tildeu is sure ot 75,000, 50,000,
All of the
30,000 aud latterly 15,000 majority.
Mr. Tilden’s
Democratic papers assert this.

should be said in praise of Mr.
Learock’s conception of “Pygmalion,” and
what was, in spite of obvious disadvantages,
an able interpretation.
Mr. Morris’s art patron was Aristopbanic in its humor, and he delivered his lines with great correctness and ex
pression. Miss Smith deserves a word of praise

LAW TEEM.

plaintiff'one

umiiilnr

now

solid

ensure a

Something

Supreme Judicial Court.

vs.

nrtfc

sixty days’

con-

Hluirand Brag.
Mr. Editor:—The Tildeuites know that they
are “out of the fight” if they show a shadow
of doubt respecting a Democratic success in
New York. A doubt about New York would

Tbe character too is oae eminently
suited to her and gives her ample opportunity
to do herself full justice.
The conviction
forces itself upon us that had she apoeared in
a play like this at the opening ot the season
she would have taken the town by storm.

Company is requested to
meet at the School House, Turner’s Island, THIS
EVENING, at 61 o’clock, to take part in the Grand

Shanney

-af

ory’s

on

Dr. Thayer was called
coucussion of the brain.

gods.

Every member of

Ann

beauty

essential aid in

similar

a

years old, daughter of Mr. Win. A. Morris, residing on State street, fell over the stair
rail from near the top of the first flight, strik
ing on her head on the (pgister in the hall floor.

sition from blissful ignorance to the bitterness
of knowledge was happily because not too
hastily done,—though the very first taste of
her apple left its ash upon her lips. Miss Sav-

P.milfl

couuty jail, where he

boy caught in

Accident.—Saturday afternoon

tion nothing wanting.
She was admirably
successful in the assumption of iunocerce, and
never for a moment let the conception escape
her, nor over-did nor under did her part. The
characterization was finely and delicately shaded, and as strongly and distinctly diawn as its
unsubstantial nature would admit. The tran-

Attention Company F, Hayes &
Wheeler Guards.

our

a

seven

so

of form and feature was of
the interpretation, and one

sentenced to

be rewarded to a like amount.

wonder to the moment when she mounted it
again heavy laden with the sadness which even
her brief existence brought, she was true to
the conception of the character, and in execu-

rare

was

train between

But the “Galatea” of Miss Savory
entirely satisfactory. From the moment
she stepped from the pedestal in wide-eyed

[

last

watchfulness

was

Headquarters Republican Organizations f
Portland, Nov. 6,1870. j

overruled.

so

Tuesday

transgression
finement in

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

MISCELLANEOUS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

sion at Lewiston the last week in November,
as voted at the meeting at Augusta last autumu. The executive committee have therefore decided to postpoue the next session to
Dec. 27th, 28ih and 29th, 187G, aud to arrange
It is desired that
that it be boldeu at Bath.

Twenty-five Dollars for evideuce

aud his captor has received the twenty-five dollars offered for his detection. A little shrewd

failure.

ATTENTION COMPANIES !

Parade in

On

of
the will of the author, that no auditor confesses he is preached at.
One cannot say that the rendition was thoroughly satisfactory. Ooe or two actors quite
misunderstood their parts; with some others
the conception was correct and the execution a

Attention.!

General order, No. 5.
Commanders of Republican Organizations and
Drum Corps will report at Lansaster Hall, THIS
(Monday) EV ENING, at 7 o’clock, with their commands in full uniform to participate io the Grand
Let every man be in line.
Parade.
Bring all
torches in early in the day to he filled.
H. S. MELCHER,
By order of
Col. Commanding.
H. R. SARGENT, Adjutant.

is

journal going to
peculation, annoying
subscribers, we offer a re-

which shall lead to the conviction of the thief.

brought into

naturally, the moral is
developed
unobtrusive and apparently so independent
ly,

single

To stop this

alike to us and our
ward of

patroD, the other characters shading between
these. And yet the theme is touched so light-

of Ward 5.

THE

Thomaston.

this wicked world chastises
The
our follies in her soft wondering way.
contrast is between innocence and knowledge,
the knowledge acquired by contact with the
sinful world, the one extreme typified by “Galatea,” the other by the coarseness of the art*
and

paper has been stol-

from each package of this

en

made after our modern tashion to poiut a moral and to convey subtle psychological suggestions. The statue suddenly endowed with life

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Reduced Rates—Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph Co.
NEW
ADVERTISEMENTS.
The World’s Great Bazar.
Fare Reduced—boston & Maine.
Notice- John F. Tot man.
Maiue Wesleyan Seminary and Female College.
English Pollocu—Curtis & Davis.

Republican Voters

For several diys a

ing distorted, and its modern treatment, the
suggestiveness in text and situation, the gay
persiflage, the touch of cyniciem and the undertone of sadness which runs through all the
piece, give it new meanings which one delights
to constantly find revealed by the odd figures,
and convey a lesson wanting in the legend—a
lesson which after all we are none the better
A
and much the less merry for knowing.
story which was only a story with no suspicion
of the “this fable teaches” tagged to it, is

A Nr ViemiTY

CITY

Maine State Educational Association,
—It has proved impossible, on account of the
protracted illness of Mr. Tash, chairman of the
Executive Committee of the Association, to
perfect arrangements for holding the next ses-

REWARD!

The Mdseam.—Saturday evening Miss Sav-

PRESS.

TEE

For Rent.
new, elegant and convenient Cottage, with
all the modern Improvements. Apply at
NO. 70 BKAC.'CETT STREET.

TIIF,
augklsdtl

second Sunday after, I started off bright and
early for church, and as I turned the corner
by the parsonage, I saw something that most
look my breath away. Every one ot them
sharp-pointed pickets round the house and
garden bad a good biscuit stuck right atop of
it! Yes, Miss Harwood, jest as sure as you
live, there was AuutBetsey’s nice raised biscuits—I could tel! heru by the shape—and
Miss Hull's rusks, and Miss Stiles’s soda biscuit, and every one of ’em wasted in that
shameful way.
Well, I stood and looked—I had’nt the
strength to move—and pretty soon some of

PUETKY.
The Dead Tree.
BY ALFEBD B. SMITH.

It lies along the margin ot the brook
Enameled with bright moss, red, green and white,
With pearly sheen ot its smooth bark between
The deep, dark rents, and twisting of the grain,
Twisting against the sun in equal rings.
One end has melted into saffron bits
So soft the rabbit crushes them in prints;—
The other lies within a dense boquet
Ot bushes, while upon its middle hulk
A sapling rears its slender shape, and grasps
Its clutching arms below. The Assured bark
Has mostly vanished. Here and there, in spots
It clings, home of the cricket and the tribe
Of insects that th flicker’s drum-roll sounds
Is knell to, In the hodowed cave within,
The snow sifts half-way. and the autumn leaves
Send shuddering from the wind, the wolfish wind
That follows with its howl in cold, gray hours,
Which tell November near. A shelter warm
For the lost hunter when the bitter sleet
Stings the black air of night, and the slight trail
Has vanished in the snow, and bush and tree
Like so like another in the depths
Even to his practiced eye, that he has strayed
In ircles till his limbs can stir no more,
And he can only drag within the tree
His length, but there can hear, as sleep o’ercieeps,
The sharp tick of the sleet that pricks no more
His flesh; till morning sets the woods ai ight
And brings his gladdened footsteps out at last
To his rough chopping, and his shanty rude
At the wood’s border.
In the summer time

touchwood, wakening, like the owl,
Lights its pale cressets all along the cave,
A chapel then, that echoes with the choir

ty mad, I can tell you.
Mr. Ormsby had a good sermou that day,
but I could hardly hear a word, my mind was
so full of the biscuits.
Miss Ormsby war’ut there, aud as soon as
the last hymn was sung, he got up and said
that he had had a call from a church in the
far West, and that he had made up bis mind
that it was his duty to accept it. He went
on to say that he would like to go that same
week, and then, without so much as tellin’ us
that he was sorry to leave us, or offerin' to
wait until we could get someone else, he gave
the benediction and dismissed us.
I can tell you there was talk enough when
we got out that mornin’, and some ot the
folks thought we ought to ’p’int a committee
to ask Miss Ormsby about it, but brother
Ralph said, ‘no; if they was goin’, let ’em go
peaceable’; so they all agreed to say nothing

night,

at

a

rich chequer all the

Attorney

COLLECTION

Opposite
j

ter

that six dollars a

family

would

be a

FEW Gentlemen

So I did, and I pieced a real
handsome little quilt for the cradle, a sunflower pattern all out of spick and span new
calico, too.
Well, it’s most too bad to tell, but Mandy
Jones, who went to help Miss Ormesby git to
rights, told me she did act dreadful, and not
becomin’ a minister’s wife.
She went all round the house lookin’ as if
she was ready to cry, and at last she sot down
in the parlor on her trunk, and began to
laugh at the vases and the inkstand, and then
wound up by finding fault with the stove,
which she said looked as if it came out of
the ark.
I’ve always thought she made her husband
discontented, for Mr. Ormsby was such a
meek, quiet, uuselfish man that he uever
would have made auy trouble it she hadn’t
been always complainin’ and puttin’ him up
to grumble.
But I’m wanderin’ off from my story -I
agreed to tell you about the donation party.
You see the first year we got along splendid
with it, and I must say I never saw a belter
tea-table spread than we set that night for

*

Miss Ormsby.
But that woman never could be satisfied,
and she said afterward it wouldn’t take more

than two rucb parties to ruin any family.
It seems sbe lou'd fault because we all siaid
to lea with ’em, jest as if we hadn’t a right to
our lea after sending in all tbe victuals tor it.
But I don’t know as aunt Betsey did do
exactly right, for sbe took Miss Ortusby's
preserves to put on tbe table, and they were
ail eat that night, and 1 s’pose that put her
ont some.

Well, as I was sayin, the second year come
round, and it was read out in meetin’ that
the donation party would be given tbe uext
Friday.
Mr. Ormsby read the notice, and then he

room

SOUTH

nov3_

nn

if

i*

books.
Bimeby we began to think about setlin’ the
table; so Aunt Betsy, Mandy Jones and me
went out in the kitchen to
unpack the contributions. There |was some
pertaters and
we
iu
the suller), a piece ot
turnips (them
put
corned beef, two or three biled bams, a
pot
of butter, some apple sass, a big cheese, and
such a lot ot biscuits it would have taken all
night to count ’era.
I

or

to be scart when we took out panful after panful of biscuit and no cake to
speak of. At last we came to Miss Jones’s
basket, and there we found ’lection cake as

began

well as a great batch of molasses cookies.
I was glad enough I’d sent pound cake and
crullers; but somehow when the table was
ready there was more biscuit on it than anything else, though we did the best we could.
Mr. Johnson sent tea and coffee from his
store, besides sugar and crackers, and Amos
Hull, he brought a bag of nuts and some
apples lor the young folks after supper, he
said.
There was so many there that we had to
divide ’em into three lots, the dinin’-room
bein’ small; and it was most seven o’clock
when they got through catin.’
Aunt Betsy staid with me to clear up some;
and I thought I never should get all the biscuits put away, for they most filled the

oct7

dim

TO LET*

It happened so that I didu’l go out lurch
the week after the donation patty, but, lire

Splendid

FOR SALE.
de.irable 2£ Story Frame House, No. 85
Federal Street Easterly half of Block, containing 14 rooms, arranged for two tenements; is centrally located tor business, with gas. large cistern, and a

THE

Hours— IO to
ma3

i

19 A. M.. 9

to

HOUSE,

X. I>,

180

Corner Middle and India Street,
Portland.

For Sale.
ton, thirty

D.

3 P. M
d&wtt

MOTLEY,

Middle

C.

to

FURNACE.

P. BABCOCK.

MAKER

MODEL

&

MANUFACTURER

dtf

augl7

Street. dtf

jan5

JOBBER,
OF

HALL TO LET

Watch aud Chronometer Markers’ Tool*,
Mathematical, Optical and Philo*
!
In Cushman Block
sopbical Instruments, Ncbool
Inquire of C. F. MOULTON’S Hoot and
Apparatus, Arc.,
Shoe Store, 507 Cougres* Street.
nov.3
6« Market Street, Printers Exchange,
d2w
NICE Rent

on

and Sebago,
A
nov3dtf

Apply

L.

without children.

oc31dtf

To Let.
tenement No. G Spruce street,
Gas, Sebago water, and good drainage. Inquire of S.
C. RAND, No 153 Commercial street,
oc!8
eod3w*

LOWER

Navigation by

;

To be Let,
nriHR Offices in Third Storv Merchants* Natinnnl
JL
Bank, now occupied by J. & E M. Rand; also
the front offices. These offices are heated by steam;
have gas, water and fire proof vaults. Possession
oct27dtf
given Nov. 1st.

To Let.
Large Pleasant Room; also some small rooms
in House, No. 118 Spring Street, Poitland.

ONE

■

dly

I

MAS^E, A. M., Instructor iu
5 Sizes—2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
the French Language and Literature i
in the High School of Portland, wishes to say that
he has greatly reduced his prices on account ot hard
BRICK OR PORT/ BLE,
times. He will give lessons to classes at private
lie
benters iu
Prof. M. may be found at
Loring, Short & Harmon’s, UDder Falmouth Hotel, trom 11 to 12 A. M.,
at the Chadwick Mansion, Congress Street.

oct21dim

FIIJ A WIT
M.

k

the most beautiful range
modern

DT

k reiTCfTAim
XfXiH.Vll.tJ JL Vil
JL^|

JLV4JLH JUl

seen

from

oct25dtf

TO

the Thompson Block, Nos. 117 A 119
It id.! le Street
Good location below the Post
Office where all the wholesale dry goods and other
classes of trade are located. The'finest store in the
city, with light and airy basement, two entrances,
two counting rooms, brick safe, and elegant show
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will
be let very reasonably t' applied for soon. Apply to
II. E. THOMPSON,

IN

on

mhlj_

the Spring St. Horse Car Romo,
d&w22

To Let,
Three Siory Brick Dwelling House, No. 174
Dantorth Street, recently occupied by Watson
Newhall, with or without the furniture. Possession
given immediately.
JOS. ILSLEY.

TIHE

septlu__dtf
To Lei.
HOUSE, No. 5 Carlton Street; commodious, pleusaut aod every way desirable.
BYBON D. VEKKILL,
205 Middle Street.
septOdtf_

BRICK

Store to

Let.

STOivE

sep20

17

BRICK

Wrougnt

containing

all the modern
at No. 10 Central Wharf.

WOOD PUMP !

cheapest

out door

SIX

KENDALL &

WHITNEY,

Agents, Portland, Hie.

j

dlf

-—---!

[

I'or beauty of Design, Economy, Convenience, aud tlurability stands without a rival.
It is adapted for

The Bar stow
Portland

the

Parlor,
elegant

handsomest stove in the market

and beautiful
sign
Wirb its silver

Its
definish is admired by every one.
it will be au ornament iu

trimmings

l any drawing room.
J
CALL AND SEE THE ABOVE AT
!

Notice

i
I

have this day admitted as partners in our
WM. H. PH1NNEY and PRANK C.
Our business will be continued under
the same style and firm as heretofore.

WE firm

1, 1870.

COAL,

has ClinkcrIeNN Grate, Illuminated Fire
Box, Boiler, Door aud Patent Shelf Attachment.

CROCKER.

Nov.

No Clinkers. Peneetlj warm
Air and plenty of it.

WOOD OR

In

NUTTER Bum. & CO.’S,
29 Market Square, Portland,
AGENTS FAR KARSTOW’S GOODS.

PHINNEY & JACKSON.
novldlw

Ladies should be cautious in purchasing (iossamcr Rubber < (oaks, and uot
buy those vi itli sewed seams as they are
SOT WaTEkFUOuF. We are making a
superior quality with cemented seams
that ARE WAl'ERFROUF, at HALL’S

Rubber Store, under Falmouth Hotel.
1’. S.—Examine ours before you purchase.

Arrive in Portland :
9 1.15 A. Wl. from Upper Bartlett.
4.10 P. HI. Irom Johnson, Vt.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
ooOJtf
Portland, Oct 9, .876.

Jo3»

Printing

O OF*

IO ES

Aii ornamental Parlor Desk
IS TSSE WOO'IOS

TO

SHIPPERS

ALTa

augg*___
Pure White L,cad*

Central

and

Portland

TH

WIIiPPEE & CO.,

CABINET DESK
iu

Policy Holders in Ibc

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
learn some interesting and contidental informati' ii, important to them, concerning that
company
by sending their names, address, number of policies
and amounts ot insurance to INVESTIGATOR,
Lock Box 4475, New Yoik City I’ost-ottice. oc27dtf

it*

varirlicN,

Patent

notice.

SAMUEL

Price**

"THURSTON,

GENERAL
i

secured.

Agent** Wanted.

reasonable.

ju3it market Square.dtf

can

Ogdensburg

trams

AGENT,

For

Sair.

STEAMERS.

BOSTON

To the Electors of the

Tuesday the Seventh day of November
next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,

FOREST CITY AND JOHN RROOKS
will, until further notice, run alternately aB follows:

Leaving

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
Daily* at 7 o’clock P. M., and INDIA
WHARF* BOSTON, daily at 5 P. US.
(Sundayi excepted).

$1.00.

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D. H. Young,

No. 266 Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Excursion Tickets to Philadelphia and return via
the Sound Lines $13.00.
Freight taken as usual.
dec27-75
J. B, COYLE, jr„ Gen’l Agt.

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

CO.

NEW

TO

YORK.

BAHAMA ISLANDS.
Now Open,
T J. PORTER, Prop.
Steamers leave New York, Cct. 28th, and Nov. 20th.
For full information apply to
JAMES LIOGER WOOD Ac CO.,
oct20dlm
758 Broadwaj, Hew York.

HA89AIT,

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates 1
To

Physic.
Try (he AERATED OXVGEN tor
Catarrh, Asthma, Lung Diseases,
For
Dyspepsia and Bronchitis.
sale at ROOM 3. Cahoon Block,
385 Congress Street.

fiom Portland to the West.
^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examinaroute

tion.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate oi
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager,
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. Oct 16, 1876.
ap29dtf

octl4

dtt

M.,

1 to 2 P.

M.

to all Points !*outli and West at
owest rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Heats aud
Berths at Ticket Office.
Passengers by this line avoid all change,

octfdtfGEO. BATCHELDER. Supt.

Op DESPATCH.

Portland & Worcester Line

Repringjery Qniclc Despatch.

N.S, iTIADDOX.the celebrated
MADAiTIU
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress.
located at Market
can

now
Square, rear of the Dollar
Store, owposite ohe Horse Car Dei>ot, where she can
consulted by all who wish to make her a call

be

»l. has had large experience in tellout lost, hidden or stolen
and was never known to be at fault.
tic.,
treasures?
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting tbe greatest fortuneteller of the age. Per ns entering
intoany
new business or profession, the con ucting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advanto
her
a
visit.
She
can foretell the
tage
pay
destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner ot disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She lias giveu universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels since she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies 50Jcents. Office hours
Madame

ing fortunes, searching

v.

m.

m g

Stockholders
rjlIIE
X Tow Boat

m.

Freight and Passenger Agent, Worcester, Mass.
Portland. Me., May 4,187t>.
mv4dtf

ESS_.HEDIUM.

Mrs. E. A.
ANT nnd

consulted at I Oil
C11.A1RVO*
Maine.

Cole,
MR

perly

To act on any other
come before them.

Portland, Nov. 4, 1676.

business that

mav pro-

C. A. VICKERY, Clerk.
nov4dtd

1)1

CM, maybe

Hours trem 9 A. M. to IS P. M., Sunr'ays
cscopted.
Special engagements made for evenings.

oet30

d2w»

board Steamer.
CAPT. C. II. KNOWLTON.

BOSTON

Ho

Wharfage.

OTEKSATIQKAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Ea.lport,

Dalai. and Si. John,
tViud.or and Halifax.

TWO

TRIPS

PER

'UV

Ui

U'hUimin

Capt.

AND

I

CIA *T RATED

graphic pen-picfure of

its biatory grand
building*, wonderful exhibit* curioMitiea,
great da?*, etc. PiofuHely illuntruted. thorMust sell
oughly popular and very cheap
A

immensely. 5,000 AGENTH WANTED.
Send or full particulars. This will be the chance
of IOO years to coin mont y fait. Get tho ouly
reliable history.
HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, Spriugfield. Mass.
Ke not deceived

AT

*eP20dt<_A.

UI1MVIUK,

We will start you iu

Centennial Stationery Package.
The grandest offer ever made, it can’t be
beat I Try it aud be convinced.
SEE WHAT IT CONTAINS.
20 Sheets of Paper.
1 Fabers Lead Pencil,

1 Slate Pencil,
1 Steel Pen,
1 Pen Holder,
1 Rubber Eraser,
1 40-Pago Account Book, 1 Child’s lllustiated Book
20 Envelopes, (white and bufl), good oualitv.
U ANTED
Sample package,
wholesale price list and outfit sent by mail on
of
25
cents
receipt
Large discounts »o agents.
CENTENNIAL STATIONERY CO,

AGENT*

North Have*
o>n.
Pltvise mention this paper in writing. oct14dlwt

RU PT U R E
Patient* cured 30 year* ago, reniain
Hound
Dr J.A Wherman'* successful treatment of Rupture has induced unprincipled persons
to advertise the elastic trusses as aceitain cure.
Knowing them to be but an imperfect support.
Thousands of victims are to-day suffering through
this Elastic Truss delusion.
If it is worn tight around the body it wastes away
the muscles, interrupts the circulation and predisposes to paralysis; besides the strap between the
legs drags the great ball of wood upon the ligaments,
spermatic corns aud Pelvis Bone in a manner to produce impotency with all its horrors
indeed the
legion of trusses wiili their gripping pressure upon
the spine, abdomen and delicate parts adjacent to
Rupture, sooner or later cause kidney ana bladder
affections; destroy manhood, making the young old.
ar.d the old useless, until life settles into frightful
apathy. The afflicted should think seriously of this
subject and.act in accordance with the dictates of
reason.

DR. SHERMAN’S
Treatment is Practical, Rational.

and Economical; its object is immediate relief and
eventual cure. It is based upon scientific principles
and easily demonstrated to the comprehensions of
every intelligent person. Though he does not use a
truss he uses a support infinitely superior which
keeps eveiytbing in proper position while the Curative Compound applied daily by the patient, excites
treatment does not interfere with labor or exercise
on horseback or otherwise, and
affords security
against inflamed and straugnlated rupture.
The afflicted are coming from ali parts ot ihe country. Terms moderate, depending upon the case.
Persons trouts the country can receive treatment and
leave for home on the same day. Send 10 cents for
Dr. Shermau’s Books with likeness ol bad cases belore and after cure. References given to gentlemen
who have been cured. Office No 1 Ann Street, New
York. Beware ot the fellow calling himself Dr. W.
G. Crempion ami usiug Dr. Sherman’s name in his
advertisements to decoy the afflicted. Save this advertisement.

d4wt

ITonnimoutly oifiguril Ihe

“FIRST RAM
SEVERAL
of inch

U.

S.

REQUISITES”

lu«trun*eiitfl,

at

ihe

CENTENNIAL,

1876.

anil are the only orsaiiM
assigned ihi* tank.
Their superiority is thus declared, not in one or two
re jects only, but in nil the
important qualitie* of an organ. A Medal and
Uiplomn have
been awarded them, but medals of equal value were
awarded all articles deemed worthy of recognition, so
tliet many makers can advertise "first medals” or

“highest awards”.
Comparative rank

in excellence, has been deterby tli •Budge*’ Report* alone, in which the
MASON
HAMLIN ORGANS are Vnanimou*ly assigned “The FIRST i«ANK ia the *evernl requisites” of such instruments, and are the
only ones assigned this rank. See Judges' Reports.
This result w as not unexpected.lor these organs have
taken

highest

awards in such

competi-

tions, there beingsix exceptions in hundreds of com pars ions They were awarded first medals, and highest honors at Pari* 1876, Vienna
1873, Mnnliago 1875, Philadelphia 1867; having
........

Halifax,

Nova

AGENTS WANTED for the STOUY of

Scotia,

With connecnoim to Prince fc<twaid 1«<
land Cap Bvton ac<i **• ieLn«< K.
Fir.-

Claes Steal
up
Aug •.»,
Ailantic
>
will
arl.
ry
SATURDAY at 4 p. n.
for
HALIFAX, direct. making ^ t.cecbionfs with tlv intercolonial Railway, to' Windsor, Train, New Glasgow and Plcton, and steamers for Priuc Edward
Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., *
Lindsey's Stages for Cape Bre.on, and at Halifax with
Steamers for St. Johns. N. F.
S3P-RETURNING will ieave Halifax on :’UKS.
DAYS, at 4 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on dav vi sailing
For further information apply to .J p. (Vivi 5:
uuhle,

•BERMUDA,” Cap
leave

°ci28_dtf

ALLAN

LINE.

k*Terpool,

mail steam-

touching

Philadelphia.

»ci25_«i4w t
o AGENTS wanted for the great-

Centennial history

It seds faster than any other book,
Our A gen*,
sold *7 ccpirs in one day. Send for our extra terms
to agents.
Address National Publishing
Co,
Philadelphia Fa.
oct25d4wt

WELL THAT IS CUTE
mw ISnhy Soap,
A Co.
Boston

at

nnidc

Guest,

minieTo

i)FL PAUA t'ABDS 11 styles with
ndO ctn ivst pao». d. B. Husted, Nassau, Iters
Oct28il4wf

Liverpool, touching

“ail steameis of this line
every other Tuiailnt, tor
at (|IIrcu.lnwU.
$70 and $S0 gold, or its

onn?88?gerF.irst-c|ass—;}50,

equivalent; Intermediate $35 gold; third-class
lowest
rates.

Fleischmaun

at

The Glasgow Line of sieameis sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow diiect.
Cabin
passage $tf0, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from nil parts ot England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and
Germany at lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Tieket3 Issued ut reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for
New- Englaod, No. 3 India Street, Portland. Me.
kP Sigln Nfrrlinjg t heckii inauctl iu muuim
to suit for AT nod upwards.
iuy9dtf

!

by K«bin*«*n
cci25d4wt

f Greatest Offeb of the season.
Fight §10 Chromes given
ineluding Hoover's Peerless
American Fruit, 2| feet long, Lake I uceine, Virgin
Vesta, &c. Mounted outfit, four Chromos, 3300:
8 Chrnmos. §5 fU. d LAI HAM & CO.. 4151 Washington Street, Boston.
cct20d4wt
I
away with Home

this liue sail from Quebec
Saturday luoruing,

ROSS

watma ~n-ttt
rtOeii b> hi* father
A complete account of
tuis most Jaywieriou* % bduciio*i
am* Ex«*iiiii|;
Search. With Fac Simile Letters and Illustrations.
OutsHh nil itihcr lleoloi
One agent took 30
orders In one day Terms liberal. Address,
John E. Potter & Co., Pubdsbets,

The
Brow.

SUMMER _SE R VICE.

of

CHARLEY

sanlrS|l^mi‘SM0ri?jghl!y
from Halifax

Ashes Re-

business you

a

STUBBS. Agent,

MAIL LINE TO

sail

Me.

prema-

Shcdtac,

Dei

Good bnil lings, hay of first quality, running
water in stable, sunny yard for exercise, hotses well
cared for. Address,

Vaults ('leaned aud
moved.

Centennial Exposition
DESCRIBED

o

First-class Weekly

a

The

Uenilj

E. B Winchester, and the
tlliw
llPPIl
uiuMPiliul
Vii ilwict
hnnnru
■<
of Portland, Capt. s
fi.
■■MBHB^^»Pike, will leave Railroad Wharf, World’* Exhibit ion at which they have compefoot of Stale St., every Monday and Thursday at
and being the only American organs whichever
ted,
1
6.00 P. M., lor Eastport and St. John.
obtained any award in Europe.
NEW STYLES, with improvements exhibited at
Returning will leave St. John ,tud Eastport on the
t the CENTENNIAL; elegant new cases in great va9ame days.
Connections made at Eastport for Kcbbineton St. ! rietv. Prices very lowest consistent with best maAndrews and Calais
terial and workman ship Organs sold for cash or inConnections made at St. .John for Digbv. Annano
stallments, or rented until rent pays. Every organ
warranted to give entire satisfaction to every reason•
lis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.,
Amherst, Pictou. Frederick to wit, Charlottetown and able purchaser rr the money returned. Illustrated Catalogue sent tree
Summerside, P. E. J.
MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.-154 Trcmont
®“Freight received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock p. m.
Street, Boston; 25 Union Square, New York; 80 ami
82
Adams Street, Chicago.
oc25d iw t
R,

every

a

_Cornish,

In Press—OurfilM

I’niforinly

WEEK.

Oil anil after Mnnilay, Sept. 181b,

ers

surplus of hay that I wish consumed
HAVIJNG
my farm, I will whiter horses for $1 50
week.
SMALL,

Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport and Hampden.
The City of Richmond connects with Steamer Chas.
Houghton, Capt. Ingraham, at Rocklaud everv Tuesday morning for North Haven. Green’s Landing and
Oceanvilie (Deer Isle), So. West aud Bar Harbor,
Mt Desert, aud Wiuter Harbor: and every Thursday and Saturday mornings for Ellsworth, touching
at No. Haven and Green’s Landing and Oceanville
(Deer Isle).
The steamer Lewiston touches at Bar Harbor on
her Friday
trip from here only and on her Monday
coming West.
trip
For further particulars, inquire of
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
ocdOdtf
Portland, Oct. 25,1876.

mined

Diaby.

iF’A.T-.Ij ARRANGEMEN'l

Commercial Street, Porllnud, Me.
dtt

C. D.

Knilronil Wiiart,
toot of State Street, Portland
every Thur*duy
evening
m fO o’clock tor Rockland, Castiue.Deer Isle,
Sedgwick,South Wes tand Par Harbors (Mt. Desert),

CABINET ORGANS

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. 8AIMFSO&, Agent
Jo23-ly
TO taong Wharf. Iloaton,

ju22

Horses Wintered.

nWill leave

Have been

Shortest Ocean Voyage.

Wm. snarp,
30*

CAPT. DEEDING,
■

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m*
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate o

on

generally.

STEAMER LEHISTOV,

MASON & HAMLIN

Leare each port erery Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and Haddles,
use, picnic parlies, and

very nice article lor family
board vessels at sea.
For sale by Grocers

ONE TRIPPER WEEK.

octlti_

AND

—

Jr., Franklin Wharf.

1SPEC1ALTV MM GOODS

ocl3d2m*

l.dri.il St., Portland,

on

oc3dtf

The

of

ou

BUSIN

Street, and

_UOWltl

the Centra] Wharl Steam
Company, are hereby notified that
their annual meeting will be held at the office of J
P. Tenney, 2} Central Wharf, Portland, on TUESDAY, the fourteenth day of November, at 2 o’clock
in tlie afternoon, to act on the
following articles1st.—To choose a Moderator.
2d.—To choose seveu Directors lor tho ensuing
s

a

We take pleasure in referring you to all the Fish
anil Eobster Dealers, Produce Dealers,
Wholesale Dry Goods Merchants. Whole
sale Milliners and any others of Portland, who
arc now shipping by this route.
Our landing in New Yotk is Pier 40, North River,
(Norwich Line, foot of Canal Stieet )
For rates and further information, apply to
J. M. LUNT, Supt. Portland, or
H. N. TURNER,

Wharf, every week day, for
Scott’s Landing at 6 15, 8.30 and 11.15 a. m., 2.15 and
5.00 p. m.
Returning, leavo Scott’s Landing at 6.40, 9.00 and
11.40 a. m., 2.40 and 5.30 p. m.
Fare tor Round Trip, 45 cents. Package
of five round trip tickets, $1.00. Tickets lor sale at the
office of Rollins, Loring & Adams, x0. 22 Exchange

J

year.
3d.

—

.:no

m mv&s

leave the West Side of Custom

™

^

CLAIRVOYANT.

Notice.
We would respectfully call the attention
ot
Merchant, and others to the superior facilities
ottered by the

a

THE STEAMER TOURIST
Will
■okIF"1*}*. House
Jrai'r
«r

oct2Deod3ni-

ternal Nerve Disorders, Nervous Action ot
the
Heart Severe Coughs, (Jrick in the Bick, Sprains,
Weakness of the Back, Joints, Muscles or Sides,
Lameness, Stillness of the Joints or Muscles, ami all
maladies in which Porous Plasters are valued, are
by Benson’s Capcine Porous Plasters instantly relieved and quickly cured. Benson’s Capcine Porous
Plasters are a great and needed improvement over
tile slow action ot the ordinary article. They effect in
a few hours that which other Porous Plasteis
require
days and weeks ot coniinuous wear to accomplish.
They will positively cure diseases which others simply relieve. They are purely vegetable, and do not
contain metallic or mineral poisons. Their action is
superior to electricity, and more powerful. Try
them.
Price 25 cents.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.* Agents.
novl
deod&wlm

3.00 p. in., arriving: in Boston at 7.30 p. m., in
for New York and Western connection.
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
5.20 p m. Bidileford accomodating train.
Returning, leave BidJeford at 8 00 a. in.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 2.15 a. m
every day (except

waiw

Steamship Line.

SIOI Federal Street.

season

mnn
mm. hjj

be

Horns-8 to 9 A.

PASSENGER TRAINS leave Portland
for Hcarboro’, Saco, Biildeford, Ei.cnncbiiuk* tV'elli North Berwick, Sonth
Berwick,
Conway Junction, Elio t,
lAe wburyport,
Portsmouth,
Sisttery.
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
9.00 a. m., arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. ni.
Saco, Bidileford. Iiennebuuk, Kiltery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,
Salem, Eyun? Chelsea and Ronton at

■■

jl

consulted on tbe diseases of all domesticated Animals.
OFFICE AT WILSON’.* STABLE,

May

Important to evrey Family,
Ilheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia, Pleurisy, Spine
Hip Diseases, Inflammations, Kidney and Liver
Weaknesses, Severe Aches, Pains and Stitches, Ex-

Tlirongb Tickets

STREET.

PHILADELPHIA

and

Leave Boston at 7.30, 112.30 and at S.OO
p. m., conn*cting with Maine Central
and K. & N. A. Railway lor St, John
nod Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

EXCHA^iOE

CO.,

Proprietor of Kipley’sAIteratiye Powders

9, 1876.

FOR

the popular route., via ROCHESand WOKCe.lKIl. NEW CONNTO.MNGTuN and FALL RIVER
LINEN; al.o to all point. WENT and
SOUTH and
CALIFORNIA, K .11 or
Nt.nmrr., for .ale at the Ml WENT REDUCED RATEN by

E. F. RIPLEY,
Veterinary Surgeon,

Railroad,

MERffllNTS’

PHILADELPHIA 11 RETURN!

Cougli,

GRAND TRENR RAILWAY Is in splendid
is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quick-

Mondays.)
.RETT! RNIMG,

Franconia

hr all
TER
DO*.

■Vm

DIAMOND PECTORAL tor
Colds
and
Bronchial
affection.
Try the AMERICAN VEGETABLE HEALTH PILLS tor a Mild
the

THE

OCT.

1

anora and

Will until further not
leavo Franklin Wharf.
Portland, every MuNDA V and THURSDAY ur 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River, Nf
York, every MONDAY and TPURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fittt; up
with fine accommodations for passengers, m.iking
this the most convenient and comforfal1
route fur
travellers between New York and Maine
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New
York.
Passage in State Room $3, meals ex .ra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all paits of Maine.
Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steameis a9 early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F AMES, Ag*t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocldtf

31

and all points in the

est time of any

Steamers El

ACCIDENT TICKETN fnrni.hed if
wanted.6e2Ulis2wtOBtf

N 5?is3W«ai. West astd Southwest.
J. C. FCRNIVAL, Agt.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

can make #50 a week without capita),
1? \ easy and respectable for either sex.
ifi UALX AGENTS SUJPF1Y CO., 261 Lowery,
New Y««rk.
OClMtWt

W. D. EITTEE &

MEDICAL

Detroit, €hicngo> Taiwan*
bee, Cincinnati. St. Coni*. Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Labe City,]
Dearer, San Francisco,
Canada.

Machias, Bansor, Ells-

worth and Deer Isle.

A ni<‘ TV fP O Investigate the merits of the IllusAVf "'Lv A titrated Weekly, before determining
upon your work tor this fall and winter. The combination for this season surpasses anything heretofore
attempted. Terms sent free on application Address
4’ B1 A*. CLli’AM A t’4i., 14 Warren St.,
N. Y.
oc!3d4wt

—TO—

THE HIIV.1L VICTORIA HOTEL

Mt. Desert,

A TTfll

Excursion Tickets

WINTER RESORTS.

OEW VS' FOOT OF INDIA ST

I.MSIDE LIVES TO

TW 4A
II

HOTELS.

l^assenajer Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

PORTLiKH, BAiUOR & IMMS

Tlf

Mayor

be closed.
The Aldermen of said city will be in open session
at the Aldermen’s Room, in City Building from
nine to twelve o’clock in the forenoon and from two
to five o’clock in the afternoon on each of tbe five
secular days next preceding such day of the election,
for the purpose of receiving evidence of the qualification of voters whose names have not been entered
on the lists of qualified voters, in and for the several
wards, and for correcting said lists.
Per order,
H. I. ROBINSON. City Clerk.
October 19 1876.
oc20dtd

dtf

p
141
by
v'AIJ ll"d
ture books,
assuming to be
“official” and telling what will happen in Aug.
aud Kept.
ocl3d4wt

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

then and there to give in their votes for Electors of
President and Vice President of the United States.
The polls on such day of election to remain open
until four o’clock in the afternoon, when they shall

On and after MONDAY. Oct. 1G, 1876,
trains will run as follows:
train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.
for Auburn *ua l^ewistou ai 7 00 a. m.
tram ai 12,25 p
ai rot Aubarn ami Lew-

janll

will also leave Kailrowl Wbarf every -VIominy.
u niBfw'ay
iid«i
r riany r. vruaiini iu
o’clock, for Bangor, touchiug at Rockland, Camden,

FARE

Grand Trunk it. 11. of Canada.
ARRANGEMENT

al Depots
Rails
through Bills Lading given from Boston and principal points in New England lo the South and Southwest. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the “CLYDE STEAM LINES” to Baltimore,
Norfolk
ICirhmond, ChnrSeNiou, New(»« rise and Wn*hiuvlon.
II. II €' MINK, Grocrol E'nnfera Agent,
49 DevouMhire Ntreet, Boston.

Millbrldge, Jonesportand Machiasport.
Returning will leave Macbiasport every in onday morning at Si o’clock, touching as above,
arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting
with Pullman Train, and early morning Trains tor

of Portland.

PURSUANT

River.
(•oo<U Krcfired

STEAMER CITV OF RICIIMOVD
CAPT. KII.BV,

SALE.

City

FOI R ITEAMEBN PER WEEK.
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY bv Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY bv
Old Colouy Railroad via Fall

Boston and the West.

LOAN.

to warrants from the
and
Aldermen of the City of Portland, the duly
qualified electors of said city, are hereby notified to
meet in their respective Ward rooms, on

Free Street Block, Portland,
wtplfi_illy

CSCHU. HATTIE E. SAMPSON, 2.10 61-100 tons
o bnrllien, N. M., well found In sails and giugng
2c. Apply to
All CALI SAMPSON,
10 Commercial Street.
jnc21iltl

dtf

OF HIAINL.

STATE

at

MORNING.

dtf

represented.
W. W.

&

New York at 5.00 p. in.,
arrives in Portland 1.15 p. m. NEXT
DAY.
Freight leaving Portland at 2.30 p. m.,
arrives in New York 0.00 a. m. NEXT

Posters, B«nd Kills, Bill Heads,

President,

73_

as

Freight leaving

E subscribers have been appointed A treats for
the Albion I.end
Work..
A superior
brand of kiiriclly Pure W liitc I.vail ground in
Oil; for sale in the usual variety of packages, and
at the lowest market prices; guaranteed to be as

Sant

Gen. Passenger Ag'.t, New York.

Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments at first class dinning rooms
JAS. T. FUKBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS. Gen. Agml. Portland. oc7dtf

Freight

Cards, Tags, &c. printed at short

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at stouington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Ubode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the eleand popular steamer Stouington every Tuesay, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other line*. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams', 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little & Co.'s,49} Exchange St.
L. W. F1LKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,

lowest rates.

—

FREIGHT.

freight destined to points reached by the following Fast Freight Lines, viz: Red, White,
liiue, Canada, Southern, International, Hoosac TunV>el ?nd .Merchant’s Despatch, must be shipped by
Boston & Maine Railroad. For
through rates and
11s lading apply to
11. A. McCLUTCHY,
Agt. Past Frgt. Lines at B. & M. it.It., Portland.

OF

STEAMSHIP LINES.

STEAMBOAT CO.

H

NOTICE.

OF

be sold to the White Mountains

NOTICE

Philadelphia, Boston & New England

TliEB M.

Monday, Sent. 18th, Excursion

BUILDING

RAILROAD.

sept27dtf
SI’KCIAI.

«>

tin* Only l»sid«
Route
Avoiding I'oint Judith.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

Boston & Maine

CLYDE’S

This is

the MouDtian Houses will make reduced rates to
parties holding these tickets.
dtt
septl6

IV—

1 BEMITiFlIL LIMY DESK,

ALL

All

SIZES.

Empress Range,

dtf

Portland,

stations.

Best iu Market.

pump in the
Send for a

\

qjPAKTN EKSH1P.

Iron

discount to the trade.

Danforts Street

improvements

10.45 A M. for all stations, running through to
Johnson, Vt.
2 45 P. m. for Upper Bartlett anti intermediate

Furnace. Eastern
ings.
No Dust.

C. OXNAliD.

To Let.
HOUSE No. 7i

Passenger Trains Leave Portland.

The No. 6 has immense radiating surface, and is
designed for heating large dwellings or public build-

THE PREMIUM

Tlio best aud
market. Liberal
circular.

MULNIX,

of

From Portland to Glen llcune and
return
$5.00
Crawford House and return
3 OO
3.00
Fabyan House and return
EBaseof Hit. Washington and return, 4.00
Nnmmit and return yia Fabyan’s
6 00
8.00
Summit and return via Glen

condition,

109 CENTER STUB! T,
Between Free anti Congresseodlf

each week through the Winter
Free of tuition to mechanics from any part of the State.
Only
a limited number of scholars can he accommodated:
those of lost year will have pre'ereuce this
year, provided thev apply. Two classes will
be formed-one tor beginners and an advanced clas-.
Pupils required to furnish themselves with necessary
implements and stationery. Application must
bemadeto
ti. L. BilhEl.
i
Secretary of the Committee 46 Exchange St. I
Committee on School—M. A. Blanchard. L. F. Pingree, Richard Cole, Geo. F. Morse, G. L. Bailey.
|
°c3l
dtnola

CUCUMBER

Pla’ed

—

Barstow’s

aprll_dtt
HE

FOR SALE BY

ANDREW

DRAWING SCHOOL
(Second Tear.)
This School will he opened on
Wednesday Evening Nov. 15th, at 1 1-2
o’clock,
in the Library Room ot the Association, and continue
on Wednesday and
Friday Evenings of

augll

No. 122 Commercial street, next below
Dana & Co., now occupied by Joshua Hobbs &
Son. Possession given immediately.
Appiy at 96

Dantorth St.

6 1-2 DOW STREET.
an9_ _d3m
FREE

Wholesale Store,

No. 32J Emery St.

—

the

Parlor,

Parlor Stove,
with Nickel
Trimmings and Anti-Clinker Grate.

m. C. HI ASSOCIATION

LET.

all

first-class

a

rooms corner

be

now made, with
improvements.

Winthrop

TEACHER OF

man

3 to 5 P. M.

the tuarhet.

; WINTHBOP RANGE

of six
State and SherPIANO AND ORGAN,
TENEMENT
streets. Modern improvements.
Family
without small
Cau

ON

d&wtf

oci 14

FOR NEW YORK,

Halifax.
tPullman Sleeping Car attached.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
tMixed.
Portland. Oct. 9, 1876.
au31dtf

I

L1AE

NTOAIIGTOA

Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Waterville,
Belfast and Dextei at t12 35 a. m., 12.40 p. m.
Skowhegan 12.35 p, m. and 12.40 p. m.
Augusta, H allow ell, Gardiner, and Brunswick
tl2 35 a.m.,J7.00 a m., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Rockland and Lewiston via Brunswick *7.00 a. m.,
12.40 p. m
Bath 17.00 a. m., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 12.35 p. m., 5.05 p. m.
FarmingtoD 12.35 p. m.
The tl2.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with E. <& N, A. Railway foi St. John and

PROF.

or

Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50 to Baltimore. To Philadelphia $15,
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL. Agent,
uo2ritf
Providence. R.

MONDAY, OCT. 9, IS76.

Trains will arrive as follows:
Express train from Gorham at8 30 a m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 2.30 p.m.
From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.45 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.15 p. m.

greatest

Boston.
To all points of North and South Cardin a by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlanti Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent,222 Washington street, boston.
And to all point* in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasningtou street,

AHEAD

and after
tickets will
follows:

Commercial Wuarf,
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday at 3 p. m. Returning, leave Harpswell Monday,
and
at
8
a.
m.—will touch at
Wednesday
Saturday
Long, Little and Great Chebeague and Bariev’s
Island each way. For freight, apply to CAPTAIN.

—

BLACKSTONK.
WM. KENNEDY.
and McCLELLAN.
Provideuce every WSDIKESDa.1
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Mosely.
Freight forwarded trora Norfolk to Fetersbr-g and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. U. II. to all puces in
the South, W. M. C’ark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

RAILROAD.

Mail train 1.50 p. m. (stopping ai all stations to
Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.

I

vND

PORTLH & OGDEMHG.

Express
iston.

Nautrigou

houses whenever desirable.

Central

FIARPSWELL.
STEA1II.B tiAG.NET.
Capt. Curtis, will leave end ol

week.

Flm ClaM Nteamibijp
WM.CRANF.
JOHNS HOPKI 4.
GEORGE At FOLD.
WM. LAWRENCE.
From Boston direct every TITKMD.‘ X
and NAITRDAV.

ocl

Express

Rent.

children preferred.

Maine

m.,

Change of Time, Ocf. O, 1876.

PARLEZ-VOUS FHANCAiS 1

oct26dJw
To

_dtf

PORTLAND & CGDENSBURG RR.

Express

BREEN. 199 Franklin St., I
Will teach navigation bv the use of the “Nautrigou’
Invented by Rev. Dr. Hill of this city. Persons who )
have acquired no knowledge of navigation can learu
in a very short time by this instrument to solve the
problems of time, latitude, longitude,azimuth, course
and distance on the great circle, aud several other
problems useful iu navigation. The expense of learning navigation by this method is very small.
jyl5tf

TENEMENT of Grooms at 22 BRAMHALL ST.

HP* Ticket* good to go any day and on
any train. Returning within 30 days
State Rooms on Norwich L>ne Steamers secured in
J. M. LUNT, Superintendent.
advance.
J. W. PETERS, General Ticket Agent.
no4

J. M. LUNT, Sunt,
dtt

apl

WINTER

EDWARD

To Let.
F. G. PATTERSON,
Inquire of
oct24d2w*3791 Congress Street.

the

VIA

Portland & Worcester Line,
Norwich l ine Steamer*
and Pennsylvania It. R.

ALTEBATIflN OP TRAINS.

EDUCATIONAL.

TAYLOR.

__

A

PORTLAND, M K.

to

To be Let.
At 85 New High street, a Pleasant rent of
five rooms with modern conveniences, to a

[JJJJtttamily

Jul

To Let.
WHmot Street; has furnace, gas

a.

ONLY $13.00

and 8.50 p. m.
7.IO i. 51. Stops at all Stations, arrives in Portland at 10 00 a m.
11.45 A. 51 Steamboat Express from New London, leaving Norwich Line Steamers at 5 00
a. m., and Worcester at 8.00 a. m., stops at
Springvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, arrives in Portland at
1 20 p. m., makes close connection with the
Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
11.45 A. 51. Train is a freight train with Passenger Car attached, stops at all Stations, and
is due in Portland at 5.10 p. m.
8.50 P. 51. Train is through from New York,
stops at all Stations when signaled, arrives
in Portland at 10.50 p. m.
Local Train from Gorham at 6.00 a. m., anives in
Portland at 6.4o a. m.

a

From

■hhu

city.

a nice stable is withm easy access
There are about
6000 feet of land
This is one of the most eligible sit
uations in the city of Portland. Terms of payment
made easy. Apply for particulars to E. T PATTEN,
on the premises, 307 Brackett, corner of Vaughn St.
octlO
dtf

FARRINGTON’S,

RETURNING.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.20, 11.25, 11.45

Centennial Excursion Tickets

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert. Machias, Eastport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax
Also, connect with Grand
Trunk trains at. Grand Trunk Station, and Maine

of Brackett and
person wishing
house is of brick
and is supplied with all the modern improvements;
corner
a

dtf

THOMAS RAINEY, M. A. Id.
Office 499 1-9 Congrru Street,
Formerly occupied by Dr. Davcis.

Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 10.00 a.
m., (where it connects with Eastern aud Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nn»hun at 11.47
a. m., Lowell 12.15 p.
m., Boston 1.15 p. in.,
Ayer .9unction 12.40 p m., Fitchburg
1.25 p. in., and at Worcester at 2.10 p.m.,
connecting with trains South and West.
4.30 P. 51. Steamboat Express arrives at
Rochester at 4.30 p, in.,connects at Eppiug
for 51nuchentcr and t'oucord.at Nn^hua
for Lowell and Bouton, at Aver 'unction for Fitchburg anu Hoosnc Tunnel Line at Worcester with
Boston &
Albany Railroad, and goes through New
London without
change of Cars,
there
magnificent
connecting with the
Steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving in
New Vorii at Pier No, 40, North Barer
at 6.00 a. m.
Htnte Booms can be secured in advance at
Bn rues Bros., No. 28 Exchange Street and
at the Depot.
4.00 p. 51. Train runs to Rochester, stopping at
all stations.
0/40 P. 51. Train runs to Gorham.

CENTENNIAL
During Closing Days or tlic Exposition.

FOR

& Washington

Four timet

follows:

STEAMERS.

MTKAMSHIF U»B

THE

Ten miles from
Portland, in
Windham, on Stage Road to Bridgacres of land, mowing,
pasture aud
woodland; under_^.drained where needed, and in a
good state of cultivation, with one acre of
muck: one mile from Church aud Post Office: bait
mile from School; three miles from Railroad. Story
and a half house with ell, blinded and furnished
throughout, with cement cellar.wood, ice. hen bouse,
and yard with barn all in good condition; orchard of
young thirfty trees, grapes, pear, plum and smaller
fruits in bearing. Also the crops and farming tools,
including twenty tons of hay, at a bargain. Inquire
of W. H. VIN ION ESQ., Middle Street, Portland,
or DR HUNTINGTON, on the premises.

DESIRABLE situation,
A
Vaughn streets is ottered to
nice residence in this
This

cock;

run as

TO

Norfolk, Baltimore

WHEREAS,

FOR SALE!

(gwvd tePun’t&b,

YARMOUTH, ME.

Monday, ^ipril, 8,1876,

Leave Portland at 7.50 a. m.,
2.30, 4.00 and 6.20 p m.
7.50 4. 51. Train stone at all stations between
Portland and Rochester, and runs through to

dim

BERRY,

Opposite the Grand Truuk Depot,

OVER

Apply

On and after

STEAMERS

Charles H. Adams, of the City of
Commencing Monday Oct. 9,1878.
Portland, in the County of Cumberland, on
the twenty-seventh day of June, A. D., 1868, by his
Passenger Trains will leave Portland for mortgage deed of that date recorded in the Registry
of Deeds for said County, Book 336, Page 204, conBoston at 6.15, 9.00 a. tn., and 3.00 p. m., arveyed to said City, a certain parcel of land situated
riving at Boston at 10.45 a. m.. 1.40. 7.30 p. m.
on the East side of Temple Street, in said Portland,
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a.* m.,
3
39
at
Portland
at
12.30,
p. m., arriving
12.10, seventy feet front on Temple Street, and ninety feet
deep, being the same premises conveyed to said
5.00, 8.10 p m.
Adams by the Temple Street Chapel Society, by
For fVtllg, North Berwick, Sainton Falls,
deed dated July 22, 1856. and recorded in the
Grent Falls. Dover, Newmarket, Exeter,
Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book 272, Page 255.
Haverhill. North Andover, Fawrcuce,
to which reference is made for a more particular
Andover and Fowelt at 6.15, 9.00 a.m., 3 00
with authority in case of a breach of the
description,
m.
p.
condition in said mortgage to self said premises at
For Rochester and Farmington, N. IV., at
and
from the proceeds to pay the debt
m.
auction,
9.00
a.
3.00
p.
m.,
6.15,
secured thereby, and, whereas, the condition of
For Scarborough, Pine Point, Oltl Orsaid mortgage deed has been broken by said Adams:
chard K*ach, Saco, Biddeford and KenThis is to give notice that said parcel of land,
nebunk at 6.15, 9.00 a. m 3 00, 5.30 p. in.
with the buildings thereon, known as the Adams
morning Trains will leave Kennehunk
House, will be sold at public auction, on said
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.
m
premises, on the 8th dav of November next, at 3
o’clock in the atternoon, for the reason and purpose
Parlor Curs on trains leaving Portland at 3,00
aforesaid.
p. m., and Boston 7.30 a. m.
In witness whereof, I, Henry W. Hersey, in behalf
of said City of Portland, and by direction of the
Excursion Tickets to New Vork and
City
Council, and of the Building Loan CommisPhiladelphia for sale at Boston & Maine Rail- sioners. and as Treasurer of said City, by virtue
rood Ticket Office, including
of whatever
authority is given me in said deed have
Fiee Carriages from Depot in Boston to any
hereunto set my hand ana given this notice.
other depot and return
Choice of carriages.
HENRY W. HERSEY,
N. It.—Kates an low an toy any other Fine. I
Treasurer for said City.
Tickets via all Fines to all points for sale at
Portland, August 14,1876.
augl4eodtd

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

B. SOUTH WO HTH. 10S Newbury St.,
or J. T McUOHB, 95 Exchnnte St.
novidtf

Reduction in Fare

dlw*

A

Coffins and Caskets Always on Hand.

WM, H.

THE AMERICAN

Portland & Rochester R. B.

H, JERRIS, Real Estate Agent

Farm for Sale.
FARM of sixty acres, located in Gorbam Village, well distributer! for tillage, pasture, hay
aud wood, amply stocked, will be sold or exchanged
for first class city property. Communicate wirli Box
No. 1517, Portland, Maine.
oc3kllw
A

Wild.©*

ii i tc ii

augtl

HOTEL TO LET.

pantry.

For all lliere had been so many eaten, yet
there was piles and piles left, and, as Aunt
Betsy said, tbev wouldn’t need to bake lor a
month to come'.

Roles,

corner Park
and Gray streets, will remain in the hands of
present proprietor wbo now Las desirable rooms
vacant, furnished and unfurnished.

was a

Mr. Ormsby’b papers

vicinity respectfully

UNDERTAKEK.

EL

Copartnership

mnen

to W.

nov2

Successor to the late George Mars ton,

To Hoarders.
rpiHE well-kDown boarding house,

Sbe got

rlrnorlinlln cnltue

mid

Oil o

HAVE

quir

funeral than a merry-makiu’, I must
say; but bis wife was awful. She was jest as
huffy and short as she could be with every
one, and she went and locked the study door
and pul the key in her pocket right before us
all, as it sbe was afraid we’d touch some of

Apply

a

Bosird aiht Pleasant Rooms.
ntG taken the desirable house, No.
101
Danforth street (near Park street), 1 am preto
furnish
pared
gentlemen and their wives, and single gentlemen, with pleasant rooms and board.
oc.25d2wMRS. M. D. WOODWARD.

loosed all atound and cleared his throat two
three times, as if be bad somethin’ pertiekler to say, but after waliu a minute he
changed bis mind and sat down.
I thought he acted Siudei queer, but I was

Ormahlf

ing House.

No. 37 Plum Street.

with board at
corner of Elm.
dlw*

or

quite taken up with noticin’ Miss Ormsby.
as red as could be, and when meetin was dismissed sbe just hurried out as if
sbe didn’t want any one 10 speak to her.
Weil, Friday came, and by three o'clock
we was mostly all at tbe
Mr.
parsonage.

city

and

T.

4M,

STREET.

to let

139 OXFORD STREET,
PLEASANT

ouy

rocked in.

Expert Aecountaut, HOUSE

STEPHEN

Let,

To
front

some

Miss Jones and Uncle Midian sent in a new
painted bedstead and a kitchen table, and so
I told Ralph I’d give ’em a couple of kitchen
chairs and our cradle, the one we was both

Rents.
No. 9 Neal street, near Congress—10
100ms—for two families—$150 each.
Six pleasant rooms at 1C42 Congress street, opposite
the brick chapel—$13 00 per month.
Brick house No. 47 Wilmot street—10 rooms, Sebago and gas—$25 00 per month.
Five rooms at No 29 Waterville street, first floor—
$12.50 per month.
A stable ou Oak street, opposite the Friends Meet-

failing spring of pure water in cellar. Lot is
36x120, with garden nd fruit trees. Will be sold at
a bargain.
N.S GARDINER,
Apply to
Real Estate Agent, No. 42J Exchange Street.

accommodated with

be

can

A
board, at
oct28d2w*NO, 26

of his own kitchen. He’d just bought a new
one for Miss Stiles, and he come over and
put it up himself, which I thought was uncommon kind.
up

street.

EDWARD

never

Boarders Wanted.

fair

furniture, but ready money was skurse
just then, so we only raised enough to git a
pair of chiny vases and an inkstand.
But Silas Hart, that sold ’em to us, was
one of onr members, so he threw in a chiny
dog for the baby, and a matchbox for the
parson’s wife.

Spruce
or

NOYES,
Savings
nov3dtf

The Natural Magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hand sod them and they sha’l be healed
303 Cumberland, Cor. of Elm Ht.
nov8
dtf

riJtmr

the owners

oct2f>

in pine cones, to hang in Mr. Ormsby’s study,
and the deacon he sent us a cookin’ stove out

10

two store brick bouse No. 2

of CHAS. EDWARDS
THEEnquirePortland
A.
Bank,

solicited.
Ample references in this and other cities.
marT
TW&Fteodtf

JOSEPH HOBSON, Saco,

Applv

as

to

For Sale or to Let.

ME.

INTRICATE

Dr. R

sold low

S. GARDINER,^teal Estate Agent,
424 Exchange St.

N.

accounts, partnership settlements,
etc., etc., adjusted. Previous business written,
and all work requiring competent services promptly
executed. Compromises between debtors and creditors effected, financial ability of debtors investigated,
and settlements effected when desired.
Instruction in book-keeping to a limited number.

Wanted!

furnace, and all modern conveniences of

novSdtf

143 COMMERCIAL ST.

Business from this

Sebago,

gas,

Will be
a first-class bouse.
are about leaving the state.

PATTEN,

Practical and

BOARD.

for each of the bedrooms—there’s three on
’em iu the house—aud half a dozen tidies for
the parlor, and a case for his shaviu’ paper,
and all sent in the first week.
You’ve heard him preach, Miss Harwood,
and you know how interestin’ he was, and
what a beautiful reader and singer too. Why,
I declare I took real comfort goin’ to church
and sitlin’ under such preachin’; and so we
all did, I’m sure.
But I was teliiu’ you about what we gave
him. Well, Deacon Stiles’s daughter Sally
made a drawin’ of the church, and framed it

a conirtnuuon

bath room,

mA

housekeepin’ stuff.
Well, the ladies was so well pleased with
him that they took right hold of the work (be
was to come back iu a fortnight) and got lots
of things together.
There was a handsome pincushiou made

roos

,for

Branch O^-ce at Haccarnppa, Me.
d3m
sepl9

M. C.

Cum-

on

near

Law,

PORTLAND,

French roofed house,

New two

at

inquire of
J. IV. READ.

story
berland
TILE
High street, containidg 14 rooms,
two families,
furnished and fitted

Exchange St.

No. 511-2

House Wanted.

had a parsonage it would help us; so he aud
the other trustees bought that nice little cottage where Miss Gray used to live, with a
whole rod of land belongiu’to it; hut law’,
twan’t of no use; noue of ’em staid the year
out. and I was clean discouraged.
“When Mr. Ormsby came, nigh on three
year ago, be seemed more reasonable tbau
the rest, though he asked if we couldn’t furnish part of the parsonage for him, as they
was ouly new beginners, and hadn’t much

we

at

Lots,

Ilouae

bargain!

TOR SALE—a

feUeodtf

small family without children desire a
rent in the western part of the city.
House
must contain from seven to nine rooms, having
considerable direct sunlight, and be supplied with
gas and good water. Reference given. Address L.,
Box 1557.
se27nalwttt

tax, makin’ nigh onto four huudred a year,
yyusee; yet it’s wonderful what trouble
we’ve had to git a pastor.
“Brother Ralph thought that mebbe if we

men

Brown Ht.

i!6

Counsellor

A

So many confused and contradictory ruhave been circulated about that last donation party that I (who have heard the
whole story lrom my friend aud neighbor,
Miss Mix) would like to give the world a plain,
unvarnished account ot the whole festivity
Let me, then, introduce my informant,
Miss Melissa Mix, spinster, owning to forty,
moderately well endowed with this world’s
goods, housekeeper aud care-taker of her only
brother Ralph, some vears her senior, both of
them prominent members ot the Willowbrook
Church—and thus heralded, she shall tell you
the story she told me.
“Of course we can’t give our minister
much of a salary, you know, Miss Harwood;
but we’ve always ca'kilaied to get a man
whose heart wasn’t set on filthy lucre, as the
’Postle says.
“1 must own we hain’t had much success,
for would you believe it? out of five candidates that preached here the year we built
the church, not one was willing to stay and
do the Lord’s work.
“Why, there’s only about sixty families iu
our church, and it was settled that first win-

in

~fTm7kay,

RESPONSIBLE party to cut and draw three
to five millions of spruce timber a year for the
next three years and drive the same about eight
miles into t he Androscoggin river.

mors

Bargniua
U'ooiirord,s Corner,
GREAT
nov4d1w*

STREET

head «t

fur-

For Sale.

D.

Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

Sebago,

story house, 11 rooms, arranged for two
families, western part ot city,
a small house, six rooms,
good neighborhood,
western part ot city. $150*
New house, 12 100ms, gas and Sebago, arranged for
two faniilh'H, on Spring Street, near State.
24 story house ou Oxiord Street, near Franklin, 11
arranged for two
rooms, g:»s, Sebago, furnace,
families, tor $350.
New store on Spring Street, near State; oxcellent
oeation ior boot and shoe business
F. G. PATTERSON,
Apply to
Dealer in Real Estate,
novld2w
379J Congress Street, near City Hall.

of debts, bankruptcy, &c., a specialty. Funds remitted soon as collections are
made. Also collects in England and foreign countries claims of American heirs.
d&wlv
sep29

FREE

rooms, gas.

family.

small
A 2

a

d6m»ttf

7 4

seven

new

J. B. SANFOBD,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
33 School St., Boston, Mass.

[Harper’s Magazine for November.]

oot17

Rent of

GENTEEL
nace, bath room, hot and cold water, in the
brick bouse 7GG Congress Street. Will be let to

Street,

G. A. CLARK, N.

Rents.

Housp

PORTLAND, ME.

WANTS.

BY MBS. E. T. COBBETT.

RAILROADS.

Trains will

LAW,I

apl3

Miss Melissa’s story.

Loggere

NTdOW,

172 Middle

~

at

dim

ATTORNEY AT

summer

The Donation Parly
Willowbrook.

Money
ON

Kootu 8 and 9.

FRED.

the biscuits out in a big basket, and
then Miss Ormsby she helped him to stick
them on the pickets, and she laughed all the
time as if it was a good joke.
I don’t want to judge anybody, but I never
did think that woman was fit for a minister’s
wife, and I don’t think so now.
Well, they moved off, bag and baggage, on
Wednesday of that week, and we’ve never
heard from Mr. Ormsby since, and I don’t
know as we want to, seein’ he hurt our feelin’s so, though we’ve never found as good a
preacher as be was, and never will.”
was

to Loan.

first class Real Estave Security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Kents collected, taxes paid, etc., ou
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
j 3. PATTERSON-dealer in Real Estate. Office379J
Congress street. Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
snd Pearl streets.
_ftu2Stt

BLOCK,

Hlreef.

uovl

brougbt

Aud this

HALE,
at
Law,

CENTENNIAL
Exchange

We heard afterward from littie Jobny Hall,
who was playin’ near the parsonage late on
Saturday afiernoon, that Mr. Ormsby be

day.
—CongregationalisL

RAILROADS,

REAL ESTATE,

has removed to

at all.

Gf crickets in full song. How long this trunk
Haa lain dissolving, fancy only tells.
The young black eagle has excoauged his hue
For the gray Drinker of the sun’s; the sprout
Has seen its twin, red, crumpled leafage turn
Duo a world of verdure lilted high,
Upon a spotted shaft that dared the blast
Since the first groan was uttered in the fall
Of the proud oak whose spector there is stretched.
Oft have I made the bulk, a noon-tide seat.
And watched the bee. laden with flowery wealth,
Darting withiD, what time some isinglass
Ot filmy rain shone in the summer blue
Like sheen upon the purple of the plum.
Or the red squirrel, powdered with the drops,
Streaked to its shelter, flashing white in pearl.
Soon the old hollow wooden cave will melt
Into brown ruin, and green waves ot fern
And moss roll over its cracked fragments, ti'l
A bower ot saplings plumes the pillared spot,
And beetle-blots of gold und sable shapes

Frame

CLARENCE

Ihe ladies came along and jined me; and
there we ail stood till the last bell began to
ring, talkin’ the matter over, and feelin’ pret-

The badger dries his thick, gray jacket there,
Wet with the sparkle of the sunny shower
That glazed the air into a diamond.
The

BUSINESS CARDS.

A Co.’s

l'OnPBE<»B|) Vt'AVT
M»kf»

Ibe list him 1 Ualtliiot
BRhAD
'Ibis y.Mtst Is marie
I'om Mure Grain.
Factory at
B i.*svil e, L. !. For sal*
by all
retail grocers.

General Agency
SUh mark.
TB4DKV4BK

220

St. Cortland.
sep28<icm

